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INTRODUCTION 

The development phase, as recorded in this report, involved several areas of 
mutually dependent effort. 

1. Calculations were made to determine the various mechanical design param- 
eters and requirements. 

2. Considerable effort was made to locate suitable comiaercial equipment to 
satisfy the design requirements. Negotiations were carried on with at least 
three potential suppliers of major components such as hydraulic pumps, motor and 
controls, servo valves, actuators, etc. 

3. Mechanical layouts were made using the selected commercial equipment. 

4. Servo analyses were made to verify that selected equipment would perform 
as required, and that it operated in a stable manner. 

5. Hydraulic schematics were developed for the various systems. 

6. Standard servo configurations were developed for control of the pitch 
and yaw circuits including features to insure safe, smooth start-up and fail-safe 
operation. 

7. An extensive study was conducted on the analog and digital computer of 
the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories to verify the proposed spring rate 
and damping ratio control system. The design of the actual equipment was then 
developed. 

8. A preliminary design was performed for the three vibration systems. The 
tail rotor vibrator and the auxiliary device vibrator units have reasonable de- 
sign parameters. Since the main rotor vibrator unit is considerably more diffi- 
cult because of the large mass to be moved, a compromise solution is presented. 

Each of these phases, including mathematical support, is discussed in this 
report. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Discussion 

The purpose of the following derivation is to provide the input data neces- 
sary to program the servo systems to: 

1. Provide specified spring rates as measured at the platform, 

2. Eliminate the effects of gravity, due to the finite spring rate of 
the triogonal actuators, as a result of variations in the geometry, and 



3. Derive the input signals necessary to produce the desired yaw and 
pitch motion. In addition, a simplified analysis of the system dynamics was 
presented, to assess the importance of cross-coupling effects among the various 
servo systems. 

The basic analysis has been separated into the following two major sec- 
tions: (1) Calculation of the mean values, and (2) Calculation of linear deriv- 
atives for the combat vehicle. The system dynamics is also presented. A system 
of linear coefficients was selected to avoid continuous real-time calculation of 
all the variables, which would require excessive computing time and facilities. 
By linearizing the solution about the mean values, the time varying components 
can be derived from the input time functions by means of linear calculations. 
This greatly reduces the on-line computing facilities required. The mean values 
and linear derivatives can be computed off-line, and need be modified only if the 
basic geometry is changed, i.e., location of weapon, type of vehicle, etc. 

The analysis was developed in general terms for each of the specified geome- 
tries to expand its use. In many cases, many of the parameters will be zero, and 
the actual calculations can be simplified. The equations were written in terms 
of state variables to simplify the notation. In most cases, these vectors con- 
sist of the six components of velocity or position necessary to specify the state 
of a particular element in the system—weapon, aircraft, triogonal system, etc. 
The basic approach was to develop the equations necessary to relate forces and 
moments in one coordinate system to those in another and to relate the velocities 
(linear and angular) of one system to another. 

The concept of impedance was introduced to describe the relationship between 
the forces and moments and the resultant velocities. With this method, the weap- 
on impedance can be found in terms of the output impedance of the triogonal actu- 
ators. For a desired set of spring constants at the platform, the corresponding 
spring constants of the actuators are then found. 

An important requirement for the system is the elimination of gravitational 
extensions of the triogonal actuators from their desired neutral position. This 
is particularly important when the gimbal angles are changed, resulting in a 
reorientation of the gravity vector for the triogonal system. Before firing, in 
some cases, it will be necessary to adjust the gimbal angles manually to aim the 
weapon. For this, a continuous calculation of the gravitational loading must be 
performed. Since relatively large angular excursions may be required, a linear- 
ized approach will not give sufficient accuracy. The fixed coefficients Involved 
in the calculation can be derived prior to the run, once the relationship among 
vehicle, triogonal system, and gimbal system is established. During a firing 
run, this same calculation can be used to correct for the time-varying inputs to 
the gimbal system. In addition, linearized corrections will be made to correct 
for variations in the triogonal actuator lengths due to yaw variations of the 
triogonal geometry when used with the combat vehicle. 

A description of the vehicle dynamics has also been included, primarily to 
examine some of the cross-coupling effects. Prior calculations have described 
the servo systems and the effects of the geometry on them. This has been primar- 
ily a description of the output impedance of the support system for the vehi- 
cle.  To complete the description of the entire system, it is necessary to add 



the equations to this, describing those elements external to the support system; 
i.e., the vehicle dynamics. By combining all these equations, an analytic solu- 
tion for the system response was obtained. However, this requires the solution 
of six simultaneous nonlinear differential equations, which would have to be done 
with the aid of a computer. Even without deriving the overall system response, 
it is possible to estimate the coupling effects due to the external systems. For 
this purpose, equations have been derived which describe the servo output quanti- 
ties (gimbal and triogonal forces and tail boom velocities) in terms of the input 
quantities (gimbal and triogonal velocities, tail boom forces, and weapon forc- 
es). To simplify the results, the mass of the support equipment has been ne- 
glected. This will produce an additional inertia load on the servo systems, but 
because the vehicle mass will be considerably larger, this simplification is 
justified for estimating purposes. 

The cross-coupling terms result from two effects: (1) The inertia terms 
(acceleration and gyroscopic forces) are due to the mass of the vehicle, and 
(2) There are direct coupling terms due to the geometry. In this latter class 
are those between the tail boom and triogonal servos and among individual actua- 
tors in the triogonal system. These expressions have been presented in general 
terms, and the direct coupling terms were evaluated for a particular case. The 
inertia terms were not evaluated, since this requires a knowledge of the system 
velocities, which must be obtained from the solution to the system response dis- 
cussed previously. The inertia effects are most significant for highly under- 
damped systems, and the energy stored within the system can build up to large 
values during firing due to inappropriate choices of firing rate and resonant 
frequencies. Generally, however, it is reasonable to assume the steady state 
values, due to the direct coupling terms, are representative of the forces and 
deflections that will be experienced. The passive system mathematical model 
makes use of the formula derived in the aircraft neutral position and the air- 
craft linear coefficients as a basis for the development of a computer program 
for use in operation of the simulator as a passive system. This program accepts 
as input the desired stiffness in six degrees-of-freedom and prints out corre- 
sponding actuator stiffness, accumulator precharge pressure and the top and bot- 
tom actuator pressures. 

Computer Requirements 

Many quantities must be calculated, both in preparing for and during an 
experimental run. These calculations are usually done off-line before the run on 
a linearized basis because of the excessive time and the computer facilities 
required to make continuous real time calculations. 

Initially, the mean values of all quantities will be found and stored. Then 
linear coefficients will be developed to compute real time variations from the 
means during the run. Since the angular variations will generally be quite small 
(up to 10 degrees), this method will give reasonable accuracy, and the computa- 
tional noise generated by this technique will be considerably less than the con- 
tinuous calculation of total values. 



A computer program has been prepared to calculate manual input values of 
effective mass, spring constant, and actuator lengths for quasi-static opera- 
tion. In addition, the program can be used in a dynamic situation when the simu- 
lator is pitching and yawing. All calculations are based on derivations in the 
following sections and the computer program is described in detail in appendix A. 

Primarily because of the complexity required to make pitch angle corrections 
to the actuator spring constant, all calculatuions will be performed digitally. 
The large number of coefficients required to be input to analog circuitry for 
this calculation would require an excessive number of D/A converters and storage 
elements. The complete calculation of spring constants, on an analog basis, 
could be performed, using prewired patch boards, selected for the particular 
choice of axes for which spring constants are specified. However, the resulting 
accuracy would be poor, due to the large number of multiplications required. 

Neutral Position 

Two modes of operation are planned using the aircraft fuselage: (1) A 
fixed weapon emplacement where the gimbal angles will be fixed to train the weap- 
on on target, and (2) A movable weapon turret with varied gimbal angles with the 
weapon tracking system used to maintain the weapon on target. 

In both cases, it is desired to maintain the triogonal system at or near its 
neutral position (except for reaction to weapon forces) and to maintain a con- 
stant platform impedance. In either case only the mean value calculations are 
required, since the geometry between the triogonal system and the vehicle is not 
varied with time. 

For the combat vehicle, an additional pitch actuator has been added between 
the triogonal platform and the vehicle CM. This will supply the necessary dy- 
namic pitch motion, while the triogonal system will supply the yaw motion. The 
gimbal system will be locked in place at the desired position. The mean triogo- 
nal position will again be the neutral position (all actuators equal length). 
Since, in this case, the geometry between the triogonal system and the vehicle 
does change with time, both the mean values and the linearized deviations from 
the mean are required. 

Triogonal Actuator Lengths 

The mean actuator lengths are determined so that a prescribed linear and 
angular displacement exists between the gimbal and the aircraft platform mounting 
plates. This displacement is defined by the vector distance from the origin of 
the gimbal coordinate system to the origin of the platform coordinate system, as 
measured in the platform system, and the relative Euler angles required to trans- 
form the gimbal system into the platform system. In general, yaw, pitch, and 
roll will be the rotation order for right-handed systems. The exception is the 
gimbal system which will operate in the reverse order of pitch and yaw because of 



the way it is constructed. The x-axis (roll) is defined in the forward direc- 
tion, the y-axis (pitch) in the starboard lateral direction, and the z-axis (yaw) 
in the downward vertical direction. 

Displacements defined by the vector are 

(1) 

and the Euler angles by 

(2) 

by 
The angular velocities of a point from one system to another are given 

(3) 

where 

G (X3) = 

1    0   -sine 

0   COS!})   sln(|) cose 

Q  -"sin^)   cos(}) cose 
(4) 

for all except the gimbal system.  For this 

^ (^3G)= 

cos6 • cos i|)^ sln^g 0 

-cose  • sin ^^ COS}p^ 0 

_ ^^"^G 0 1 (5) 

The displacement of the origins of two systems are defined as measured 
in the second system, into which the first is transformed. For instance, a point 
in the gimbal system can be transformed into the platform system through the 
equation 

- r^ ^Ip = E(x3p) xiQ  .p 

where the angular transformation 

E(x3) = E3 (<^) E2 (6) El (i|)) 

(6) 

(7) 



and 

E^(i>) = 

£2(6) = 

E3(*) 

"costj; sini|/ 0 

-sini|/ cosi|j 0 

L 0 0      IJ 

cosO 0  -sin9 

0   1     0 

_sinO  0  cose _ 

"1    0     0 ' 

0  cos^  sln^ 

0 -sin^  cos^. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The displacement, r , is the vector from the origin of the gimbal system 
to the origin of the platform system and measured there. 

The location of the pivot points for the n-th actuator (n=lto6) is given 
in the gimbal system by 

n 
z n 

(11) 

The other end of the n-th actuator is located in the platform system at the point 

(12) 

It then follows that the vector length of the n-th actuator in the plat- 
form system is given by 

J^„ = r + a - E(x„ ) b 
n   P   n     3p  n 

If we define 

then 

c = E(x„ ) b 
n     3p  n 

(13) 

(14) 

i    = r + a - c 
n   p   n   n 

(15) 



The scalar length is found by premultiplying this by its transpose 

( £ )  = ( £  . £ //2 
on    n   n 

t (16) 

These are the desired extended lengths (under gravitational load) for 
each of the actuators. 

Direction Cosines of Actuators 

simply by 
The direction cosines of the actuators in the platform system are given 

o  n (17) 

Velocity and Force Transformations 

The scalar actuator velocities are determined from the relative velocity 
of the platform system to the gimbal system by first finding the vector veloci- 
ties.  For the n-th actuator, the vector velocity, in gimbal coordinate is 

^ = x^g+E (X3p). a^ 
(18) 

where 

X  = E (x„ ) r  is the location of the origin of the platform system in gimbal 
10       jp   p 

coordinates.  But 

E (x, ) = E (x- ) W(x„ ) 
3p       3p    2p 

(19) 

where 

W(x^) = 

0 -z  y 

z   0  -x 

-y  X  0 
(20) 

so that 

^G = ^G "^ ^^^3p^ W(x2p)a^ (21) 



This is also equal to 

^G = ^IG ■"  ^('^Sp) ^^-^) ^2p 
(22) 

Relative to the gimbal system, the linear velocity of the platform system in 
platform coordinates is 

X  = E(x  ) X 
Ip     3p   lu 

(23) 

Then, the actuator velocity in platform coordinates is 

£ = X,  - W(a) X 
P   Ip        2p 

(24) 

The scalar actuator velocity is found by projecting this along the actuator 

Z    = 
n 

n 
3 
n 

IT ' n t 

a   = 

If we let 

W(a) 
x^ 

n (25) 

A' 

V 
W(a)l 3 

(26) 

This becomes 

Z    = 
1 
a e Y X y 

1 
V 

1   " 
n n n n n 

1 

\ 

X, 

The column matrix of scalar actuator velocities is then 

(27) 

a = Y I--— 

2/P 

(28) 



where 

1 

F' = 

(2y) 

Since the actuator pivots have no angular restraint, the force exerted 
on the platform by the actuator is directed along the actuator. If the scalar 
force in the n-th actuator is f , the forces and moments produced by the n-th 
actuator about the platform system are 

m = W(a) f = W(a) I 3 1  f 
P       P      \  /  n 

C30) 

(31) 

or 

(32) 

The sum of the forces and moments of all six actuators is then 

a-) 
(33) 

where fo is the column matrix of all actuator scalar forces. 

The velocity and force transformations for the rectilinear systems can 
be derived as follows: A point in the platform system is transformed into the 
aircraft system by 

X,  = E (xo ) x,  - a 
la      3a   Ip 

(34) 



The linear velocity of the origin of the aircraft system, if there is no 
relative motion between the platform and the aircraft systems, is equal to the 
velocity of the origin of the platform system plus the rotational components of 
the r vector.  The velocity of the platform system in aircraft coordinates is 

(x, )  = E(x„ ) X 
Ip a     3a  Ip 

while the angular velocity of the platform system in aircraft coordinates is 

^^2p^a = ^^"3a) "Zp 

Thus, the linear velocity of the aircraft system is 

^a = ^^^3a) ^ip - "^'^a) ^^^Sa^ ^2p 

Then, if 

X. 

X, 
« (^3a,^a) 

. X, 

The velocity transformation is 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

H (x ,r ) = 
3a a 

^ (^3a> ,  -W(-a) ^^^3a^ 

0 I    E(X3^) 
(39) 

Forces and moments exerted on the platform system are transformed to the 
aircraft system by 

f  = E(x- ) f 
a     3a  p 

m = E(x, ) m - W(r ) . E(x ) f 
a     3a  p     a      ia  p 

(40) 

(41) 

Thus 

m / a 

^(^a) 

-W(r^) E(X3^) 
^ (-3a^ 

m / p 

(42) 

or 

»t (-3a,'^a^ 
m / a m (43) 
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The force transformation is the inverse transpose of the velocity transformation. 

Impedance Transformations 

The impedance of a system is defined as the transformation which pro- 
duces the system velocities in response to impressed forces and moments. Thus, 

in general 

(44) 

With this definition, the impedance in the platform coordinate system produced by 
the triogonal actuator impedances is given by 

IP 

^2p 
m / p 

The impedance matrix describing the actuators is 

'-\'   \ 

(45) 

(46) 

where i  and f  are the scalar lengths and forces in the actuators.  If the imped- 

ance is to appear as a spring system 

Z =  S 
1 

1/kj  0 

0   l/k^ 

6    0  . . 1/k, 

= S L 

(47) 

then this diagonal matrix uses the diagonal elements as the reciprocals of the 
spring constants of each actuator. It is also convenient to define a column 
matrix as 

"l/kj 

1/k. 

Since 

1/k, 

(48) 

m / p 
= F  f 

t  I 
(49) 

11 



(50) 

the platform impedance is given by 

Zp=FZ^F^ (51) 

Similarly the impedance of the aircraft system is 

,  Z^ = H (X3^, ^a) Zp H^ (x3^, ^a) (52) 

Actuator Spring Constants 

Since the actuator spring constant matrix is diagonal, it is completely 
determined by specifying six spring constants on the weapons system. These can 
be the principal (diagonal) constants, or a combination of diagonal and mutual 
constants. The unspecified elements in the impedance matrix will also be com- 
pletely determined by the choice of the first six. The only exception to these 
restrictions is when the diagonal elements are specified, the system in which the 
specified constants and platform system form a symmetrical geometry, and the 
triogonal system is in its neutral position. In this case, some of the matrices 
in the solution become singular, and the solution can only be obtained by speci- 
fying a fewer number of spring constants and by imposing arbitrary symmetry con- 
ditions on the triogonal system. 

The impedance description of the system is preferable to an admittance 
description for the following reasons: (1) The system disturbance is a force. 
The response of the system to this force is described by the impedance rather 
than the admittance, and (2) Since only six of the 36 total elements of the 
impedance (or admittance) matrix at the weapon system can be specified, it is 
necessary to accept whatever mutual coupling results from this choice. Under 
these conditions, the diagonal elements of the impedance matrix cannot be made 
equal to the reciprocals of the diagonal elements of the admittance matrix, and 
the motion resulting from a specified input force will not be equal to the de- 
sired response, if admittance elements are specified. Instead, this will deter- 
mine what forces and moments must be applied about all three axes to produce this 
response along a single axis. 

To develop a general solution which can be applied to either the air- 
craft or combat vehicle configuration, it is assumed that in addition to the 
gimbal and platform systems described earlier, pitch and vehicle systems will be 
defined by 

^IH = E(^3H) ^ip - "^H ^53) 

^iv = E(x3y) x^jj - Vy (54) 
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Since the pitch system is restricted to motion about only the pitch axis, it is 
convenient to orient this system parallel to the platform system in its neutral 
position.  Then 

E(X3^) = 

cos e., 0 -sin e„ 
n n 

sin e„ 0  cos e„ 
n rl (55) 

For the aircraft, the pitch angle, 9 , is fixed, and the displacement, r^, is 
zero. For the combat vehicle, 6 , varies with time, and the displacement, r^, as 
measured in the platform system is constant and contains only a z component. 

^'(^3H) ^H 

(56) 

The vehicle Euler angles, xo , will normally be zero; that is, the vehicle axes 
will be parallel to the pitch system axes. 

The impedance at the platform, 

Z = F Z„ F 
p     It 

can be transformed to the pitch system coordinates by 

(57) 

(58) 

For the aircraft, the impedance will be defined along the platfonn axes; for the 
combat vehicle, it will be defined along the pitch system axes. In either case, 
it is assumed that only principal elements of the impedance matrix will be speci- 
fied.  If we define 

A = F for the aircraft, or 

A = H(x3H,r„) F 

for the combat vehicle, then we can write 

Z = A Z A 
p     £ t 

(59) 

for either configuration.  Now, since Z  must be diagonal, it follows that the 
principal elements of Z are given by 

13 



where 

and 

a) = 
^11 ^12' 

2   2 
^21 ^22 

'61 

'16 

'66 

©. 

(60) 

a) = 
l/k, 

(61) 

a) = 
l/k^ 

l/k^ 

l/k3 

1/k^ 

l/k^ 

_l/k^_ (62) 

If we define 

K = 

*11  • '16 

^61 • • a 
66 (63) 

In which the elements are equal to the square of the corresponding elements of 
the A matrix 

^mn  ^ mn (64) 
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then 

(U=^ ai 
(65) 

The actuator spring constants cannot be found simply by inverting the K 
matrix due to the symmetry of the trlogonal system. As a result, the F matrix 
has a rank, of only three, thereby limiting the number of specified spring con- 
stants to three. It is necessary to choose arbitrary relationships among the 
actuator spring constants to reduce the set of six equations to three, before the 
resulting matrix can be inverted. 

In the neutral position, the triogonal system is symmetrical about three 
vertical planes, spaced 120° apart in yaw. The definition of the actuator num- 
bering system is shown in figure 1. The platform attachment points are defined 
for actuator 1, while the gimbal attachment points are defined for actuator 3. 
If we define the 120° yaw transformation by 

E = 

cos \l)    sin tj^ 0 

sin Til    cos i|j 0 

0     0    1 

--i     i/To- 

= -H-i    0 

^=   120° 
^    0               0       1_ (66) 

and the x-z plane image transformation by 

R = 

1 0 o" 
0 -1 0 

p 0 1_ 
(67) 

then, because of the symmetry, the following relations are obtained; 

^2 = ^\ 
a^ = Ra^ = Ea 

a^ = Ra^ = Ea^ (68) 

^ 
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4    1 

^6 = ^'3  = ^^ 

■\ 

^ (69) 

The moment arms appearing in the triogonal transformation are given by 

WCa^)^^ = W(E'a^)£3 = E'W(a^)£^ 

\}ia^)l^  = W(Ea^) ^^ = E W(a^)il^ 

W(a2)Jl2 " W(E'a^)il2 = E'W(a^)£^  \ 

W(a^)£^ = W(Ea^) J-^ = E W(a^)A^ 

W(a^)^4 = W(Ra^)Mj^ = -RW(a^)«.j^ 

y 

(70) 

Thus 

(71) 

ji^ = 1 e 1 = E'R 

(72) 

= E'  0 

Y (73) 

(74) 
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i, = 6     -E ( 6 

(75) 

^6=13   I  =  ERI  B 

i»-i«T, 

i^.4 
(76) 

and 

|A-|/3y 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

= E 

fA+i/f, 

-^/3X- 
(80) 

-V 

(81) 
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Then, the triogonal transformation and its inverse are given by 

F' = 

(a-/33) 

- \  (a+/33) 

e       |Y 

i (/3a+e)lY 

I (*^a-B)|Y 

- ^ (a-/33) 

- I (a+/33) 

-3   IY 

I 
- ~  (/3a+B)|Y 

- I (/3a-3)|Y 

1       I  1       I 
I (X-/3M) - y (/3X+y)[-v 

- I (A+/3M)|Y ('^^-^') 

-A -V 

1 (A-/3y). - I (/3A+M). V 

2 (A+/3y)|^ (/3A-y)  .-v 
(82) 

F = - 1 
6YV 

2A 

-V 

2a 

23 

-Y 

- (A-/3M)|- (A+»/3y) 

(/3A+M)   (/3A-M) 

-V 

(a-/33) 

(/3a+3) 

l~ 
-V 

- (a+/33) 

(/3a-3) 

-Y 

2A1 

-2y 

-V 

-2a 

23 

(A-/3y)|- (A+/3M) 

(v^A+p) ~ (/JA-P) 

-V I 

(a-/33) 

(/3a+3) 

i 

-Y 

(a+/33) 

(/3a-3) 

(83) 

If we let 

F = 
F ' F 
11 I  12 

F I F _21 I  22_ (84) 
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it is seen that 

12 

1 0 0 

0. -1 0 

0 0 1 
^11 = ^11 

(85) 

22 

1    0 0 

0 -1 0 

0    0 1 
^21 = - ^^21 

(86) 

Since, when specifying the principal elements of the impedance matrix, the spring 
constant matrix, K, is obtained by squaring the elements of the F matrix, it 

follows that 

K = 
^11 I ^11 

"^21 I ^21 (87) 

Since the last three columns of K are equal to the first three, its rank is 
three, and only three of the desired spring constants can be specified. 

a)-a). (88) 

l/k 
y 

i/k^ 

4' 

1/kg 

l/k, 
L  "^j 

= 

hi 

X 

(l/k^ + 1/k^) 

(l/k^ + 1/k^) 

(1/k^ + 1/kg) 

(89) 

Thus, the sum of the reciprocal spring constants for symmetrical actuators can be 
found from the three specified spring constants at the platform axes. It would 

be logical to retain the symmetry about the x-z plane by making k^ = k^, k2 = k5, 
and k^ = kg, but this is not necessary.  By doing this, several of the cross 
coupling terms can be made zero. 
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Examination of the six rows of the 6x3 matrix shows that the 3x3 
matrices, Kii and K21, are both singular. Thus, the three specified spring con- 
stants must be a combination of linear and angular constants. Any three of the 
six rows can be chosen, which do not result in a singular matrix. The only pairs 
that cannot be chosen are the z and ^ constants, the x and y constants when com- 
bined with either the z or i)j constant, or the <)) and 9 constants when combined 
with either the z or ij; constant.  The possible combinations are listed below. 

X, 6, z 

*. y. ^ 

X, 6, i|< 

<!>. y. z 

X, ({), z 

y, e, z 

y, e. ^ 
X, y, ij) 

X, y, 8 

X, ({>, 9 

y, <<>, 9 

Of these, it is presumed that one of the desired constants will be k .  This 
reduces the list to 

X, 6, z 

X,   Q,  ^ 

X, (j), z 

X, <t>, ^ 

X, y, (j) . 

X, y, e 

X, (}>, e 

The first two of these are orthogonal, the others lie in either the x-z or x-y 
plane. The first two have been evaluated.  They are as follows.  If we let 

1/k 

1/k, 

1/k 

K, 

1/k^ + 1/k^ 

l/k^ + 1/k^ 

1/k^ + 1/kg 

(90) 
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and 

'^K 1/k^ + 1/k^ 

i/k^ = ^2 l/k^ + 1/k^ 

'^\ 
l/k^ + 1/k^ 

then 

^1 = 36(YV)' 

4X^  (X-y^y)^  (X+v^u)' 

4e^  (/3a+3)^  (/3a-g)^ 

and 

^2 = 
36(YV)' 

4X^  (X-/3y)^  (X+(/3y)^ 

4B^  (/3a+3)^  (/3a-3)^ 

The inverse of K^^ is 

(91) 

(92) 

(93) 

K' =  3YV 
•^1  (ay-BX) 

4a3 4Xp ^T(3av^fgX) 
V 

(/3a+B)(a-/33)  (/Jx+y) (X-/3p)  ^Y[>^(^^-3M) - 2BX] 

-(/3a-3)(a+/33) -(/Jx-y) (X+/3y) - ^Y[-^("^-gM) + 3X] (94) 

K' is identical, except that y is replaced by v and v by y. 

The above relations provide the necessary equations to determine the 
neutral spring constants when employing the aircraft configuration. For the 
combat vehicle, the attachment point is further extended along the platform z- 
axis, and the attachment coordinate system is rotated through a pitch angle, 0 . 
The extension along the z-axis does not alter any of the general conclusions that 
have been made; there is already an extension of 10 inches below the pivot point 
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plane for the aircraft attachment platform. Thus, neglecting the pitch angle, 
the rank of the K matrix is still three. Of course, the numerical values are 
affected by the extension. These can be corrected by assuming a new value of a, 
the platform pivot location, which will affect the values of X, y, and v, or the 
F matrix can be preraultiplied by the quantity 

J_ 
-W(E^r^) 

(95) 

E'r  is the displacement of the pitch system origin from the platform system 
origin measured in platform coordinates, and is given by 

Thus 

^H^H = 

(96) 

-^ (^H ^H> = ^H 

0 1 0 

-1 0 0 

0 0 0 (97) 

Premultiplying the F matrix by this quantity is equivalent to modifying the pivot 
location point. 

To include the pitch angle, the A matrix is formed by multiplying by the 
angular conversion matrix. 

A = 

- ~ ^ 

^H ° 1 -W(E^ r^) 

0 
1 

0 1 

1 
(98) 

If we assume that the z extension to the pitch system origin is included in the 
definition of F, then 
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A =  h 
hhl (99) 

Since the relations between F,, and Fi2> ^i^d between F21 and F22 still hold 

^12 = ^n 

F22 -    RF21 

(100) 

(101) 

and,   since 

EJTR — ^H (102) 

for pitch motion, it follows that 

A = 
^11 I ^11 
--i-  
^21 I -^21 (103) 

The K matrix is again formed by squaring the elements of the A matrix, so that 
its rank is still three. The last three columns of the A matrix are the same as 
the first three, except for sign, which disappears when the elements are 
squared. Thus, as long as the origin of the attachment system to the vehicle 
lies on the z-axis of the platform system, and the roll and yaw angles of the 
attachment system relative to the triogonal system are zero, only three principal 
elements can be specified. 

If we assume that 

ki = k^ 

k2 = k5 

(104) 

(105) 

and 

k3 = k^ (106) 

then 

1/k 
X 

1/k, = 2K, 

1/kj 

1/k, 

1/k 1/k, 

(107) 
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Similar expressions hold for other choices of specified constants.  Then 

1     1 

'^l    \ 
1^1 

1     1 

^3   K 

2 '^l 

1/k, 

1/k, 

1/k 
L ZJ 

(108) 

These equations can now be used to determine the actuator spring constants. It 
may still be necessary to restrict the choice of specified constants to obtain 
physically realizable results. 

Actuator Gravitational Forces 

To find the actuator unextended lengths, it is necessary to subtract 
from the values found in equations 1-16, the deflection due to supporting the 
weight of the aircraft The gravitational force is exerted in the earth axes z- 
direction at the origin of the aircraft coordinates. This must be resolved into 
the platform system to find the actuator forces. 

The vehicle axes are tied to the earth axes through the gimbal coordi- 
nate system. The relationship between the earth and the gimbal systems will be 
defined as 

^IG = E(x3c) xiE - TQ (109) 

Because of the physical construction of the gimbal system, it is appropriate to 
define the gimbal Euler angles in the reverse order as 

E(X3^) = E^ (^g).E2 (e^,) 

X3Q then defines the gimbal angles directly and 

(110) 

E(X3^) = 

(cosing . cosSg)  sin^)   (-cosi|;  • sin0 ) 

(-sini/;^ . cose )  cose   ( siin|)  . sine ) 

sine. cose. 

The gravitational force in the vehicle system is then equal to 

Sv = E(x3v) E(X3H) E(x3p) E(X3G) ge 

(HI) 

(112) 
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where 

g. = g 0 
(113) 

This is transformed into forces and moments about the platform axes equal to 

Finally, resolved along the actuators, the forces in the actuators are 

\ 

(115) 

The actuator extensions are then 

^^=^£f£ 

The actuator extensions can also be expressed as 

(116) 

AX. ='^.> (a (117) 

where [f ] is the diagonal matrix formed from the column matrix, f^. 

If we assume 

E(X3^) = 1 

E(x3p) = 1 

(118) 

(119) 

0 

.^^   (^3H>   ^H = 
0 

_"l 

X 
V 

r    = 
V 

z 
V 

(120) 

(121) 
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and making use of the relation 

E'W (r) E = W (E'r) 

the above equations reduce to 

(122) 

where 

h^ y {^H (v%)}_ (123) 

gg = g 

- cosij;  sin 0 

si-nijj  sin 6 

COS e„ 
(124) 

If we let 

^ = ^'H ('^H^V) 

then 

(125) 

r = 

X COS 6„ + z sin 6,, 
V     H   V     H 

z„ - X sin 6„ + z  cos 9,, 
^H   V     H   V     H 

(126) 

Thus, it is necessary to resolve the gimbal and pitch angles into sine and cosine 
components and to perform the indicated multiplications to find the gravitational 
forces and moments about the platform axes. These can then be summed, using the 
coefficients given by the elements of the F matrix to find the actuator forces, 
and then divided by the spring constants to find the actuator extensions. 

In the calculation of the displacement, r, an arbitrary value of the 
pitch angle, 6 , has been assumed. This calculation can be made in real time to 
account for the instantaneous pitch angle of the combat vehicle. It still re- 
mains to be determined if the instantaneous pitch angle can be used for the cal- 
culation of spring constants, since real time matrix inversion may be required. 
Possibly, for the combat vehicle, spring constants will be calculated for zero 
pitch angle and variations from these values will be calculated in real time on a 
linearized basis. To be consistent, the gravitational forces will also be calcu- 
lated for zero pitch angle, and the variations again calculated on a linearized 
basis about this point.  The displacement then becomes simply 
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V 

z + z 
H (127) 

For the aircraft, spring constants are to be specified at the platform system, 
which does not contain the fixed pitch angle built into the aircraft. In this 
case, the pitch angle will be included in the calculation of gravitational forc- 
es, since it does not vary with time. 

Actuator Mass Loads 

To improve the performance of the adaptive loops used to program the 
actuator spring constants, it is desirable to input the effective mass loads on 
each of the actuators. These loads are found from the linearized equations of 

the aircraft motion. 

Since the x-z plane in the aircraft system will normally be a plane of 
symmetry, the cross moments of inertia to the y-axis will be zero. The inertia 
matrix, under these conditions, simplifies to 

J = 

XX 

xz 

xz 

J   0 
yy 

0   J 
zz (128) 

The mass matrix is defined as 

0   0 

m 

m 

0 

0 

m 0 

m (129) 

The moments of inertia should be the effective moments, including the effects of 
the tail boom simulator and the stability augmentation system if used for the 

aircraft. 

The vehicle motion is defined by summing external forces and moments and 
equating these to the rates of momentum change by 

f = m fx^ + W (^2) x^ - E (X3) ggj 
(130) 
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(m)  = J X2 + W (x^) J  X2 

where the Euler angles and velocities are referenced to the earth system. 

By the use of the following transformations, 

(131) 

(132) 

m 
K  (^3v'^^ K ^^3n'^E>  H 

(133) 

h-\ m (134) 

= «'(-3H'V»'(^3v'M--- 
^2/p 2/ V (135) 

and 

£ = F' 

^0 / 2/ p (136) 

the actuator forces are given by 

h  =f t \ \ \ \  ^ '] I + 

+ F H„ H  m -^ |H H F|  £ + 
t H  V  V at (^ V H j 

+ F  H,  H 

"(x^) 

■ 0 . WCx^) 
m H IL, Fi 
V V H 

t \    v^ 

E(x3)g^ 

(137) 
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Thus, the effective mass loads, for small signals, are given by the diagonal 
elements of 

m„ = F H , H  m H H„ F i        t H  V  V V H 

where 

m 0 

m    = 
V 0 

- 
J 

For 

and 

E(X3^) = 1 

- = ^ w= r 
this reduces to 

K^ll = {^11^ -^ ^21^ W ^'^^l "• {^11 - W ^^^  ^21} -* 

<^\2 ^ {'lit " ^'\  " ^'^} " ^ {'11 " " ^'^ '21} 

- ^21^K' ^^H ^} ^21 

(138) 

(139) 

(140) 

(141) 

(142) 

(143) 

(144) 

(145) 

These results are valid if the vehicle center of mass lies in the x-z 
plane of the triogonal system. 
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The mass load of the actuator system upon itself must then be added to 
the mass load of the vehicle. The effective mass of the actuators is derived in 
appendix B. These values are then used in the computer program to calculate the 
mass constants for each actuator setting of the simulator. 

Tail Boom Actuator Force Command 

The tail boom actuator must provide a moment about the aircraft CG eq- 
uivalent to that normally present due to the tail boom inertia. If the inertia 
is to be increased by an amount, A J , a moment equal to 

m = AJ ^^) (146) 
z 

must be applied.  The force applied by the tail boom actuator is then 

AJ  .. 

'TB = ^^ (147) 

where r,p„ is the moment arm of the actuator. 

Linear Coefficients 

Linearization of Equations 

For the combat vehicle, the relationship between the triogonal system 
and the vehicle center of mass varies with time due to the yaw angle input to the 
triogonal system and the pitch angle variations introduced between the platform 
and vehicle. For this reason, the adaptive servo inputs (spring constant, and 
unloaded extension) must be varied in real time. This is not necessary for the 
aircraft. Initially, variations will be investigated on a linearized basis, 
because of the relatively small angles involved. 

Incremental Gravitational Loading 

The gravitational vector, at the vehicle center of mass, in vehicle 

coordinates is 

Sv = E(^3v> E(X3H) E(x3p) E(X3G) gg (1^8) 

where 

(149) 
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The forces provided by the actuators to support the vehicle are then 

(150) 

Since the effects of gimbal angle variations are included in the calculation of 
g , linearization is only required for the triogonal yaw angle, i|; , and the pitch 
angle, 6 . The time derivative of the actuator forces, neglectrng gimbal angle 
effects, is then 

^. = -VHt"vt "sr^^VHt V (--■ 
0 

+ mF H„ H 
t Ht Vt 

(151) 

where 

g = E E, E E„g + E E, E E„g 
^v   V H p G*^e   V H p G^i p li e (152) 

3F. 
F = 
t Tp 

Vp 
(153) 

9H. 

»Ht = 
Ht 

GH \t 
KJ 

W 
0 
1 
0 

(154) 

^H = -"^^H^^H = -^ [l)    \'U 
(155) 

E = -W(x„ ) E = -W I 1 I E 4' 2p  p ,oy P P (156) 

Since the linearization is performed about the neutral position, then 

Ep = EH = 1 (157) 

Also, for convenience, the neutral pitch angle will be chosen so that the pitch 
system axes are parallel to the vehicle axes. Then 

Ev= 1 (158) 
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and 

K = -Ai) %^H-" 1^ J gg'l^p 

»Ht 
0 

1 

(159) 

(160) 

The derivative of the forces is then 

f^=n. 
9F 

l|;p 
^('^H + V J 

g_i|^ + mF 
CJ p       t 

V '-" 

go   + 
^G H ^ 

- mF, 
W(r„ + r ) 

H   V 

W  0  g^ij- 
G-p 

(161) 

The gravitational components in the gimbal system, gQ, and the components re- 
ferred to the platform 

W(r„ + r ) 
H   V (162) 

have been calculated for the static forces, f . Thus, it is only necessary to 
sum these with the proper scale factors as determined by the elements of F 
and -^E, to find the coefficients which, when multiplied by the yaw and pitch 
angle variations, will give the variations in actuator forces. 

The derivative of the triogonal transformation is obtained from the 
derivative of its inverse 

_9F 
-F 

9F' 

(163) 

It cannot be obtained directly, since an explicit expression for F, except in the 
neutral position, is too cumbersome.  Since the n-th column of F^' is equal to 
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(F ')  = 
t n 

a 
e 

W(a^) I  3 
n (164) 

and the derivative of the direction cosines is 

a 
= -„     a 

/   0- n  o (165) 

the derivative of the n-th column of F^' is 

(F •)  = -^ 
'^ t ^n    io 

W   3 
\Y  /n 

W(a^) w2 i^lj    i^ 
(166) 

The velocity, I  ,   is the vector velocity of the n-th actuator, so 

A = X,  -W(a )x„ n   Ip    n 2p 
1 ' -W(a ) 

I    n 

X 

X 
2py 

(167) 

Thus 

(^')n = lo 

W 2 13) 

W(a )W^ I 3 
"  VY 

-WMM  W(a ) 
\Y/n    n' 

a 
-W(a )W  3   W(a )|\ 2 

n   \   /    n 

X-, 

X 

The direction cosines of the six actuators, in the neutral position, are 
terms of those for actuator number one by equations 71 thru 76. 

(16«) 

!;iven in 

After evaluating the submatrices of (F ')  we find 

3, A 

E'R [  _0_ _ 

0  I -E'R 

^^^'>1 RE_ [  _0_ 

0   I -RE 

(169) 
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3(F '). —_-L_3 

3,-1- 

_£_;_] 0 _E_ _ 0 
0         E' 'B, 0 E 

^'"t'** 

,,5: 
R 

0 

_0_ 

-R 

3(P^')^ R 

0 l-R 

(170) 

(171) 

3(F ') 
t '5 

'•^ 

'E    f 0 

0 I E 

a(F ') t u 

,,.. 

E'_ 

0 

_0_ 

E' 

(172) 

^(^'>6 

a,-,.-, 

ER_ 

0 

0 _ 

-ER 

"^•'i 

3 , .,.- 

RE_^ 1 _0_ 

0  I-RE' 

/P (173) 

For pure yaw motion 

and 

Since 

X,  = 0 
IP 

^2p -Ml 

(174) 

(175) 

.(j 0 
0 

(176) 

R I 0 
0 

(177) 
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the post multipliers can be dropped.  Then, if we let 

6, 

8(F^'), 

3\j; 

the derivative of F' with respect to platform yaw is 

8F   ' 
t 

'11 

6^      1/2(6^-7362) -1/2(6^ +y3"62) 

6^      -l/2(/j6^ + 6^)       l/2(/j6^ -  6^) 

L*3 

8F   ' 
t 

8i/; 

12 

S^ -1/2(6^ -/Jd^) 1/2(6^ +/3"62) 

$2 -l/2(/36^+62 l/2(/36^ -  62) 

-6, - 6, 

(178) 

(179) 

(180) 

thus 

3F   • 

3i|) 

'21 

<^4       -^/2(6^ -/J6^) -1/2(6^ +yr63) 

^5 l/2(yi6^ + 65) 1/2(736^-63) 

9F   • 
t 

9ij; 
22 

-6. 

3F   ' 
 t_ lit 

^121 

-1/2(6^ -/3&^) 

-l/2(/36^ + 63) 

6, 

-RG 

RG 
lit 

12t 

-1/2(6^ +7363) 

-1/2(/T6^ -  63) 

(181) 

(182) 

(183) 
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and 

9F' 11 '12 

-G^^R 1 G^2^ 
(184) 

The elements of this matrix are found from 

and 

lo 
W 6  W(a) 

(185) 

= W(a) 

(186) 

Thus 

£0 

-a^CaB) - ayCe^ + y^) 

2 2 
^x^" + Y ) + a„(a6) 

_-a„(3Y) + a„(oY) 
(187) 

a 6. - a 6^ 
y 3  z 2 

a 6, 
2 1 \S 

a (S- - a 6, L X 2   y 1_ (188) 

To find the derivative of the F matrix, it is now necessary to pre- and post- 
multiply this by F.  If we let 

then 

G = 
3F' (189) 

3F 
3iJ; 

= -FGF (190) 
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The intermediate product, GF, is given by 

and 

J = GF = ^11 

"-^12" 

•^12' 

_ (191) 

where 

11 -J 
'11 

12 -J 
'12 

11 ^23 

-J 23        ■'ll 
(192) 

^12 = 

'11 

0 

j 

23 

-j 

16 

0 

16 

0 

j 

j 

16 

0 

12 

[a Y5,   - a yiSo +  (a a - 
6YV      y    1 a  3)6J 

X       3 

(193) 

(194) 

^12 = -  6^ f-(2ay +/3a^)Y5l + T^a Y62 + 

+{(2ay +/3a^)  a -/Fa ^}&^] (195) 

^23 = 6^ ^Vh ^ K-^'l -  ^^'^ ■" 3a,e)63] 

+ {(2a    -/3a )a +/3a  B}5„] 
y     ^     X ^     y      3 

(196) 

(197) 

The derivative of  F  is  then 

P = 
9F 
34) 

11 
RF 

11 

21 
-RF 

21 
-^12   I   --^11 (198) 
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or 

P = ^1  I -^^1 

21  I  RP 21 (199) 

where 

and 

^1 = -^^l'^ll - '^^1^12) 

^21 = -^^1^11 ^ ^"21^12^ 

(200) 

(201) 

These expressions can be evaluated using equations (67), (83) and (191) to give 
the components of P. 

Incremental Changes in Spring Constants 

Because of the symmetry of the triogonal system, it was necessary to 
assume an arbitrary relationship between symmetrical actuators. For convenience, 
they were made equal. It will also be convenient to retain this relationship for 
deviations from the neutral position, resulting from yaw and pitch angle in- 
puts.  If we let the three specified spring constants be 

1/k 

(il'   ^< 
1/k 

H (202) 

as measured in the pitch system, and the resultant three actuator spring con- 
stants be 

(203) 

then, for this choice of specified constants 

(i).-"v(^)„ (204) 

Similar expressions are obtained for other choices of specified constants.  Since 
the specification is assumed to be along the pitch system axes, which are fixed 
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to the vehicle, the instantaneous pitch angle, as well as the triogonal yaw angle 
affects the actuator constants. The pitch angle transformation does not appear 
explicitly in the definition of K^ since to do so might require real time inver- 
sion of this matrix. Instead, the neutral value of pitch angle has been assumed 
to be zero, for which the pitch system axes are parallel to the platform axes. 
To differentiate the above equation, the effect of pitch angle must be includ- 
ed. To do this, we can generalize the definition of the matrix K to include the 
pitch system transformation.  With K given by equation 63 

and 

A = Hjj . F (205) 

It then follows that 

3K 
99 
H 

a 
3a 

11 
11 3eH 

^61 
61 99 

H 

aa 
16 

16 39 
H 

3a 
66 

66 39 
H (206) 

and 

3K = 2 
39 

3a 
11 

11 d^ 

3a 
61 

61 3t 

3a 
16 

16 3i|< 

3a 
66 

66 3<|' 
(207) 

where 

3A 
39. 

'\ 

H 
39 

F = - 
H 

(208) 
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and 

3A _   9F 

p     p 

= H, 
11 

-RP 
11 

21 
RP 

21 (209) 

For variations in the pitch angle, we then have 

9K 
96 

= 2 
H 

"^11^31 ""12^32  ^13^33 

0 0 0 

^11^31  ^12^32  ^13^33 

0 

^11^31 ^12^32  ^13^33  I  ^11^31  ^12^32  ^13^33 

^41^61 ^42^62 "^43^63 

^41^61 ^42^62  ^43^63 

"^41^61  ^2^62  ^43^63 

^41^61  ^42^62  ^43^63 
-1 (210) 

The variation of the diagonal elements of the spring constant matrix as measured 
in the pitch system, due to pitch angle changes, is 

_9 
99 H 

Vk )„ 3e„(k )„ "^ ^ 9e„ UA H  '\ (211) 

Since the last three columns of both K and ^ are equal to the first three col- 

umns, and the spring constants ot the symmetrical actuators have been chosen 
equal, it follows that, for the three specified spring constants 

_9 
96 
H a\-5(H-^^4(^) (212) 

If these three spring constants are to remain invariant with changes in pitch 

angle 

9 
99. (kl    ^l' 99„ Vk/ 

(213) 

For variations of the yaw angle 

9A 
\ 

_ii 

21 

-RP 

" RP 
11 

21 (214) 
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and 

A = 
\ 7 

21 

I   RF 

l-RF 
11 

21 (215) 

Then 

3K 

■ P 
9K,i     T 21 
d^ 

__P_ 

(216) 

Again 

W-iiX    =W-(^)/'3^(^\ (217) 

aK Since   the  last   three  colunms   of -r—    are  the negative  of   the  first   three,   and  the 
p 

spring constants of symmetrical actUators have been chosen equal 

^(^)   =0 
^p    i 

It then follows for the three specified spring constants 

(218) 

3 (IX' 'h 4 (^1 (219) 

If these are to remain invariant with changes in yaw angle, the changes in actua- 
tor spring constants are zero 

3 

(^)r° (220) 

Incremental Actuator Extensions 

After calculating the change in gravitational force and the change in 
spring constant, the change in actuator extension is found from 

6(A£) = L, ^V-^ ff.^Kkl (221) 
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or,   for   the  n-th  actuator 

^ n "' it) {111) 

This calculation must be made in real time since the variations of actuator force 
and spring constant are functions of time. 

In addition, the actuator lengths must be changed to produce the yaw 
motion.  From equation 16, the squared lengths of the actuators are 

(^ )  = ^ ^„ on   n • n 
(223) 

where I    is the vector actuator length 
n 

£ = r + a - E(x„ )b n   p   n     Jp n 

For yaw motion 

(224) 

E(x3p)   = 

cosiiJ siniJj 0 
P P 

-sin<I) cosi|i 0 
P P 

0 (225) 

Then 

n 

b CDS'!'    + b  sin'j^ 
X p y p 

-b  sin'i'    + b cos ^ 
X p y p 

(226) 

The squared length is 

2 
\ 

P n 
'^n " ^^v ~ ^^c°si^ - b sin^l' } + (a + b sin'l' - b cos'^ } 

2 

p n 

+ {z + a - b }' 
P    z    2 

(227) 
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By expanding sinil) and cos tip , the change in length is found to be 

(3C^ - 3C2 - l)i|<  + (228) 

where 

^1 = 
to 
- (a b - a b ) 
2  y X   X y 

(229) 

to 
2 ^\K ■" ^N> 

(230) 

The first two terras will provide an accuracy of about 0.1% for angles up to 3.5 
degrees. The third terra increases this to 0.001%. Only two values need be cal- 
culated, since all odd numbered actuators and all even numbered actuators change 

by the same amount. 

Exact Calculations of Pitch Angle Effects 

9K 
The relatively large values of Kj^' 

1 
86., 
H 

obtained when evaluated numer- 

ically indicate that linearization about zero pitch angle will introduce consid- 
erable error for angles up to 15 degrees. Therefore, the effects of pitch angle 
will be calculated using the exact relationships. Linearization will still be 
used for yaw angle changes; however, this will be calculated for the instanta- 
neous value of pitch angle. This is possible since the yaw angle inputs will be 
considerably smaller (less than 3.5 degrees). 

To develop the equations for an exact solution, it is assumed that the 
matrix, F, includes the z-displacement to the origin of the pitch systera. Then, 

the raatrix. A, is given by 

A = 
H_ 0 

"!ii_ . _^!i 1" 
0 \ /21 -^^21_ (231) 

But, since 

EHR = REL (232) 
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for pitch angle inputs 

A = 
(^H^l^ I  ^^Vll) 

<V21> I -^(V21> (233) 

Thus 

11 

(f-j^-j^cose - f^^sine) (f cose - f sine) (f cose - f sine) 

'21 "22 23 

(f^^cose + f^^sine) (f^^cose + f^^sine) (f33Cose + f^^sinB) 
(234) 

and 

21 

(f,,cose - f,,sin6) (f,^cose - f._sine)  (f,.cose - f  sinG) 
41       61       42       62       4J       DJ 

51 52 53 

(f^TCosO + f.^sine) (f^^cosG + f,„sine)  (f  cose + f,-sine) 
61      41      62      42       63      43   J ^^^^^ 

The matrix, K, is found by squaring each of these elements.  Thus, the submatrix, 
K, , is equal to 

2 2 2 
(f^^tose - f^^sine)   (f^2<^°se - f sine)   (f^^cose - f sine) 

51 52 53 

(f^^cose + f^^slne)   (f^2'^°se + f sine)   (f^^cose + f sine)^ (236) 

This can be inverted by evaluating the cofactors.  If we let 

10 

r*  2      2 2 
f f f 
11 12 13 

2      2 2 
f f f 
51 52 53 

2      2      2 
f      f      f 
31     32     33 (237) 
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and 

+ ^52' 1^11^1(^13^ ^  ^33') - ^13^33(^11' •*■ ^31')^ 

+ £3/ [fi^f 32(^11' ^ hl^  -  ^11^31(^2' ^ ^2'>1 (238) 

then, the determinant of Kj^ is 

The cofactors of K^ are (K^j^^ and the cofactors of K^Q are (K^Q)^ 

Then, since 

the actuator spring constants can be found from the inverse of K^ 

(239) 

(240) 

K^' =-K,o'  cos 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 

sin el + K^Q'sin2e 

(241) 

where 

^10' = 

('^lO^i  (^10^21  (^^10^31 

(^10^12  (^^10^22  (''^10^32 

(^10^13 (^10^23  '^'^10^33 (242) 

30  Til 

(^So\i "('^20^21 (^20^11 

(K^Q)^^ "(^20^22  (^20^2 

(^0^3 ■(^20^23  (^20^3 
(243) 

K20 = f51^('^20>21 + f52^('^20>22 + ^53 ^"^20)23 
(244) 

Similar expressions can be found for other choices of specified spring 
constants. In general, each of the cof actors and the determinant of the resulting 
matrix, K^, will be of the form 
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or 

4 3 (K )       = C.cos  e„ + C COS  6-,sin0    + 
n pq 1 H 2 H H 

2 2 3 
+ C^cos  e„sin e„ + C,cose„sin 9„ + 3 H H 4 H H 

+  C^sin   d^ 

2 2 
(K  )       = C, cos   e„ + C„cose„sine„ + C„sin   e„ 

npq 1 H I a H J H pq 

The  derivative  of  A with  respect   t o   A    is  now 
P 

9A_ 
9'!' 

E 0 
H 8F 

d^ 
U 'HJ P 

■(Vii>   I -^ViJ 
(V21^ ^(V21> 

(245) 

(246) 

(247) 

The derivative  of  K is   then 

3K 

8K 
11 

9K 
11 

9f 

9K,.     T 21 
S^jJ 

-_P_ 

'hi 
9<(' (248) 

as before.  Thus 

9  /I 
9'j' in =° 

p    ^ 

The gravitational loading can be found as a function of time from 

(249) 

h = -^ ^(^H'V 
g^ (250) 

where gr  is given by equation (124) and 

E 'r = 
H V 

X cose,, - z sin0„ 
V   H   v   H 

z cose,, + X sine,, 
V   H   V   H (251) 
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Thus, the gravitational moments are now 

Y g - (z cose., + X sine )g 
v^z    V   H   V   H °y 

(z cos6„ + X sin0„)g - (x cosO 
^v   H   V   H.    V   H 

(x^cosSj^ - %«i"QH^8y - ^v^x 

2^sine^)g^ 

(252) 

and, as before 

^il = "^t 

'^x 

k 
H 
h 

L'd (253) 

The change in gravitational loading due to yaw angle is obtained by 
replacing r in the earlier equations by E^'r^- If r^ is included in the defini- 

tion of F 

= m 
aF 

W W(E^'r^) 

- mF. 

w(^'V (254) 
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or 

Hi = m 

- mF 

3F 
 t 

-8. 

^x 

s 
h 
h 
h 
h 

-(z cos9„ + X sin0„)g 
V H   V   H "x 

-(z cose,, + X sine„)g 
V H   V   H "y 

y g + (x cose  - z sine„)g 
-' V y    V   H   V   H ^x 

(255) 

The rest of the calculations remain as before, 

Summary of Calculations 

Mean Values 

Spring Constants (Off-line). Three spring constants are to be specified 
either in the platform system (aircraft) or pitch system (combat vehicle). The 

corresponding rows of the 6x3 matrix 

11 

^21 36(YV)' 

4X2 a -/JM)^ (A +y3M)2 

4u2 C/IX + y)2 (/3A  -  u)2 

2 
V 

2 
V 

2 
V 

4^2 (a -/36)^ (a +/3B)2 

46^ (/3a + B)2 (/3a -  B)2 

2 
Y 

2 
Y 

2 
Y (256) 
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are then selected to form the 3x3  spring constant matrix.   For instance 
if k , k , and k are specified, this matrix is eq-ual to 

^1 = 
36(YV)' 

4X^ (X - ,/3M)^  (A+V5y)^ 

^0^  (/3a + e)^  (/3a - g)' 

(257) 

The actuator spring constants are then found by inverting this matrix.  For this 

case 

■^1 (aw-eA) 

4Y(3ay+gX) 
V 

4ae 4Xy 

(/ya+3)(a-/33)      (/sX+y) (X-/Sy)     ^TI V^('^V-BM)-23X] 

-(/3a-e)(a+y56)     -(/3X-y)(X    +/J,)-  AY[ v/r(cxV-6v)+2gX] (258) 

and the actuator spring constants are equal to 

1 

1 

h 

k. 

I 

1 
k^ 

2 ^1 

1 
k 
> 

1 

VJ 
(259) 

For the combat vehicle, a real time calculation of the spring constants, 
is required to include the effects of the instantaneous pitch angle. This in- 
volves determining the coefficients, in the cofactors of K^, of the cosine and 
sine terras, for the particular choice of spring constants. In the most general 
case, the spring constant of actuator one is given by 

h =Tfi-r ^ (K )., (^ ) + (K )„Ah  + (K )-,(J) } k_   ii K      n 11 k      n 21 k V    n 31 k w 
1    ' n' u 

(260) 

where u, v, and w are the specified axes.  Each of the cof actors contains terms 
of the form 
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3 4 
+ C^^cose^sin Q^ +  Cj^5sin 6^^ (261) 

Thus, for the desired specified constants, it is necessary to find the coeffi- 
cients 

U V w 

^12 = ^12^^ ) -^ ^lli ^  ^  ^2^^ ^ (263) 
U V w 

^3 = ^13^^ -^ S3^i > -^ ^3^^ ^^^^) 
U V w 

U V w 

<^15 = ^15^^ -^ ^5^^ -^ SS^^) .,66) u        V        w (.266) 

then 

14 3 
{d^.cos a„ + d „cos e„sine„ + k,   2 K   ^"11---^ H   12    H   H 

1   ' n' 

+ d^3Cos^ej^sin^ej^ + d^^cosGj^sin^ey + d^^sin 6^. ^267) 'H] 

The determinant, K , is also a function of the angle, 9y, but the coefficients 
do not depend on the values of the specified constants. This evaluation must be 
made for all three actuator spring constants. The coefficients, C , depend only 
on the choice of axes for which spring constants are specified. These need be 
caluclated only once for each choice of axes (of which there are 13 possible 
combinations, 7 of which include the x-axis). 

This method of calculation eliminates the necessity of real time matrix 
inversion, and will give greater accuracy. 
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Actuator Forces (On-line).  The gravity vector must first be resolved 
along the gimbal system axes, so 

8G = 

-cosi|( slne„ 

sini/; sine„ 
"    G 

cosft„ g. (268) 

Then, the gravitational moments about the platform system are calculated, and 

W(r)g^ = 

where 

r = 

y^z - ^s 
"Sx - ^^z 

_xgy - y8x_ 

''\ 
X 
v 

^) z   +  z„ 
y      H 

L_ -J 

(269) 

(270) 

is the displacement of the center of mass of the aircraft from the origin of the 
platform system in platform coordinates, and 

r = 

X cos9„ - z sin6„ 
V   H   V   H 

z cos8,, + X sin9„ 
V   H   V   H (271) 

is the displacement of the center of mass of the combat vehicle from the origin 
of the pitch system in platform coordinates. These components are then summed, 
after multiplying by the proper gain factors (elements of F matrix) to give the 
actuator forces, 

^£ = = mF 

'^x 

^y 

t ^z 

h 
% 

'y (272) 
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Actuator Extensions (On-line). The actuator extensions are found simply 
by dividing each actuator force by the corresponding actuator spring constant, 
thus 

( A^)  = T-^ for n = 1 to 6. 
n  k 

n 
(273) 

Effective Mass Loads (Off-line).  The mass load matrix is given by 

m^ = F _i_lo 
W(r)| 1 

m 

0 

_0_ 

J 

1 

0 1 
(274) 

where r is again the displacement of the center of mass from the platform origin, 
in platform coordinates. This is a straightforward matrix multiplication involv- 
ing the location of the center of mass and the values of mass and moments of 
inertia. The result is a 6 x 6 matrix, containing the principal and cross — 
coupling mass terms. Since the model is a single DOF system, the mutual terms 
cannot be included. Either the principal terms or a combination of principal and 
mutual terms will be used for the inputs to the model. This choice will depend 
on experimental results. 

Pitch Angle Effects (On-line) 

This calculation is not required for the aircraft, as long as the dis- 
placement, r, is measured in the platform system. For the combat vehicle, the 
effect on gravitational forces was explained previously. 

Spring Constants. For the actuator spring constants, it is necessary to 
evaluate the functions 

4 3 2 2 
d    cos  e„+ d  -cos  e„sine„ + d  „cos   e„sin  0„ nl H       n2 H H n3 H H 

"^    ''n       V 3 4 
+ d^^cos9jjSin 6^ + d^3sin  6^^ 

(275) 

for n =   1   to  6 

and 

1^1   = '^O1^°^'^'H + ^o2^°^^V^"^H "■ ^O3''°^\^^''^'E "■ 

+ d^^cose^sin^ej^ + do5^^"*^H (276) 
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The coefficients, d  , are found off-line as explained earlier. 

Effective Mass Load. No correction will be made to the effective mass 
load, due to pitch or yaw angle variations. These corrections would be small 
(maybe 10%) and, since there is already some uncertainty in the best value of 
mass to use in the model, it is not worthwhile. 

Triogonal Yaw Angle Increment (On-line) 

Again, no correction is required for the aircraft. For the combat vehi- 
cle, corrections will be made to the actuator extensions. , 

Spring Constant Coefficients (Off-line). The derivative of the spring 
constants with respect to yaw angle were found to be zero, if symmetrical actua- 
tor spring constants are made equal.  Thus, no correction is required. 

Actuator Forces (On-line). These coefficients are functions of the 
gimbal angle and must be calculated in real time.  They are given by 

9f 
 i m 

_  1 
W(r)" gg - n>F^ "w(-o-] ^ (; (277) 

Since 

W 

/-8 

X 

(278) 

W(r) W( 0 jg^ = 

(xg^ + ygy) (279) 

These, plus the previously calculated values of the gravitational forces and 
moments, are summed according to the elements of the matrix F and its \jj - deriv- 
ative to give the coefficients. The changes in actuator forces are therf^ equal to 

9f 
6f = 
n 

n 

%l    -P 
(280) 

For these calculations, the displacement, r, is equal to 

^ = %'^v (281) 
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as given in equation (251).  Thus 

W(r)W I 0 j gg = 

•-(z^cose^ + x^sme^) g^ 

-(z^cose^ + x^sinej^) gy 

y^gy + (x^cose^ - Vin0j^)g^ (282) 

Actuator Extensions (On-line) 

The actuator extensions for the combat vehicle are equal to those neces- 
sary to produce the desired yaw motion plus the gravitational extensions. The 
yaw inputs are 

6(AJi) =   I   {± C.i>    -   111   (C,^ - C„)i|; ^} 
n   o    1 p        1     ^  P 

(283) 

The plus sign is used for odd numbered actuators, and the minus sign for even 
numbered actuators, where C, and C2 are evaluated for actuator number one. The 
gravitational extensions are found by dividing the total gravitational force 
(results of both on-line actuator forces) by the spring constants. 

(A£)^ = 
fn+' 

9f 
 r 
8^ 

+ 6(A£) 
(284) 

Evaluation of Matrices 

Calculation of Linear Coefficients 

For both the off-line and on-line calculations, it is necessary to eval- 
uate the elements of the matrices associated with the triogonal and pitch system 
transformations. The general configuration for the triogonal system has been 
presented in figure 1.  The dimensions, in inches, for this are as follows: 

ISv/T 

3.0 

-10.0 (285) 
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13.573 

^ = 31.5 

9.875 

r 0      "I 
r    = 0 

P _55.875_ 

"  ^.5/1 

'^ = -28.5 

_  36.0 

(286) 

(287) 

I    = 3/241 o    V 

(288) 

(289) 

For the turret adapter, whose center of rotation is 60 inches below the actuator 
neutral position 

"  \50.o/ (290) 

Then, the direction cosines are 

i.5yr- 
-9.5 

12.0 4 v/54r (291) 

The actuator moment arras are obtained using equation (26) and are 

v/1 N/241 

-59.0 

-23iyT 

.-175.5/r (292) 

Then, from equation (83) the submatrices of the triogonal transformation are 

r-118     -634      752 

11 

and 

21 

-462/r    -290/r    172/7 

175.5/r 175.5/3" 175.5/7 

3/r'ii/r 8/r 

-19 5 14 

-12       12 -12 

/241 

12,636/7" (293) 

241 

12,636/7 (294) 
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The \\i    - derivatives of the first column of Fj^' are 

3/2 
(241) 

■ 22.25 

890.25yi 

_ 702/3" (295) 

and 

(241) 3/2 

11,008.5/3 

-38,130.5/3 

48,006.75 

The  elements  of   the matrix 

J = 
aF' 

are 

'11 

•12 

'23 

11,471 

J.- 16 

169,182 

38 y/T^ 

1053 

_  323/3~ 

1053 

_   34/3" 

1053 

The  submatrices   of   the   iJ;    - derivative  of  F  are 
P 

"11 

and 

21 

F.11223802 -.25050026 -.13826223 

.22445212 -.015025086 -.20942704 

.14129392 -.14129392   .14129392 

-.013097284 -.77950916  .79260644 

- .90766138 -.46517327  .44248811 

.35786481  .35786481  .35786481 

10 
-2 

(296) 

(297) 

(298) 

(299) 

(300) 

(301) 

(302) 

(303) 
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For   the   combat   vehicle,   using  A = H(Xou>^ii)^   ^"^^  equations   (85)   and   (86),   then JH.     H 

Then 

Then 

21 

W(r )F       = -^ —_ 
"     ^^       12.636/r 

1 -^^21 

950 -250 -700 

150/3" 550/1 400/3 

LO                0 0      . 

r 
y/u: 

11 

21 

12,636/3" 

yJlM 

12,636/T 

1068 -384 1452 

-612/T" -84o/r -228/r 

175.5/T   175.5^/T  175.5/T 

3/3"     u/T    8/3 
-19 5 14 

-12 12 -12 

=  F 
21 

(304) 

(305) 

(3U6) 

(307) 

(%) 

- v/241 

/j^j^       12,636/r 

-175.5/r     -175.5/3" 

0 0- 

L -1068 -384 

-175.5/T 

0 

1452 (308) 

-9A 
39 

241 

Hy2i      12,636/F 

12 -12 12     *■ 

0 0 0 

_3/3~ 11/F s/r (309) 

and 

8K 241/T 
90 

"'^ll       (6318)^ 

31,239       11,232 

0 0 

:31,239    -11,232 

-42,471' 

0 

42,471 (310) 

5K   \        ^  241/3 

^\)       ~ 2 
' 21       (6318) 

' 6 

0 

-6 

22 16 

0 0 

-22      -16 
(311) 
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Also 

and 

9A_ ^^i-^^Wl -^^^i-"(W 
21 

T 
21 

^(^^21 y/ui 

59,350 
8,424 

91,250 
25,272 

86,800 
25,272 

4450^/T   _  264,850 \/T   269,300\/T 

8A 
9i|j 

'11 \^1 

75,816 

0 

6169 
'  702 

13,081/F' 
6318 

64,009/1" 
50,544 

75,816 

0 

7897 
" 1053 

21,220 /3~ 
6318 

64,009/3" 
50,544 

75,816 

0 

2413 
2106 

_ 34,301/r 
6318 

64,009/J 
50,544 

(312) 

(313) 

(314) 

and 

Then 

and 

3A 

'21 

,013097284 

,90766138 

.35786481 

-.77950916 

-.46517327 

.35786481 

,79260644 

.44248811 

,35786481J 

10 

2106/ 3 
'11 

3K 

21 
6318/3 

1,098, 
351 

082     1,010,816 
1053 

656,546 
1053 

1,334, 
351 

262     2,970,800 
351 

1,303,438 
351 

64,009 
96 

64,009 
96 

64,009 
96 

89 
8424 

58,267   5386 
25,272   3159 

22,553 
8424 

9125     3038 
25,272    3159 

-2/3 +2/3      -2/3 

(315) 

(316) 

(317) 
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Then 

/9K JT 
3,369,600 

- 9,065,807   -3,259,616   12,325,423 

-24.416,705   -8,779,040   33,195,745 

19,812,112    7,123,456  -26,935,568 (318) 

The relatively large values in this matrix indicate that the original intention 
of linearizing the results for pitch variations about zero pitch angle might 
introduce serious errors. This led to the decision to calculate exact values for 
pitch angle inputs. 

Off-Line Calculations for Aircraft 

The previous evaluations of the direction cosines, moment arms, and 
matrix F are valid for the aircraft since they are referenced to the platform. 
The derivatives are not required for the aircraft configuration. The additional 
matrices necessary for the off-line calculations are 

K ' = 9477 
1   800(241) 

-57 

-55 

54,516 

-183,860 

112   129,344 

81.856 
351 

255.040 
351 

183,296 
351 (319) 

Thus 

I 
-1.4009050   1339.85511   5.731618 

-1.3517505  -4518.7790   17.85809 

2.7526555   3178.9239  -12.834522_ 

1 

1 
k (320) 

The scale factors for summing gravitational components are given by equations 
(293) and (294). 
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The mass loads will depend on the aircraft.  For the AH-IG, we have the 
following values: 

E„'r 
H V 

0 
0 

37.455, (321) 

2 
m = 24.61 lb sec /in 

2 
J = 30,3601n lb sec 
X 

J = 140,592 in lb sec^ 
y 

J = 121,968 in lb sec 
z 

6„ = - 20 degrees 
H (322) 

Then 

^H'-^^H = 

- 41,076      0      -29,442 

0      140,592      0 

-29,442      0      111,252 (323) 

and 

F -W(r)F 
11 ''^^''^21 

-.58847849 

-.70564594 

.21561352 

-.3168681 

-.86246023 

.21561352 

.90534657 

-.1568143 

.21561352 (324) 

The mass load submatrices are 

^"£\r (^^22 

57.921932   10.439513  -15.125035 

10.439513   32.477998   0.6833395 

-15.125035    0.6833395 52.739365 _J 

lb sec /in 
(325) 

K^12 = ^V21 

12.482499 

-12.412995 

-46.441314 

-12.412995 

-21.711075 

-2.6121869 

-46 .441314" 

-2. 6121869 

17 .620422_ 

lb sec /in 

(326) 
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The principal mass loads are then 

m. 

m^ 

m. 

nir 

57.921932 

32.477998 

52.739365 

lb sec /in 

(327) 

The cross-mass terms have been calculated in case other than the principal values 
are used. 

Off-Line Calculations for Combat Vehicle 

The previously calculated values of k-^-^   and k2i   are valid for F, for 
which the displacement of the pitch system origin from the platform system origin 
is included.  The values are given by equations (306) and (307).  Thus, the eq- 
uivalent moment arms at the neutral pitch system are given by substituting a 
-60 in equation (285) ^ 

/ui 

-534 

-306/3~ 

-175.5/T 

From equations (237), (306) and (307), K^Q is 

^  _   (241) 
10 

3(12,636)' 

1,140,624   147,456    2,108,304 

361       25        196 

92,400.75   92,400.75  92,400.75 

(328) 

(329) 

The determinant of K^ _ is then 

K 10' 
= (241) (41,925) 

4(12636)^ 

Then,   the  inverse  of  K       is  given  by 

10    o 
27 

259,075 

We  identify 

K 
(K.nO„  = 

30 

30   'o       jKiol 

-6,669 

-6,435 

13,104 

76,473,072 

-37,739,520 

-38,733,552 

-10,048 

226,880 

-10,432 

(330) 

(331) 

(332) 
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Then from equation (243) 

^So\ -- 

1.4917264 

-9.807656 

-1.4965399 

-14.360606.10 

5.5365515.10^ 

.29057202.10'^ 

1.4917264 

-9.807656 

-1.49653399 
(333) 

and the actuator spring constants are 

»10'>o'=°= "H 

•^l' 

0 0 1 
0 10 
10 0 

sin 6^} + (K3o')^sin29^ 

{cos2 9„ + 
n 

K 
20 

10 
sin2 6„} 

n 

These equations are valid until 

(334) 

|K  I 

tan 2e„ = - -L-10.1 = + .52214737 

l^20l (335) 

or 

H = +13.8 degrees 

This is adequate to meet the 15 degree requirement. 

The coefficients which are to be calculated off-line are 

(336) 

So - ^ (337) 

^20 

c 

K 
20 

K. 10 
= 1.9151681 

11 1/k  \ 

^2  I    =   %'>o   I   ^/^' 

"13, 1/k 

(338) 

(339) 

'21 

22 

'23i 

10    o 

0 0 1 
0 10 
10 0. 

/^/^x\ 

1 

1/k^ 

1/k 1 (340) 
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^So\ 

(341) 

The gravitational loading and actuator extensions require no off-line 
calculations, other than the fixed values of F and 3F/ 3\|; . The location of the 
vehicle CM and the weight must be input to complete thefee calculations. The 
actuator mass loading will be calculated in a manner similar to that for the 
aircraft, except that the mean value of pitch angle will be included. No 
correction will be made for variations in pitch and yaw angles. This again is a 
straightforward matrix multiplication using the input data describing the 
location of the CM and the mass and moments of inertia. 

The final summary of the calculations required for the aircraft and 
combat vehicle configurations are then as follows: 

Aircraft 

Input 

Specified spring constants and axes - 

\>   ^v' '^w 

Spring constants matrix - 

11 

21 

13,924 401,956 565,504 

640,322 252,300 88,752 

(241) 92,400.75 

27 

92,400.75 

363 

92,400,75 

(12,636)^(3) 192 

361 25 196 

144 144 144 (342) 

Select rows u, v, and w to form K^ 
Input K' 

m 

Calculate 

~1/k^' " 1/k^" "l/k" 
u 

(^l = l/k^ = 1/k^ 
2    m "\ 

l/k^ 
_ "^''^ 

i/k w 
(343) 
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Test 

k > k . 
n — min 

k < k 
n — max 

n = 1 to 3 

n = 1 to 3 

Input 

Mass - m 

Moments of Inertia - 

XX'  yy'  zz'  xy'  xz'  yz 

Displacement of CM - 

r = E^'(r^ + r^)   =    /y 

Pitch Angle  -   0 

Calculate 

Mass   loads - 

^Jl = 

" F                   F lit    1    '^21t 

.^It^      -^21t^J 
_1_      0 

.W(r)     1- 

" m _| ^0_ _ 

- 0      ^H'-^^H 

X 

(344) 

where 

Input 

1     '-W(r) 
-0- T ~r 

11 
RF 

11 

L   ^21 
-RF 

.11 
21 

\/241 

(12,636)/F 

-118 

175.5/3" 

21J 

-634 

-290 /3 

175.5x/i 

752 

172\/ 3 

175.5/3 

3/3" 

-19 

-12 

Gimbal  Angles  -   (On-line) 

^G'     G 

11/3" 

5 

12 

8^3 

14 

-12 

(345) 

(346) 
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Calculate   (On-line) 

I—cosif*    sin6  - 

slntj)    sin9 

cos6„ (347) 

m^ = 

f.  = 

ryg^ - zgy-i 

xg   - yg l_    y X 

= m 
111 t_     _ 21t_ 

o,    I- 21t   . m. 

(348) 

(349) 

n (350) 

Input 

Calculate 

Combat Vehicle 

Specified spring constants and axes - 

ky. ^v» ^'^^ ^w 

Spring constant coefficients - 

(Cq)„in q = 1 to 5 
m = 1 to 3 
n = 1 to 3 

n = 1 to 5 
m = 1 to 3 

(351) 
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Input 

Pitch Angle - (On-line) 

^H 

mo m = 1 to 5 

Calculate 

Test 

Input 

+ C3QCOs^-eySin2ejj + C^QCOse^sin^e^j + 

+ C^-sin e„} 
50 H (352) 

n '    ' 

2 2 3 
+ d ^cos  e,,sin 0,, + d  ,cos0„sin e„ + 

n3 H H        TiA H H 

+ d  _sin  e„} 
n5 H 

k<k n = lto3 
n ~   max 

Mass  - m 

Moments  of   Inertia - 

■^xx'   -^yy'   "^zz'   "^xy'   "^xz»   '^yz 

(353) 

n =   1   to  3 

kn+3  = K (354) 

k>k. n = lto3 n —   min 
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Displacement of CM 

\  =( ^v 

Mean pitch angle -   6 
Ho 

Calculate 

where 

r    = 
o 

^x cos9„    + z sine,, 
V        Ho V Ho 

z  cos9„    - X sine,- ■  V Ho V Ho (355) 

"•£ = 

F               F 
lit           21t 1          0 m             0 

^llt^    -^21t^ 
_W(r^)     1  _ 

L                 Ho       HoJ 

X 

1        -W(r ) 
o 

TT ^21 T -^^21 (356) 

11 

■-  21-' 

-1068 

-612 JT\ 

175J1V/T"_ 

-384 

-840/3~ 

175.5i\/3~ 

1452 

-228v/3~ 

175.5 v/r 

3/F 
-19 

-12 

11/r 

5 

12 

8\/T~ 

14 

-12 

^241 

(12,636)\/T 

(357) 

Input 

Gimbal  Angles  -  (On-line) 

^G'   *G 
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Triogonal Yaw Angle - (On-line) 

Calculate (On-line) 

r = I y 

X cos9,, + z sin6„ 
V   H   V   H 

z cos9„ - X sin9„ 
V   H   V   H (358) 

8„  =8 

-cosil)„sin0„ 
G   G 

sini()„sln9„ 
G   G 

COS0„ 
(359) 

\ = 18 

xgy - yg^ (360) 

m 
9F' SG \ 

m. ]^ 

Where 

+ m 
lit I  F 21t 

^iit^ T _p^^^. 

-Sx 
_ 0  

^^x 

-(xg^ + y8y)_l (361) 

3F 
 t p   I p 

lit ' 21t 

■^llt^ ^21t^ 
(362) 
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11 

21 

-1,332,504 

313,944/T 

192j^27_x/51 
-178 JT 
-21,366 

8,424 

1 

-1,137,168 

509,280 yr 

-192,027  V^ 

-10,594/3" 

-10,950 

8,424 

195,336 

-823,224/3" 

^92^027 ^/T 

10,722 \/r 

10,416 

8,424 
(363) 

151,632 v/241 

f^ = m 
F I      F 111 t_ j_ _ n^ _ 

^it^ I   "^21t^ m. + >l^ 5 
(364) 

(Ail)     = r°- n = 1  to  6 
n       K 

n 
(365) 

Table of Symbols 

linear position vector 

angular position vector 

angular velocity vector 

( relative 
I Euler anglesj 

X = displacement in direction of x-axis 

y = displacement in direction of y-axis 

z = displacement in direction of z-axis 

(() = roll angle 

6 = pitch angle 

\i) = yaw angle 

p = roll velocity 

q = pitch velocity 

r = yaw velocity 
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G' (X3) X3 

G'(X3) = 

1    0     -sin e 

0     cos ij)  sin ({i cos 6 

0    -sin <f)  cos <j) cos 6 

G = 

P = 

a = 

n = 

a = 

H = 

V = 

B = 

TB = 

I _ 

t = 

subscript denoting gimbal system 

subscript denoting platform system 

subscript denoting triogonal system 

subscript denoting actuator number 

subscript denoting aircraft system 

subscript denoting pitch actuator system 

subscript denoting vehicle system 

subscript denoting tail-boom system, relative 
to aircraft system 

subscript denoting tail-boom system, relative 
to gimbal system 

prime, denoting inverse 

subscript denoting transpose 

\w = 
COS  \li 

-sin \l> 

0 

sin ^ 

COS   l|) 

0 

yaw transformation 
matrix 

E2(e) = 

COS e    0 

0      1 

sin 0     0 

-sin ( 

0 

COS 6 

= pitch transformation 
matrix 

^^W  = 
0 0 

cos (j) sin (j) = roll transformation 

sin <f> cos (|) 
matrix 
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E(x ) = E ((|))E (e)E (i|^) = angular transformation matrix 

'a 

a = I a I  = location of lower end of actuator 

r = 1 r  j =  vector displacement of origin of one 
^ /    coordinate system from origin of another 
z      coordinate system 

i    =   \   i    I =  vector length of actuator 
p  \ y ' 

c = E (x„ ) b = location of upper end of actuator, 
resolved into platform coordinates, 
origin at origin of gimbal system 

I  = scalar length of actuator 

£ = unextended scalar length of actuator 

a = -;— = X - direction cosine of actuator 

P = -r^ = y - direction cosine of actuator 

Y = "s— = z - direction cosine of actuator 
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W(x^)  = 

0        -z y 

z 0 -X 

-y X 0 

rotational matrix 

X, 

= velocity matrix 

f 
m 

= force matrix 

= F X, = triogonal velocity transformation 

2/P 

X' 
W(a) I 3 = actuator moment arms 

pn 
= vector actuator force (n-th actuator) 

f = scalor actuator force (n-th actuator) 
n 
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= scalar actuator force matrix 

['■] 
0  f. 

0  0 
6_ 

= diagonal actuator force matrix 

H(X3 r) = 
ECXg) -W(r) ECx^) 

E(X3) 
= rectilinear velocity 

transformation matrix 

m generalized impedance matrix 

k  = spring constant of n-th actuator 

(i 
1/k^ 

l/k2 
• 
• 

1/ig 

= actuator spring constant matrix 
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1/k, 

1/k. 

0    0 .  1/k, 

diagonal actuator spring 
constant matrix 

k 

1/k 
X 

^'\ 
1/k, 

platform spring constant matrix 
(principal elements) 

k 
= K spring constant transformation 

matrix 

K 

11 

2 
hi 

2 
^61 

*12 

2 
^22 

'16 

'66 

A = H(x3^^r^)H(x3^^r^)F 

- velocity transformation from triogonal system to 
vehicle system 

g = gravitational constant = 386 ili/sec'' 

'^'i = gravitational vector in earth coordinates. 
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A£, 

AJi, 

A£, 

Ail, 

m = mass of vehicle 

J = 
XX 

xy 

xz 

xy 
I 
yy 

yz 

actuator extension due to gravity 

xz 

yz 

zz 

moment of inertia 
matrix of vehicle 

m 

m 0 0 

0 m 0 

0     0m 

= mass matrix of vehicle 

m = 
m  '  0 

0 I j 
= Inertia matrix of vehicle 

m = effective Inertia matrix seen by actuators 

Identities 

E'(X3)=E^(X3) 

ECx^) = -W(X2)E(X3) 

E'(X3) = E'(X3)W(X2) 

E(x3)W(r)E'(x3) = W(E(x3)r) 

Wj.(r) = -W(r) 
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3 
3x, 3x  I 3y 3z 

3      = 3 3 3 
3x„ 3ij) 36 ^^l) 

3 
r  1 

3      1 3 • 
dl 

"i ^^2 dz. 

System Dynamics 

Aircraft 

Aircraft Acceleration.  The external forces and moments acting on the 
aircraft produce accelerations as follows: 

m   =._L 
^"^>'a  3t 

< 
m 

-m E(X3) g^ 

(366) 

Where the aircraft velocities are measured in the aircraft coordinate system, 
relative to earth.  After carrying out the differentiation, this is equivalent to 

(^) 
= m 

a \ ^2 + 

WCx^g) I   0 

-0--1-WTV 
X, 

m 
a V X, 

-m 
E(X3) g^ 

(367) 

The external forces acting on the aircraft and through the triogonal 
system, the tail boom forces, and the weapon forces are 

(-f) 
"^ 

m. 
TB :"■]-; (368) 
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If the tail boom forces are applied to the aircraft about a coordinate system 
(fixed to the aircraft) defined by 

^IB = E(x3g) xj^ - rg (369) 

the tail boom forces, referred to the aircraft e.g., are 

(^1  = "t <='3B.V(I) a,B 
(370) 

The velocities are related by 

/B \ / a (371) 

The forces exerted by the platform on the aircraft, referred to the aircraft 
e.g., are 

ftA    =n    (X, r) (-3 
Vm/       t  3a, a \m/ a,p P (372) 

The weapon forces, referred to the aircraft e.g., are 

Thus, the external forces acting on the aircraft are 

(4)   - «t<''3a.V (f)   ^B^(.3B.V(i)3 
a p ^        D 

■^«t(^3T.V\(-3w,V {u) 
w . (374) 

These, plus the gravitational force, must be equal to the rate of change of mo- 
mentum as given before. 

The velocity of the aircraft is equal to the relative velocity between 
the platform and glmbal systems plus the velocity of the gimbal system all ref- 
erenced to the aircraft coordinate system.  The platform velocity is 

/ P \ V G    \ 2/ p/G (375) 
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where 

'""^ \ — j   is the platform velocity, relative to the gimbal system. 

'p/G 
That is 

I-} =F • i 
P/G        • (376) 

Referred to the aircraft e.g., this is 

(377) 

The reaction force of the tail boom actuator is applied to the gimbal system 
through the transformation linking the tail boom system to the gimbal system. 
Since 

'^IB = E(X3B) xia - rjj (378) 

^la = E(x3a) x^p - r^ (379) 

X Ip = E(x3p) x^c - rp (380) 

it follows that 

^IB = ^^^3B^ ^(^3a^ ^^^3p^ " ^IG 

- {^(V^^V^P^^^V^-^'^B} (381) 

Thus 

and 

E(x3^g) = E(x^^) E(X3^) E(x3p) (382) 

TB = f (-3B) ^(-3a> ^ -^ ^(-33^ ^a "^ '^B} (383) 
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The forces applied to the gimbal system, by the tail boom actuator are then 

© G,TB = «tSTB.V  (f) 
(384) 

The total force applied to (and supplied by) the gimbal system is then 

© , - \ <='3TB.'^> (f) ^ * \ ""Sp/p) {^ (385) 

But, since 

(386) 

This   is  equal  to 

(A        = H     (x-_ r    )    (-^)      + H  (x-    r  ) F   f \m/ g t      3TB,  IB      \mj ^ t    3p,  p     t (387) 

The final relationship required is that for the tail boom force. It is 
assumed that this is applied along the aircraft y axis, through the origin of the 
tail boom system.  Then 

(I-) TB 

0 
f 

0 
0 

U°JTB (388) 

Also, the force is proportioned to the aircraft yaw acceleration 

TB 

i J 
z 

0 
0 

(r^g) 
X 

0 
~0 

0 
1 

d t 

(389) 

This can be evaluated as 

AJ 

(f„) y'TB    (r^g)^ 
r + py - q X (390) 
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where 

^2a 

P 
(391) 

Interaction of systems. The gimbal, trlogonal, and tail boom systems 
are interconnected through the dynamics of the system. The mutual coupling terms 
can be derived by writing the expression for the output values in terms of the 
input values.  That is 

(f^ . f = f 

\ m /     V m y TB 
w    ^ ' (392) 

By combining the equations listed previously, the output quantities are 
the gimbal forces. 

\ m/ „ n 3   < m     H    H 
G        Pt      ^tiF^^P\^ '^Ij 

+HH 3 /mHFil 
Pt    ^    H t^ *    *        j 

- H      H       H^ H      (-) 
P^    a^    T^ w    \m/ t       t       t       t 

H      H      m 
Pt    h    ^ 

E(X3)  g^ 

(393) 
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the  actuator  forces, 

f -  = F   H fl J m    H    H     l-rH     > 
'      t    a^    ^<|    a    a    p   {^2/ J 

+ F   H 3      Jm    H     F j,l 

-F   H      H        m 
t       t 

- F 
t 

H      H„    H     (--^ 

-F   H      m 
t    a      a 

E(x„)  g 
__     -5       e 

(394) 

and the tail boom actuator velocity 

= H H F£ 
B a 

^2/B,a/G (395) 

The values of Inertia used in the matrix, m^, in these equations are the 
actual values, since the inertia augmentation loop has not been closed. The tail 
boom force is given by 

(-f-) 
AJ 

TB 
(^TB^x 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

(396) 

X, 
The aircraft velocities, [-.- J , must be determined from the total system 

response, not just the external system, as represented by the dynamic equations 
which makes it necessary to add the feedback loops and actuator output imped- 
ances. For the triogonal actuators, this includes the spring rate simulation L , 
and for the tail boom actuator, the aircraft yaw acceleration feedback as previ- 
ously stated. For all actuators, it includes the compressibility and leakage 
components of the output impedance. 
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The first two terms of the force equations for the gimbal and triogonal 
systems represent the inertia effect of the load (acceleration and gyroscopic 
effects). The third term of the triogonal force equation is the Inertia augmen- 
tation force, and since it is derived from the aircraft acceleration, it can be 
lumped into the Inertia terra by modifying the yaw moment of Inertia. The last 
two terms of each give the response to the weapon and gravitational force inputs, 
respectively. 

The tail boom actuator velocity is determined entirely by the motion of 
the triogonal system, since it is the only movable link, coupling the two ends of 
the tail boom actuator. 

Evaluation of the cross-coupling terms among the gimbal, triogonal, and 
tail boom systems can be accomplished by performing the Indicated differentation 
of the momentum terms. Because of the highly nonlinear nature of the solution, 
the values will depend on the Instantaneous velocities of the various parts of 
the system. The derivatives of the impedance transformation matrices have been 
evaluated for determining the linear coefficients, so that these can be used 
directly for numerical evaluation of the cross-coupling terms. 

If it is assumed that the mass and aircraft transformation matrices are 
invariant, the two time derivatives are equal to 

W(X2Q) I _ 0 _ 

^'^v; 
0   ' E'(x- ) 

3p 

_W(x2p^ . W(rp) 

0  '  • 
I W(x2p)j 

E(x3p) ,    0 

; ^^-3p> 

Since 

(397) 

E'Cx^) W(r) E(x ) = W (E'r), (398) 
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the last term can be simplified somewhat and 

h hv'} = Va {^''■^'"} 

= m H F|£  - F'FUr (399) 

The matrix of scalar actuator velocities can be differentiated directly 
since they are scalar quantities. The derivative of the transformation, F', was 
derived earlier in terms of the vector actuator velocities. The n-th row of this 
matrix is 

(F') = 
n i^„^ i 

on I i ¥ ■'(:)-.' I ^Y'n (400) 

where the sealer velocity of the n-th actuator is given by equation (25). 

To derive cross-coupling terms as functions of the scalar velocities, the vector 
velocity must be expressed as a function of the scalar velocity. For the n-th 
actuator, this is 

or 

P ° 1 ' -W(a J 
I 

F • i 

(i  )       = £ F 
P Dj.    t t W(a ) 

n 

(401) 

(402) 

Thus, the n-th row of F' is equal to 

(^■'n ■ on h^^] "1i).! i:/« W(a^) W 
(403) 

Since F^ must be evaluated numerically by finding the inverse of F', 
this expression cannot be reduced any further. For a given geometry, the triogo- 
nal system and its cross coupling terms can be evaluated numerically. The result 
will be a 6 X 6 matrix of coefficients, postmultiplied by the scalar actuator 
velocity matrix. 

All cross-coupling terms between the gimbal and triogonal systems result 
from the inertia and gyroscopic effects. Between the triogonal and tail boom 
systems, there is a direct transfer of forces given by 
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3 f j^ 
 = -F H H H 
../ c \ taTw 

Vm /w. (404) 

and a direct transfer of velocities given by 

(405) 

Again, the matrices F and Fj. must be evaluated numerically. 

Combat Vehicle 

The dynamics of the combat vehicle are similar to that for the aircraft, 
except that the tail boom actuator is not used, and an additional pitch actuator 
system is placed between the platform system and the vehicle system. Reaction 
forces of the pitch system are applied to the triogonal system (platform). 

Vehicle Geometry. The external forces applied to the vehicle are now 
given by 

(-a =fe ^ ©„ i (406) 

and consist only of those forces transmitted from the pitch actuator and the 
weapon systems. 

now 

(407) 

The weapon forces, referred to the vehicle, are 

and the pitch system forces, referred to the vehicle are 

The actuator forces are now 

'^•'^\K-\)(:h\ (409) 
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The velocity of the platform is again equal to the relative velocity of 
the platform to the gimbal system plus the velocity of the gimbal system, refer- 
enced to the platform system coordinates. 

y,-M-ftL 
(410) 

The pitch system velocity is equal to the velocity of the platform plus 
the velocity of the pitch system relative to the platform, referenced to the 
pitch system coordinates. 

(411) 

Thus, the velocity of the pitch system is 

(• 
l)-\iR-^*'' 'i 

'H     r   -'G J      H/G 

Finally, the velocity of the vehicle is 

(412) 

The gravitational force applied at the vehicle CM is again equal to 

(413) 

(1) = ^ 

ECX^) 

~~0~"" 
0 

E(X3) 

0 
0 

_g_ = °v 
0 
0 
0 

^1^^^^ 

(414) 

where 

ECX^) = ECX^y) ECX^j^) ECX^p) ECX^^^) 
(415) 

defines the Euler angles of the vehicle, referenced to earth, 
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Interaction of Systems. The output functions are now the gimbal, pitch, 
and trlogonal system forces. Inputs are gimbal, trlogonal, and pitch system 
velocities and weapon forces.  The output functions are given by 

Pitch actuator forces 

©H-\^ M-r 
V 
f 

3 

\"v 0 
                               __ 

(416) 

Trlogonal actuator forces 

Gimbal forces 

(417) 

(418) 

Since all systems are cascaded, they must supply the same forces trans- 
formed through the geometry. Again, all coupling terms are the result of inertia 
and gyroscopic effects except the weapon and gravitational forces. In the deriv- 
atives of the momentum, the variables are the pitch system, 11,, the platform 
system, H  the trlogonal system, F, and the input velocities, 

, I "7" I > and £.  The derivative of %  is again 
9t %,    while the 

H/P 
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derivatives of the gimbal and pitch system velocities are 

''Wo M 
and 

= ----     + 
W(X2^) 

I   W(X2G) 
2/G (419) 

lira 
V     /H/P 

X, 
+ 

''H/P 
°     : w(x    ) 

I    %p 
(420) 

Again, the derivatives of the transformations are 

H'H = E'    1   0 ^^^2>   1   WCO E 0 
0     1   E' 

_ °    ! ^(^2)_ 
0 E 

"(^'^2) 
0 

1 
I_W_(E;4 _ 

1   WCE'X^) _ (421) 

The momentum derivatives then become 

_3 
^Mrf- 

H/P 

"V«v x„ 
+ 

H/P  _ 

W(X   ) 
^H/P ___0  

W(X„   ) 
"^H/P 

f-^lJ 

x„ 
H/P (422) 
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1 \ WH-P ( , J 
G 

-v^\^ V   (h) + 1^G)_ 

K^2G) 

X, 

x„ 
+ 

and 

r / • W|E„'X 
i' "'P/G/ 

^'^P '% 

H^'%J     ^2 

1    + 

-  «P' 
°        I      ^(^'^ZH/P) 

X, 
H 

97 ( '"V«V«H^* ' = 

(423) 

\"V«H^ X, - F' 0    T    • 
j W(E 'X    ) 
I  " VP 

F £ 

- (F'F) I 

(424) 

Again, a numerical evaluation Is the only practical way to determine the 
value of these cross-coupled terms, since they involve the matrix, F. 
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Passive System Mathematical Model 

Purpose 

The primary purpose of the mathematical model is to determine the upper 
and lower cylinder pressures of the triogonal actuator to produce the desired 
spring rate. The computer program STIFF 2 (app C) generates the required cylin- 
der pressures as well as the actuator forces and stiffnesses for the specified 
gimbal rotation (pitch and yaw) because of the acting weight, the applied load 
and the system stiffness required. 

The work detailed earlier in this report represents that portion of the 
analysis used in the passive system as detailed for computer programming. 

Technical Approach 

The following notations are used in this technical discussion: 

F^ = Force applied to system 

K = System stiffness 

D = System deflection 

f = Actuator force 

k = Actuator stiffness 

d = Actuator displacement 

A = Force transformation matrix 

B  = Displacement transformation matrix 

1 T A  = Matrix A transposed 

B~^ = Matrix B inverted 

Having specified the desired system stiffness (K) at the center (B) of 
the mounting platform, the actuator stiffnessess (k) can be derived as follows: 

F = K D (425) 

f = k d (426) 

f = A F (427) 

d = B D (428) 
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but 

Substituting equations (427) and (428) in equation (425) we get 

A F = k B D 

F = A"^ k B D (429) 

From equations (425) and (429) we conclude that 

K = A"l k B (430) 

A ^ = B'^ (app D) (431) 

.'. K = B"^ k B (432) 

also 

k = A K A"^ (433) 

where B~^ = A'^ (app D). 

By defining the system stiffness (K) at the center (B) of the mounting 
platform, the actuator stiffnesses (k) can be determined using equation (433). 
Similarly, the system stiffness (K) can be determined from equation (432), when 
the actuator stiffnesses are known. The above necessitates defining either of 
the matrices A or B, which can be obtained from the next three paragraphs. 

Derivation of the Transformation Matrix (B) 

The triogonal actuators represent a statically determinate system. This 
property makes it possible to obtain the transformation matrix (B), which is 
determined from the following six equations of equilibrium of forces: 

^x = ^1 ^1 + ^X2 ^2 + + % ^6 

F„ = a., f. + a,, fo + y y:,h^-y,h    + ^-yeh 

"x = fi<yi-s^-^i-^i)+ + h^y6-\-^e-^y^^ 

(434) 
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Where F^, FY, F^, M^^, H^, and n^ are the applied loads and moments to 
the system in the coordinate system, directions X, Y and Z, fi—f^- are the forces 
in the actuators 1 through 6, a^^ is the direction cosine of actuator 1 in the X 
direction, etc., x, y, and z are the distances from the corresponding pivot point 
of the actuator to the system axes on the mounting platform in the x, y, and z 
directions, respectively. 

The above six equations can be represented in a matrix form as follows: 

F = B"^ I (435) 

Method of Analysis 

Having defined the external system loads (or recoil load) and the stiff- 
ness desired in the load direction, the actuator stiffnesses can then be calcu- 
lated as follows: 

1. Determine the displacements and rotations of the center (B) of 
the mounting platform, knowing the system load (F) and flexibility (K~^) at cen- 
ter (B)  D = K~l F 

T 
2. Obtain the actuator displacement (d)  d = B D 

3. Determine the actuator forces due to the system load (F)  f  = A F 

4. Determine the actuator forces due to the static load (P)  f  = A P 

5. Calculate the actuator stiffnesses k = f  / d 

6. Knowing the effective areas (A) of the actuator, we calculate the 
pressure drop (Ap) across the actuator pistons  Ap = f  /A 

~  ~2   ~o 

7. Calculate the top and bottom pressures in the actuators 

2 
Pj. = k V/2AO - /^/2 

2 
P^ = k V/2AO - /lp/2 

where V = volume of the accumulator. 

Capabilities of the Computer Program STIFF 2 

Output Generated. 

1. Actuator forces due to the static load (weight) 

2. Actuator forces and displacements due to external load (recoil 
load) 
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3. Actuator stiffnesses due to the external load 

4. Actuator pressures in the top and bottom cylinders due to all the 
applied loads 

5. Top and bottom accumulator precharge pressure is generated when 
using oil in the actuators, and actuator precharge pressure is generated when 
using nitrogen 

Possible Loading Conditions.  This computer program is written flexibly 
to handle various loading conditions.  Some examples are as follows: 

1. For the stiffness required at the center of the mounting plat- 
form, the information given in the previous section is generated for the applied 
loads and the required system stiffness which are specified at the center of the 
mounting platform and in the direction of the platform axes. 

2. For the stiffness required at the e.g. location of the vehicle, 
the same information given previously is generated when the applied loads and the 
required system stiffness are specified at the e.g. of the vehicle in the direc- 
tion of the vehicle axes. 

3. For the stiffness required at the weapon pivot, the recoil load 
and the required system stiffness are specified along the axis of the weapon, as 
well as the acting weight at the e.g. of the vehicle. The information generated 
is given in the previous section. The axis of the weapon is defined as the di- 
rection from the weapon pivot point to a specific target position. 

The results are also produced by including the pitch and yaw mo- 
tions of the gimbal system, while the stiffness required at the e.g. of the 
vehicle and at the weapon pivot are for the active system. 

Input Data Required.  The input data needed to use the computer program 

is explained as follows: 

1. The mounting angle theta is between the vehicle longitudinal axis 
(Xy) and the mounting platform axis (X-). 

2. The acting weights are the weight of the platform, part of the 
actuator weights, and the payload. 

3. Location of the e.g. of the acting weights are derived from the 

gimbal axes (X, Y and Z)Q. 

4. Location of weapon mounting point is derived from the e.g. loca- 
tion of the acting weights. 

5. Location of the target is to be derived from the earth axes (X, Y 
and Z)Q. 
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6. Pitch and yaw angles of the glmbal 

7. Damping media are used in the actuators to get a spring con- 
stant. Either oil for the higher spring rates and damping, or nitrogen for the 
lower spring rates and damping can be used. 

8. As detailed previously, three locations for the system stiffness 
are possible. 

9. The system stiffness is specified in any one or all of the system 
directions for translation and rotation. Forces are also specified where the 
stiffness is given. If the system stiffness is found at the weapon mounting 
point, only the stiffness and force along the weapon axis are specified. 

List of Constants Used in STIFF 2. 

1. Coordinates of the pivot centers of actuators at yaw gimbal (XG 
(I), 1=1,6) 

2. Coordinates of the pivot centers of moving platform (XP(I), I = 
1, 6) 

3.  Effective area of actuator piston (AP = 21.205 in 2) 

4. Total volume of accumulator plus actuator fully extended (V„ = 
421 in.3) ° 

5. Effective volume of the actuator and the maximum and minimum 
actuator stiffness is shown in table 1. 

The STIFF 2 input map is shown in table 2. 
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MAIN HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT 

Priority 

Design and part selection for the hydraulic power unit was given first pri- 
ority since this is a long lead time item. Further urgency is given to this unit 
since the Government is required to provide a suitable room in which the unit can 
be installed. The physical arrangement and clearance dimensions for such a room, 
to house the equipment described in this report, is shown on drawing D-2637. 

Flow Requirements 

The basic criteria for specifying this power unit is the total flow required 
to drive the various subsystems at their maximum performance velocities. These 
velocities (or rpm) are derived elsewhere in this report and are used here to 
predict the maximum required flow rate. Flow rate for a given actuator velocity 
can be obtained from the formula 

"/sec    . ^       sq in   ,„ sec/min 
(       )   ^    Velocity      x piston area  ^   x 60  

^alve^SP"'^        - 231 ^" ^"/^al (435) 

Then for pitch 

n - 25.74 X 50.265 x 60 
^V 231 

= 336 gpm (437) 

This will be the flow required on the larger area of the piston and through the 
servovalve. Considering that this pitch motion is a simple harmonic motion, the 
actual pumping capacity can be reduced by providing appropriate accumulators on 
the line.  The use of accumulators will reduce the actual pump flow to 

%ump<eP-) = ^^^>^ or 

2 X 336 _ 
-   - 214 gpm 

(438) 

The flow for yaw will be calculated in a somewhat different manner since a piston 
type hydraulic motor is involved rather than a hydraulic cylinder. 

Drawings cited throughout this report are on file at the Ware Simulation Center, 
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, IL, and are available for reference. 
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In the piston type, the motor flow is dependent on the motor displacement, 
maximum motor rpm, and volumetric efficiency of the motor, or 

"^/rev 
Vv  q X rpm gpm) = ^ >^— 

" /eal 
231  ^^  X e (439) 

where 

q      = motor displacement/rev = 2310 in-*/rev (taken from 
Haggulund's catalog motor model 8385) 

e      = volumetric efficiency = .8 (from catalog) 

„ /   .   2310 X 3.15  „o 0-7 
Vspm) =  231 X  .8 = ^^-^^ 

(440) 

This will be the maximum flow required at the motor and through the servovalve. 
The use of appropriate accumulators on the line will reduce the actual pump flow 
to 

Q„(gpm) = — = 25 gpm [from equation (438)] (441) 
P TT 

The flow requirements for the 6-DOF suspension when using it as a spring rate 
device are fully developed later in this report. The flow entered in table 3 is 
based on the availability of the 480-gpm pump unit when simultaneous maximum 
performance of all units is required. Limitations of various factors which 
influence the actual flow rate will be explained later. 

The flow for the tail boom simulator is calculated for a hydraulic cyl- 
inder from equation (436) or 

iji/sec    e-re-iSq  in    sec/min r,        10.2      X 1.6557     x 60        , , Q =  :—7 r  = 4.4 gpm 
231^^ xn/gal ^^^2) 

This will be the maximum flow required at the cylinder and through the servo- 
valve. The use of accumulators on this line is not appropriate, so the pump flow 
requirement will also be 4.4 gpm. 

Similarly the flow for the combat vehicle pitch is 

64.4^"/^^^ X 7.568^q ^" x 60^^"^"^^" _ ■^^■, 

^ 231'^'' ^"/^^^ ^^"^ (443) 

maximum flow at the cylinder and through the servovalve. The use of appropriate 
accumulators on the line will reduce the actual pump flow to 

Qp(gpm) = —~  = 81 gpm (444) 
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Again, the flow for the combat vehicle yaw, is 

in/sec     troSq in   , sec/min 
_   22.5      X 10.652     x 60 ,„ „^ 
Q =  :—-. :;  = 62.25 gpm 

231 (445) 

maximum flow at each of six cylinders and through each of six servovalves. Since 
all six actuators must be moving simultaneously, the total flow requirement will 
be 6 X 62.25 gpm or 373.5 gpm. The use of accumulators will reduce the actual 
pump flow to 

Q (gpm) = ^ ^ ^^^-^ = 238 gpm (446) 
P u 

Three vibration systems are provided, two small units to simulate miscellaneous 
vibrations and one large unit to simulate rotor vibrations as discussed in detail 
later in this report. 

The cylinder for the small units has an effective area of .283 sq in. , and 
its piston moves at a maximum velocity of 31.4 in./sec, thus from equation (436). 

31. U in/sec ^ ,^283 ^^ ^" X 60 ^ec/ndn 
Q^ =  = 2.31 gpm 

^^^  cu in/ gal (447) 

The cylinder for the large unit has an effective area of 1.89 sq in., and its 
piston moves at a maximum velocity of 47.3 in./sec, thus from equation (436) 

n   47.3"/^"" X 1.89^^ ^" X 60^^"/"^^"  „ , 
Q  =  ^—-. :;  = 23.2 gpm 
v 231^" in/gal ^ (448) 

Thus the total valve flow is 

2 X 2.31 + 23.2 = 27.8 gpm (449) 

The use of appropriate accumulators on the line will reduce the actual pump flow 
to 

Qp(gpra) = ^ "" l^'^  = 18 gpm (450) 

From the above equation, the oil pump flow will be required for maximum perfor- 
mance of the various motions as shown in table 3. 

Accumulator sizing is explained in appendix E, and accumulators for servo- 
systems are given in table 4. 
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Component Selection 

Six potential suppliers were contacted for equipment recommendations, pric- 
ing, and delivery schedules. Of these only one, Airline Hydraulics Corporation, 
a distributor of Vicker's, Inc., equipment, has produced an acceptable pro- 
posal.  On this basis, we have continued to negotiate with them. 

Our design incorporates two power units, each with a rated flow of 120 gpm 
at 3000 psi, or a total pump flow of 240 gpm. From the information in table 3, 
it is apparent that this flow is adequate for the highest performance of any 
system operating alone. Combinations of simultaneous motions are possible at 
lower performance levels. These maximum performance levels can be determined by 
use of the various performance graphs included later in this report. 

A block diagram of the overall hydraulic system (including the power units) 
is shown in figure 2. The schematic arrangement of the unit, as it is being 
developed, is shown on drawing C-2624 with its list of materials on drawing B- 
2631. A common 600 gallon-capacity tank will be provided to serve the total 
hydraulic system (both present and future equipment). Also, common pressure and 
return manifolds will be provided to serve both the present and future hydraulic 
equipment. As noted above, two identical 120 gpm-pump units will be furnished 
now with provisions for adding two additional, identical units in the future. 

The selected Vickers, Inc., variable delivery, pressure compensated, axial 
piston pumps. Model PVA-120, requires that its suction inlet be pressurized to 
100 psi to provide maximum life and efficiency and the quietest operation. This 
inlet pressure will be supplied to each main pump by its own auxiliary centrif- 
ugal pump rated at 200 gpm and 125-psi pressure. This pump will have its own 
motor rated at 

„^ gpm _ psi , 
„ „ _ Flow"'^ X Pressure .1 H. r, — — 

1714 efficiency 

! 
= 200 8P"^ X 125 psi ^ 1 . 20 H.P. 

1714        73% (451) 

Output of this pump will be fed through full flow 10 p pressure filters and then 
to the suction inlet of its main pump. A pressure relief valve is provided in 
this line to protect against excessive pressure and to proportion the auxiliary 
pump flow to the suction requirements of the main pump. A pressure switch is 
provided in this line to interlock main pump motor starter to line pressure so 
that the main pump cannot be started unless suction pressure is available. An 
electric switch on the filters signals the operator control panel to indicate 
condition (cleanliness) of the filters. 

Each main pump is rated for 120 gpm, 3000 psi at 1200 rpm and will have its 
own motor rated at 

H p, = 120 xJOOO  ^ 1 ^ 224 H.P. [from equation (451)]     .^52) 
"• •      1714        94% >.tJ^-' 
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The nearest standard motor of 250 HP will be provided. The motor will be wound 
as a part winding start motor to reduce the inrush current to 65% of normal in- 
rush (for across-the-line starting). Suitable part winding starting equipment 
will be provided in the unit control center (units IM and 2M). 

The output of this pump will be fed to the pressure distribution manifold 
with the aid of the following devices: (1) a pressure relief valve to protect 
against excessive pressure, (2) a check valve to prevent pressure interaction 
between the pumps connected to the distribution manifold, and (3) a pressure 
guage for convenience in adjusting pump pressure and relief valve settings. 

Oil returning from the various operating systems will be collected in a 
common return manifold. From this manifold, it will be circulated through the 
cooling coils and returned to the common supply tank. Suitable valving, con- 
trols, and sensors are provided to maintain the set operating temperature of the 
oil. 

To prevent surges and the possibility of cavitation of the hydraulic fluid 
on the return side of the servovalves, the return manifold is pressurized to 75 
psi by a check valve set for this pressure. Accumulators are provided on both 
the pressure and return manifolds to smooth the flow of oil. Calculations for 
sizing these accumulators are given in appendix E. 

Cooling System 

Some means must be provided for dissipating the heat produced by extended 
high performance operation of the hydraulic equipment. Since cooling water is 
not available at the installation, we have investigated the possibility of using 
oil-to-air cooling equipment. We have pursued this with several manufacturers. 
The best proposal was received from DeAnnuntis and Associates, Inc., representing 
the Trane Co. Two systems were proposed, one for a 95°F ambient air temperature 
and one for 105°F.  Pertinent data from DeAnnuntis is given in appendix E. 

Control Center 

Closely associated with the hydraulic power unit is the electric control 
center. We are planning to furnish a unit type control center which will provide 
for distribution of the electric power. This control center, to be installed in 
the pump room, will have the starters for the main pump motors, the auxiliary 
pump motors, and the cooling fan motors. Empty plug-in spaces will be provided 
for later installation of starting equipment for the future pump units. The 
physical layout of the pump unit, the individual compartment diagrams, and the 
overall schematic for the system, are shown in appendix E. 
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starters for the main pump motors are mounted in compartments IM and 2M. 
They are connected as two winding motors to provide reduced starting current and 
consequent lower line currents (dwg A-2639, app E). Provisions are made for 
starting and stopping these motors at the control center or at the control con- 
sole (see dwg 2CD-127). An interlock is provided to prevent operation of these 
motors until adequate suction pressure is available. Circuit breakers and over- 
load relays are provided to protect the motors and line equipment from excess 
current demands or short circuits. Provision is made in each of these compart- 
ments for connecting three size 500-MCM power leads provided by the Government 
from their 440 V, three phase, 60-Hz supply. Compartments 5M and 6M are reserved 
for future addition of identical starting equipment. 

Starters for the auxiliary pump motors are mounted in compartments 3B and 
3D. These units are plug-in devices which connect to the rear mounted bus bar 
system. They are connected as across-the-line starters (dwg A-2640, app E). 
Provisions are made for starting and stopping these motors at the control center 
or at the control console (dwg 2CD-127). Circuit breakers and overload relays 
are provided to protect the motors and line equipment from excess current demands 
or short circuits. Compartments 3F and 3H are reserved for future addition of 
identical starting equipment. 

Compartment 3K is empty and will not be used. 

Compartment 3M contains a relay panel with the contactor (CR) for energizing 
the 110 V circuits, a relay (AR) which controls the oil cooler fan motors and 
fuses for the various remote equipment lines (dwg A-2641, app E). 

Starters for the oil cooler fan motors are mounted in compartments 4B and 
4D. These units are plug-in devices which connect to the rear mounted bus bar 
system. They are connected as across-the-line starters (dwg A-2642, app E). 
These motors cannot be started manually but are connected to run automatically 
when the main pumps are running and the tank oil temperature reaches 130°F. 
Circuit breakers and overload relays are provided to protect the motors and line 
equipment from excess current demands or short circuits. Provision is made in 
compartment 4B for connecting three size 2 AWG power leads provided by the Gov- 
ernment from their 440 V, three phase, 60-Hz supply. Compartments 4F and 4H are 
reserved for future identical starting equipment. 
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Compartment 4K is empty and will not be used. 

Compartment 4M contains a transformer panel to supply the 110 V needed by 
the entire system (dwg A-2643, app E). This unit is a plug-in device which con- 
nects to the rear mounted bus bar system. A 5KVA transformer is connected across 
two phases of the 440 V supply through contacts of relays IMCR and 2MCR. The 
coils of these relays are connected across different phases of the supply line. 
This arrangement provides a simple means of phase failure protection to the en- 
tire system. Failure of any 440 V phase drops out the appropriate relay opening 
the 440 V connection to the transformer and interrupting the 110 V output. With- 
out this 110 V output all the motor starter relays drop out stopping the mo- 
tors. Relay (CR) also drops out thus shutting off all power to the electronic 
circuits including the servo systems. 

The power control console (dwg 2CD-127) contains indicator lights to show: 

• Main pump motors—RUN, and STOP 

• Auxiliary pump motors—RUN, and STOP 

• Hydraulic oil—TEMP LOW, TEMP OK, and TEMP HIGH 

• Hydraulic oil~LEVEL LOW, LEVEL OK, and LEVEL HIGH 

• FILTERS DIRTY, FILTERS OK 

MAIN PITCH SYSTEM 

Main Pitch Actuator 

Our investigation of the main pitch gimbal actuation system indicates that 
the required performance can be achieved with the existing mechanical system and 
hydraulic actuator. 

Design calculations have been made to determine pertinent design values for 
various parameters of the main pitch drive system (app F). The calculations were 
made for both the AH-IG and the AAH helicopter. The moment of inertia calcula- 
tions include the additional 3000 lb weight of the new yaw drive motor. The 
hydraulic force required to move the maximum load at the specified acceleration 
is 57,436 lb (AAH Helicopter). The existing actuator system provides 108,000 
lb.  The existing structure was designed to withstand this hydraulic load. 
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The existing hydraulic piping and control wiring must be completely changed 
to accommodate the new high flow servosystem. The hydraulic schematic of the new 
piping is shown on dwg A-2627, appendix F, and the physical layout is shown on 
drawing J-2603. 

To meet the valve-flow requirement of 336 gpm, we propose to use a Moog 79- 
400 valve with a 73-233 Electro-Hydraulic Servo Valve as the pilot stage (Pc no. 
J-2603-9). This valve combination is rated 400 gpm at 1000 psi pressure drop. 
After investigating several other commercially available valves (Sanders Associ- 
ates and MTS, Inc.) and our own design, the use of the Moog valve proved to be 
the most cost effective approach. Technical data on the Moog valve is given in 
appendix F. 

System Analysis 

A block diagram has been generated for the servo control systems to be in- 
corporated in the design of the Helicopter Fuselage Mount Simulator. The general 
form for this block diagram is shown in figure 3 in which the main pitch control 
system is described. The general form for the transfer characteristics of these 
systems is shown in figure 4. 

Main Pitch Actuator 

The Main Pitch Actuator Feedback Control system transfer characteristic 
has been developed based on the general form shown in figure 4. A frequency 
response analysis was performed to determine open loop gain versus system stabil- 
ity for payload ranges varying from the AAH helicopter fuselage to the AH-IG 
helicopter fuselage. Specific values of constants shown in figure 4 for the main 
pitch actuator control system are listed in table 5. 

As a guideline for setting a mimimum open-loop gain constant to resist a 
firing load of 9000 lb, so that the maximum position error will be well within 
±2°, an estimate of the maximum required open-loop gain constant of the main 
pitch actuator control system was made by the following equation derived in ap- 
pendix G: 

T,G 
K>    ^ 

rV(ej 
d ss ^^53^ 

This equation was derived under the assumptions of:   (1) The actuator-load 
damping would mainly depend on the viscous damping, (2) the actuator-load 
structural stiffness is at least five times higher than the actuator hydraulic 
stiffness (app H). 
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where 

K = main pitch control system open-loop gain constant n sec -1. 

It is shown in appendix G that the required minimum open-loop gain constant was 
4.1/sec. 

To perform the frequency analysis, the transfer function of each system 
component must first be determined. When we consider that our primary interests 
in the analysis lie in the frequency range from d.c. to 100 Hz, the system compo- 
nents which will contribute significant dynamic characteristics to the open-loop 
response are the hydraulic valve and the actuator. 

A Moog three stage, 4 way, hydraulic, flow-control valve has been selected 
for the main pitch actuator. A typical model of this valve rated 400 gpm at 1000 
psi valve drop was tested by Moog with spool displacement feedback to provide 
excellent valve closed-loop frequency response flat from d.c. to 100 Hz. The 
phase response was measured and found to have phase shift of -8° at 10 Hz, -45° 
at 67 Hz and -90° at 120 Hz. 

The other component block to be considered in the frequency analysis is the 
pitch actuator and load dynamics. Its transfer function was found to have a 
second order time-lag characteristic equation between valve flow and actuator 
velocity. The natural frequency of this quadratic was calculated to be 3.63 Hz 
for the AAH fuselage payload and 5 Hz for the AH-IG fuselage payload. The damp- 
ing factor of the quadratic was derived in terms of actuator viscous friction, 
valve leakage and load inertia. At this time, there is no information on the 
actuator viscous damping. It is very difficult either to calculate or to test 
the actuator-plus-load running friction, although we know that the actuator-load 
running friction is not equal to zero. By neglecting the viscous term in the 
derived transfer function, the damping factor due only to valve leakage and load 
inertia was calculated to be 0.04 for the AAH load and 0.03 for the AH-IG load. 
In the final system design, the actuator-load damping factor will be larger than 
0.03 because of the actuator viscous friction. If the overall damping is below a 
selected nominal value of 0.3 (assumed), a means to increase the actuator damping 
such as an external leakage bypass across the acuator must be implemented. It is 
safe to assume, for the purpose of performing the frequency analysis, that the 
actuator transfer function is a quadratic having a damping factor of 0.3 for the 
worst case. 

With the hydraulic valve minor loop characteristics obtained from the manu- 
facturer (table 6) and the actuator dynamics, as discussed in the previous para- 
graphs, two frequency responses were calculated for the main pitch position con- 
trol system under two different loading conditions, that is, with the AAH or the 
AH-IG fuselage as payloads. The open loop transfer characteristic for the AAH 
fuselage payload described in the block diagram of figure 5 is plotted in figure 
6 where a Kv in excess of 5.25 per second is provided and phase and amplitude 
margins are well within the required design specification when a simple lag/lead 
network is placed in the forward open loop characteristic. 

In each of the systems we have designed for a phase margin greater than 40° 
where phase margin is defined as "the angle by which the phase of the open loop 
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ratio of a stable system differs from 180° at gain crossover" (from Chestnut and 
Mazer, Vol. 1, pg 341).-^ A phase margin of 40° will produce a closed loop peak 
of +3.3 db while a phase margin of 30°, as referenced in the contract, would 
cause a +6 db peak in the closed loop characteristic which we would not consider 
as being a good design. A similar transfer characteristic is also plotted in 
figure 6 for the AH-IG payload described in the block diagram of figure 7. 

The closed loop transfer characteristic for both the AAH and AH-IG payload 
are shown in figure 8 where the computed system bandwidth is approximately 10 
times the specified bandwidth for the helicopter load. 

Included in the plot of the closed loop characteristic of figure 8 is the 
maximun velocity that the system can achieve. This shows that a peak amplitude 
of ±28° can be obtained from D.C. to 0.13 Hz while at the specified frequency 
bandwidth of 0.3 Hz a peak amplitude of ±11.9° can be achieved before velocity 
limiting is reached. The frequency response test must be performed at an ampli- 
tude of 1° not to exceed velocity limitations when operating out to 20 Hz. 
Figure 9 shows the operating limits imposed on the system by the physical param- 
eters of the system. The chart indicates that the required operation of 10° 
amplitude at 0.3 Hz will be met. At higher frequencies, the performance is flow 
limited out to about 4 Hz. Beyond this frequency, the performance is accelera- 
tion (force) limited. The acceleration limit shown on the chart is based on 
conditions with the AH-IG fuselage mounted on the simulator and the gun firing. 
The acceleration limits will be different for other conditions. 

Pitch Actuator Control System Circuit Diagram 

The circuit schematic of the main pitch control system has been completed. 
This design includes nonlinear gain compensation for unequal piston area.  It 
also includes automatic error zeroing for start-up, reduced loop gain for smooth 
start-up, and error and full gain monitoring to control firing. 

MAIN YAW SYSTEM 

Main Yaw Actuator 

The required yaw torque in the activated system is much higher than in the 
original system since the hydro/mechanical brake is no longer available for hold- 
ing the load under firing conditions. 

Design calculations were made to determine pertinent design values for vari- 
ous parameters of the main yaw drive system (app I).  Also, calculations were 

3 
Harold Chestnut and Robert W. Mazer, Servomechanics and Regulating System 
Design, second edition, Library of Congress 59-9339, John Wiley and Sons, New 
York, February, 1961. 
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made for both the AH-IG and the AAH helicopter. The moment of inertia calcula- 
tions include the additional 3000 lb weight of the new yaw drive motor. The 
torque required to move the maximum load at the specified acceleration is 62,967 
ft lb (AAH helicopter). The existing hydraulic motor, rated at 10,400 ft lb 
torque, is not adequate for the new requirements. See appendix I for detailed 
descriptions of several Hagglund motors. 

To provide this larger torque capacity, it is necessary to replace the exis- 
ting rotary torque actuator with one of larger capacity. The use of a larger 
capacity rotary torque actuator of the type currently mounted on the yaw gimbal 
(Ohio Oscillator Co. Model H-250) was ivestigated. Also, a similar rotary actua- 
tor made by Flo-Torq was investigated. In both cases, our required torque is 
higher than available in the normal production models made by these companies. 
Furthermore, they depend on rather large pitch spur gears to transmit torque. 
This gearing introduces an intolerable backlash of about 1/2 degree. Both these 
suppliers have declined to quote on furnishing nonstandard units. 

We propose to use a Hagglund Model 8385 hydraulic motor for this applica- 
tion. The mounting arrangement of this motor on the yaw gimbal is shown on draw- 
ing D-2604. This motor has a rated capacity of 83,160 ft lb at 3000 psi at 
speeds from zero to 16 rpm. An additional advantage accrues from the use of this 
motor since its construction eliminates the need for rotary hydraulic joints in 
the pipelines leading to the valve or motor ports. This unit is available in 
Hagglund's U. S. stock for prompt delivery. 

The existing hydraulic piping and control wiring must be completely changed 
to accommodate the new high flow servo system. The hydraulic schematic of the 
new piping is shown on dwg A-2630 (app I). 

To meet the valve flow requirement of 40 gpm, we propose to use a Moog 79- 
060 valve with a 73-232 electro-hydraulic servovalve as a pilot stage (pc. D- 
2604-6). This valve is rated 60 gpm at 1000 psi pressure drop and is the same 
valve to be used on the 6-DOF actuators. This 60-gpm valve is proposed because a 
suitable 40-gpra valve is not available. Duplicating the 6-DOF valving results in 
a small initial cost saving and saves on the requirements for maintenance parts. 

We have investigated several other commercially available valves (Sanders 
Associates and MTS, Inc.) as well as our own design and have concluded that the 
use of the Moog valve is the most cost effective approach. 

The existing hydro-mechanical brake system will be retained as a safety back 
up when the yaw servo is not energized. Its torque rating of 300,000 ft lb is 
more than adequate to resist any contemplated loading. The existing structural 
members were designed for a maximum loading torque of 252,000 ft lb and are more 
than adequate for the contemplated servo actuation. 

The sections of this report covering the 6-DOF system and the combat-vehicle 
turret adapter will show that a torque of 196,650 ft lb is required to yaw the 
combat vehicle turret under specified conditions. As noted earlier, this main 
yaw system can provide only 83,160 ft lb of torque so it will not be used for 
high performance yawing of the combat-vehicle turret. The solution to this situ- 
ation is discussed later in this report. 
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System Analysis 

The main yaw control system was determined in a preliminary analysis. This 
is a standard position type of control servo where shaft angle is fed back to 
compare with the input command of angular position. The block diagram for this 
system is shown in figure 10. 

The equations of system dynamics have been developed and are shown in figure 
11. The specific values of constants shown in this figure for the main yaw con- 
trol system are listed in table 7. The block labeled Hydraulic Valve Minor Loop 
Response is representative of the servovalve and spool valve general form that is 
shown in figure 4. 

The open loop frequency response for the main yaw control system has been 
designed for a IC^ of 6.3/sec. In appendix G, it is shown that K > 1.25/sec to 
satisfy positional accuracy during disturbing forces. The open loop response 
with a Ky in excess of the design value, as recorded in the block diagrams of 
figures 12 and 13, is plotted in figure 14 for both the AAH and AH-IG pay load. 
The servo valve minor loop characteristics used in this analysis were obtained 
from the manufacturer and are listed in table 8. 

The calculated open loop response recorded in figure 14 shows that the phase 
margin for the AAH helicopter fuselage is 57° and amplitude margin is -6.5 db 
while the same compensation will give a 64° phase margin and -7 db amplitude 
margin for the AH-IG fuselage all of which are within the specifications re- 
quired. 

The calculated closed loop response as recorded in figure 15 shows that a 
peak of +1.5 db appears around 0.15 Hz. The characteristic remains within ±1.5 
db over the range of d.c. to 0.33 Hz for the AAH payload and d.c. to 0.25 for the 
AH-IG. These are very close to the required bandwidth of 0.3 Hz and would be 
difficult to improve upon since the natural frequency of both systems is rela- 
tively low. This can be more accurately determined once the hardware is as- 
sembled and tested. Some improvement may now be achieved by adjustment of com- 
pensation networks. 

Included in the plot of the closed loop characteristic of figure 15 is the 
maximum velocity that the system can achieve. This shows that a peak amplitude 
of ±75'' can be obtained from d.c. to 0.07 Hz, while at the specified frequency 
bandwidth of 0.3 Hz, a peak amplitude of 17.5° can> be achieved before velocity 
limiting is reached. The frequency response test must be performed at an ampli- 
tude of less than 3.5° not to exceed velocity limitations when operating out to 
90 Hz.        • 

The operating limits Imposed on the system by its physical parameters is 
shown in figure 16. The chart indicates that the required operation of 10° am- 
plitude at 0.3 Hz will be met, but at higher frequencies the performance is flow 
limited to about 0.75 Hz. Beyond this frequency, the performance is acceleration 
(force) limited. The acceleration limit shown on the chart is based on condi- 
tions wth the AH-IG fuselage mounted on the simulator and the gun firing. The 
acceleration limits will be different for other conditions. 
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Two lines are shown for velocity limits. One shows the limits at 40-gpm oil 
flow which is the volume assigned to this unit to meet the specified perfor- 
mance. The other line shows the limits at 60-gpm oil flow which is the valve 
capability and could be met when other systems are not demanding their full quota 
of oil. 

System Circuit Diagram 

The overall configuration of the main yaw system has been generated and card 
slots provided for the required electronics components to be mounted in the con- 
trol console. All wiring details for this system have been completed. 

TRIOGONAL SUSPENSION SYSTEM 

6-DOF Suspension 

The activation of the 6-DOF suspension is primarily a function of the con- 
trol system. A complete analysis of the control system is given later in this 
report. 

Two mechanical changes are required to make the suspension responsive to the 
control system. To bring the flow rate at maximum velocity within the flow capa- 
bilities of the hydraulic pump unit, we will insert a sleeve (dwg B-2616) and new 
piston (dwg B-2615) into the existing six actuators. 

As an alternative, consideration was given to replacing the existing actua- 
tors with similar actuators having the required smaller bores. This approach was 
abandoned because of: 

• Significant  changes  in  mounting  dimensions  requiring  design  and 
production of several adapter pieces 

• Smaller oil passages leading to high flow velocities and pressure 
drops 

• No significant savings in machine down ti me 

• Higher basic cost—$360 each actuator for new sleeve and piston 
compared to $650 for each new actuator plus the additional costs of 
the required adapters 

The other change involves the addition of an electrohydraulic servovalve to con- 
trol the flow. The selection of this valve, as for the other systems, depends on 
the required flow rate through the valve which then depends on the maximum veloc- 
ity and area of the actuator piston. 
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6-DOF Springs 

When used in the spring rate mode, the force and displacement to the 
payload can be expressed by the pressure and flow supplied to the support system 
as follows: 

P = PQ sin (Dt 

1  q "^ Qo cos ojt 

where 

P = Instantaneous system pressure 

PQ = Peak system pressure 

q = Instantaneous system flow 

q = Peak system flow 

Using the following equations, solve for flow 

F X = 
P q o o  • 

(454) 

tii .yi 
M (455) 

-f 
(456) 

where 

Then 

or 

F = Applied force 

X = Displacement 

K = System spring rate 

M = System mass 

<1« = 
KDf '1 

cu in/sec 

KP 
(457) 

— = P y^ X q 
(458) 
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In equation (458), the actual flow in the system depends on four variables which 
may change from one test setup to another. Plotting these values is a convenient 
way to show their relationship, and to do this the following conditions were set 
up for the AH-IG aircraft system: 

Suspended weight of the system is 12,000 lb, then 

M = 
12000 
386.4 

31 //sec /in 

(459) 

Actuator pressure is 

P = 
a 

120Q0 lbs (.21561) 
10.64 sq in 

243.2 psi (460) 

— = (243.2) /3l q = 1354 q 
(461) 

Since the servovalves were selected on the basis of turret yaw capability and can 
pass a rated flow of 60 gpm each, this value (60 x 6 = 360 gpm) was assigned to 
q and a plot made of "F" vs "K" to define the maximum operating limits of this 
system (fig. 17). 

In the combat vehicle system, a suspended weight of 13,000 lb was used 

(462) 

0 that 

M = 
13000 
386.4 

= 33. 64 

13000 X (. 21561) 

= 263.4 

10.64 

V33 .64 q^ 

he plot ; mad e of F" vs "K"for 

= 263.4 

1528 q 

(463) 

(464) 

q = 360 gpm defines the operating limits of this 
system when full valve flow is available. Another plot was made with q = 49.2 
gpm to define the operating limits of this system when available flow is cur- 
tailed due to maximum simultaneous operation of the combat vehicle yaw motion. 

6-DOF Yaw 

The 6-DOF actuators will also be used to provide high performance yaw 
motion to the combat vehicle turrets. This application is discussed later in 
this report, where justification for use of a 60-gpm servovalve is presented. 
This servovalve will be a Moog 79-060 valve with a 73-232 electrohydraulic servo- 
valve as the pilot stage as previously described in this report. 
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6-DOF Piping 

The hydraulic schematic of the proposed piping is shown in figure 18. k 
new physical arrangement of the piping on the actuators is being worked out in 
conjunction with an overall pitch/yaw gimbal piping arrangement. A major part of 
this effort involves the use of rotary hydraulic joints to bring oil pressure 
onto the gimbals and to take off the return flow. 

Two critical rotary transition points exist; one is at the main pitch 
gimbal axis, and the other is at the main yaw axis. A maximum flow of 269 gpm is 
required onto the yaw gimbal to supply the 6-DOF actuators when they are being 
used to provide yaw and spring motion to the combat vehicle turret. This f lo^^7 
must be brought from the stationary structure onto the movable pitch gimbal and 
then onto the movable yaw gimbal. The use of hose in this application does not 
appear practical: 

• The required 2 1/2 in. I.D. x 3000 psi rated hose is not really 
flexible enough to accommodate  the degree of gimbal  rotation 
required 

I 

• The minimum bend radious of 36 in. would require a hose loop of at 
least 6 feet diameter between the structure and the pitch gimbal 
and between the pitch gimbal and the yaw gimbal 

• The two hoses required (supply and return lines) at each of these 
I   places would be unsightly 

We investigated commercially available joints made by Chickson and Barco. The 
available joints of the required capacity are not suitable for this application 
for the following reasons: 

• Physical size too large for available space 
■■ 

• No pilot or mounting arrangements are provided so that complicated 
brackets would be required to support the joints and to provide 
concentricity with the gimbal axis 

• Position of the pipe ports leads to a poor arrangement of our con- 
j   necting pipes 

• Any cost saving over special joints is doubtful 

The design of a rotary joint suitable for use on both the pitch axis and the yaw 
axis of the simulator is shown in drawing D-2614. This joint contains passages 
for both the supply oil at 3000 psi and the return oil at 100 psi. Note that the 
high pressure passage is inside the low pressure passage so that any leakage of 
high pressure oil will flow into the return line. This joint also provides a 
pilot and mounting holes for easy attachment to the simulator. 
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6-DOF Position Indication 

The present limit switches mounted on each actuator and now used to 
control position indicating lights will be reconnected to provide shut-off 
signals if maximum excursion of the actuator is approached. Full range continous 
position indication will be provided electronically and indicated by calibrated 
meters at the control console. Exact position of each of the six actuators will 

be indicated at all times. 

Study of Spring/Damping Simulator 

During the development of the system design, considerable effort has been 
expended to determine the best design for the spring/damping simulator. This 
study has mainly been performed on an analog computer available in the FIRL Labs 
for this type of design optimization. The basic concept has been reduced to 
practice in actual hardware (FIRL property; not purchased on the project), and 
portions of the test results are included in this report. The fabrication and 
tests to verify the concept were not charged to the project. The block diagram 
for the system to verify the concept is shown in figure 19. Data obtained from 
closed-loop tests were transferred back through a Nicholas chart to provide the 
open-loop characteristic. The open-loop gain was then set for the desired 
closed-loop damping, the results of which are recorded in figure 20. The system 
operated at a supply pressure of 1000 psi and supported a load of 200 lb. The 
hardware is shown in the photograph included as figure 21 where the load is rest- 
ing on a support beam with the actuator close to fully extended. One of the 
pressure transducers is visible while the second is hidden by the upper frame- 
work. The overall sketch for the test stand is shown in figure 22. A long lever 
arm is used to lift the 200-lb weight from the load supporting actuator. Rapid 
upward motion of the lever arm located on the opposite side of the fulcrum from 
the load causes a force step input to the servoactuator. 

Referring back again to figure 20, the recorded actuator position, shows an 
overdaraped characteristic when a step input of position command is electronically 
injected into the system. One of the theories to be proved was the ability to 
change the system characteristic by the insertion of a lag network in the forward 
loop of the electronic amplifier system used to sum the position input command 
and feedback position and to drive the servovalve. The data obtained from tests 
provided an open-loop characteristic recorded in figure 23 as described by three 
test points. Two lag network designs were tried in which one had a break fre- 
quency of 0.7 cps, and the other at 1.0 cps. The closed-loop theoretical re- 
sponse for the break located at 0.7 cps is recorded in figure 24 in which both 
the frequency and step responses are recorded. This network was connected into 
the forward loop of the test system, and the step response for this hardware 
system is shown in figure 25. The underdamped characteristic is in quite good 
agreement with the theoretical response recorded in figure 24. It is quite evi- 
dent that the overdaraped system of figure 20 could then be easily controlled to 
have a predicted underdamped characteristic as recorded in figure 25.  Since the 
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deflection of the actuator used to simulate a spring must be a function of ap- 
plied force to the spring, tests were performed to verify the previously estab- 
lished characteristic as a change of force function on the actuator. The over- 
damped system of figure 20 is recorded in figure 26 for the condition of lifting 
the 200-lb weight and then letting it suddenly hang from the actuator, thus pro- 
ducing a step change in force. The response characteristic shows static change 
in actuator position as the weight is lifted and, on application of the weight, 
an overdamped response of change in position is recorded. The underdamped system 
is shown in figure 27, thus further verifying the system concept. 

System Analysis 

Up to this report period, the system analysis of the triogonal actuator 
control systems has been performed in the following four areas: 

1. Stability analysis of one basic triogonal actuator position servo at 
maximum specified spring-rate condition 

2. Development of the spring-rate adaptive control system block diagram 
for actuator pressure sensing 

3. The closed-loop performance of  the preliminary design,  adaptive 
spring-rate control system due to a step force input 

4. Frequency response analysis of the linearized adaptive spring-rate 
control system at four different spring rates. 

Detailed discussions on these four analyses are reported in the following 
paragraphs. 

Position Servo Analysis 

It is essential to examine and design each of the triogonal actuator 
position servos properly so that they will be stable and can be controlled by the 
model following adaptive-control system at maximum specified sring-rate condi- 
tions. The basic triogonal actuator position servosystem, as shown in the system 
block diagram in figure 28 contains: 

• A position input summing amplifier 

• A gain control multiplier 

• A phase control multiplier 

• A minor-loop input amplifier 

• A servovalve drive amplifier 
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• A three-stage, four-way flow control servovalve 

• A valve spool displacement feedback LVDT 

• The triogonal actuator with external bypass 

• The actuator position feedback LVDT 

The combined frequency response of the servovalve minor-loop components 
was provided by the servovalve manufacturer, since we considered purchasing a 
complete valve package with spool displacement LVDT feedback. The manufacturer's 
test data on one of the selected 60-gpm valve (Moog 79-060) is recorded in table 

9. 

The linearized actuator transfer function between valve flow and actua- 
tor velocity was derived as a quadratic with a natural frequency of 

" \A f = ^\/—rr^  (with actuator bypass) (465) 
2iT   V      M 

where 

KuA = Actuator hydraulic stiffness 

M  = Mass of actuator piston and load 

The damping ratio is mainly dependent on the actuator bypass leakage flow which 
was designed (app H) to have a nominal value of 5.3 gpm at 1000 psi pressure 

drop. 

The expression for the actuator damping ratio E,,   is 

'       «V  H   IK^C\2) (466) 

where 

A = Effective area of piston of one side 

C = Leakage coefficient of the bypass 

When we consider the values of these parametes for the payload of the 
AAH helicopter fuselage (heaviest one) as follows: 
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2B (Ag + A^) 

hk  ^     L 

B  = 200,000 psi 

A  = A = 10.652 iix^ 
b   ,  L 

L  = 9 in 

K^ = 9A5,000 lb per in 

M  = (16,000 + 2500 + 1500) (,21^61) (3) ^ 33^3 lb:;sec^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ 
368 m. 

C  = ^,'lF".   = 2.23 X 10-2 1000 psi 

the calculated natural frequency, f, and damping ratio, 5, for the actuator 
transfer function are 

f = 38 Hz 

? = 0.7 

The open-loop gain constant required for the highest specified spring- 
rate was calculated (app H) as 36 . Using an open-loop gain constant of 45 and 
the dynamic characteristics of the valve and actuator as stated above and plotted 
in figure 29, a closed-loop frequency response for the triogonal position servo 
was calculated and plotted as shown in figure 30. The graph obviously shows that 
the position loop is very stable even at the condition of simulating a maximum 
spring-rate of 250,000 lb/in. where a phase margin of 65° and amplitude margin of 
-12 db are observed in figure 29. 

Adaptive Control System Block Diagram 

In the proposed model following spring rate adaptive-control system, the 
system concept was derived to account for the sensing of the spring force applied 
to the spring model and the actual load mass. However, in real practice, the 
only force or pressure which can be easily measured will be the force or pressure 
developed across the actuator. 

Referring to the system block diagram in figure 31, it can be shown that 
the force signal at F3 will be the applied force, F, if the transfer function of 

F3/F2 is 

^3_  1 

^2  ^1 ^x (467) 
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where 

Since 

with 

or 

G, = Transfer function between servo output position, X, and force 
developed at F2- 

G  = Closed-loop transfer function between applied force and servo 
output displacement, X. 

MS^ + DS 

1 + 

'''' -"  ^^ (468) 

M = Effective actuator load mass 

D = Effective actuator load damping coefficient 

S = Laplace transform operator 

o.c =   '^ 
^  ""      MS^ + DS + G^ (469) 

F„   MS + DS + G^ 

^2        ^1 (470) 

The above equation indicates the simulation of a second order leading 
network in order to obtain the equivalent forcing function of F at F^. One of 
the methods employed at the present time is to obtain an approximate leading 
transfer function of F3/F2 with a second order lag at frequencies 22 times above 
the break frequency of  VC^TM which is 

2 
F„     MS + DS + G 

^2  G (MS^ + DS + 500 G^) (471) 

The new system block diagram of the adaptive spring-rate control system is shown 
in figure 32. This has been proven successful in the computer analysis described 
later. 
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Adaptive Spring-Rate Control System with Step Force Inputs 

To verify the revised system block diagram and its controllability in 
spring-rate and damping, an analog computer simulation of the adaptive control 
system was performed. A spring-mass model identical to the model in the adaptive 
control loop was simulated so that the performance of the adaptive spring system 
could be compared to this external simple spring model. Recording of the simula- 
tion was made on strip chart channels as follows: 

Channel 1 - System error, X-Xc 

2 - Actuator displacement, X 

3 - Adaptive loop spring model displacement, Xc 

4 - External Spring model displacement, Xm 

I        5 - Input signal (either force input or spring rate input to 
both spring models) 

The simulation showed that high open-loop gain with lead compensation is 
required in the adaptive loop to provide fast response at maximum specified 

spring-rate and a low damping condition. 

The test was performed by applying a small step force input superimposed 
on a static force applied to the actuator and to the external spring model. 
Eight recordings were made on four different spring-rates and two dampng ratio 
settings. These recordings are listed in table 10, with the results shown in 

figures 33 to 40. 

When we compare the steady-state displacements of the actuator to those 
of the external model, we conclude that the control of spring-rate by the adap- 
tive system is excellent. When we compare the transient portion of these re- 
corded displacements, the control of the damping is cosidered good. 

Effect of Variation in Damping in Hydraulic Actuator 

A nominal or design value of damping will be selected for the actuators 
used in the trlogonal system. A computer study was made to determine the effect 
on the spring rate simulation if the damping value in the actual hardware varied 
from the nominal. Referring to figure 32 the value of D in the force compensa- 
tion network was held constant at the nominal value. All other values of D that 
are representative of the hardware were changed simultaneously from a nominal 
damping factor of 0.7 to 0.5 and 2.1. The theoretical force response of the 
actuator is shown in figure 41 for a step change in flow input where the damping 
factor is 0.5. In figure 42 the damping was changed to 0.7 and the force re- 
sponse has less overshoot. The heavily damped characteristic is shown in figure 

43 where the damping factor is 2.1. 
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The theoretical effect on the adaptive spring rate control system was 
studied for the spring rate of 130,000 lb/in. with two selected system damping 
ratios. A damping ratio of 0.376 is recorded in figure 44. It is shown that the 
actuator displacement characteristic is not greatly affected by a change in damp- 
ing factor of 0.5 to 2.1. The damping ratio for the system v/as then selected as 
1.24 and the results for damping factor changes from 0.5 to 2.1 are shown in 
figure 45. The actuator displacement is quite similar for the factor of 0.5 and 
0.7. When the damping factor was moved to 2.1, one portion of the characteristic 
exhibited a higher frequency discontinuity in the overdamped rsponse. This much 
change in damping factor may be too extreme since it reflects a 300% increase 
over the nominal. A more realistic variation would be 30% for which the effect 
would be negligible. These effects can only be made firm once the hardware has 
been assembled and tests performed to verify the theoretical analysis. 

Adaptive Spring-Rate Control System-Dynamic Studies 

To see the stability and dynamic performance of the adaptive spring-rate 
control system over the range of the spring-rate control from 1000 lb/in. to 
100,000 lb/in., three step responses were recorded from the analog computer simu- 
lation of the spring-rate control system. These responses were measured for a 
step change in spring-rate from a selected level setting for the adaptive spring 
model under a constant load force. Because of the constant load force, the model 
and the actuator displacement will change when the spring-rate changes. By com- 
paring the actuator displacement to an external spring-mass model displacement, 
the dynamic performance of the adaptive control system can be realized. 

The strip-chart recordings of the displacement responses of the actuator 
and model at 1000 lb/in. spring-rate with a step change of 100 lb/in. is shown in 

figure 46. 

The recording for the case of 10,000 lb/in. spring rate with a step 
change of 1000 lb/in. is shown in figure 47. 

The recording for the case of 100,000 lb/in. spring-rate with a step 
change of 20,000 lb/in. is shown in figure 48. 

Other constant parameter values used in this simulation are as follows: 

Effective actuator load mass = 4.33 lb-sec /in. 

Static load force = 2000 lb - 3000 lb 

Actuator bypass leakage flow = 30 gpm at 1000 psi load pressure 

Spring model damping factor = 0.35 

During this study, it was found that a previously selected leakage flow 
of six gpm produced too great a damping coefficient for the lowest spring rate of 
1000 lb/in. Since damping is a function of actuator velocity, and increased 
damping can be achieved by velocity feedback, a study was made to determine the 
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effect of positive velocity feedback for the purpose of decreasing the damping 
coefficient. This is effective, but to reach the damping factor of 0.5 as re- 
corded in figure 39, leakage had to be increased to 30 gpm at 1000 psi load pres- 
sure.  However, a more normal static load condition would require 

Total load 
Actuator load 
Maximum actuator load 
Piston area 
Differential pressure 
Flow 

16,000 lb 
2,667 lb 
5,334 lb 

10.. 652 in^ 
501 psi 
21 gpm 

Revised Adaptive Spring-Rate Control System Block Diagram 

The linearized transfer function of a hydraulic actuator between input 
flow, Q, and the actuator velocity, sX, has been derived in app H as the fol- 
lowing quadratic function: 

sX 

Q 
l/A 

hA KA    ^'^' 
1 + ^aC 

A2~ (472) 

The transfer function between the force, F2, developed by the actuator and the 
actuator velocity can be expressed as 

1 sX ^   
F,  Ms +  D 
2        a 

(473) 

From the above two equations, the transfer function between flow and 
force developed can be obtained by 

sX 

Q   sx 
M-S-LJla;  (l/A) 

s + 1 + 
A2 

(474) 

Based on the above three actuator transfer functions, the system block diagram of 
the adaptive spring-rate control system was developed as shown in figure 32. 
However, equation (473) is correct only when there is no external input forces so 
the force developed, F2, is for accelerating the load mass, M, and for overcoming 
the viscous damping force, D^^sX. When there is an external force, F, input to 
the actuator system, equation (473), should be modified as 

ZF = F  - F M s X + D sX 
a 

(475) 

Equation (474) should then be modified in relation to equation (475).  Instead of 
combining equations (472) and (475) to get the transfer between Q and F2, the 
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actuator transfer function block diagram has been separated into three transfer 
blocks and a summing junction expressed by the equations 

(476) 

(477) 

QL = A sX 

QV-QL = 
QcL 

%L = A    sF C 
"■I \ 

(478) 

where 

Q-r  = Actuator velocity flow 

Q  = Servovalve output flow 

Q T = Actuator compressibility and leakage flow 

Subsequently, the force detection circuit in the adaptive loop 
(described earlier in this report) should be modified due to the change in G^ 
which is the transfer function between the servo output position, X, and the 
force developed at F2. In simulating an actuator spring-rate of less than or 
equal to 100,000 lb/in., the force detection circuit transfer function of 1/Gj^G^ 
was derived to have a simple expression as follows: 

M_ 32 + MC g + 1     (for K <100,000) 

With this transfer function and the revised actuator transfer function block 
diagram arrangement, a revised system block of the adaptive spring-rate control 
system was developed. The block diagram in figure 49 is to replace the one pre- 
viously derived as shown in figure 32. 

Numerous analog computer runs from the revised adaptive control system were 
made to study its simulated performance. From the computer results, no change 
was observed in capability to obtain 1000 lb/in. spring-rate to greater than 
100,000 lb/in. with good accuracy and excellent stability. Some very minor im- 
provement was observed in the dynamic response at the 1000 lb/in. spring rate. 
The apparent leakage flow is the limiting factor of good transient response at 
the low spring-rate setting. A computer study on higher leakage bypass flow was 
made and is discussed in the next paragraphs. 

System Response Curves Measured from the Computer Simulated Adaptive Control 
System at Larger Actuator Bypass Opening 

The stiffness of a position-controlled hydraulic actuator servo system 
can be related mathematically to the system open loop-gain constant, K^, the 
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where 

actuator piston area, A, and the actuator bypass leakage coefficient, C, as 
follows: 

2 

A 

F = Applied force 

X =  Actuator displacement 

D„ = Actuator viscous damping coefficient 
3. 

From the above equation, many values of C can be used for a given spring stiff- 
ness as long as Kv changes with it (app H). However, the speed of the actuator 
displacement response due to a step change in force input is proportional to the 
servo open loop-gain constant, K^. Although the adaptive controller may force 
the actuator servo to produce a displacement response similar to that of the 
model, the position servo loop should have a loop gain high enough or approxi- 
mately equivalent to that required to produce the appropriate response time or 
damping of the actuator response. This means that for a higher position gain 
constant, K^, at low spring-rate simulation, a higher leakage bypass is needed. 
The approximate value of the leakage coefficient, C, of the actuator bypass for a 
certain desirable damping was derived in the revised appendix H with a mathemati- 
cal expression as follows: 

A     A  (approximately) 

' " " ° 2cvfir <*•'" 
where 

A = Actuator effective area 
D = Adaptive model damping coefficient 
K = Simulated spring-rate 
^ = Spring-mass damping factor 
M = Effective mass of the actuator load 

The value of C used in the previous design for a spring-rate higher than 
60,000 lb/in. to a maximum of 200,000 lb/in. was 5.3 gpm per 1000 psi load 
pressure or more realistically 0.80 gpm per 150 psi. Later it was found that the 
leakage flow should be at least 21 gpm at 501 psi for a spring-rate of 1000 
lb/in. which again is more realistically expressed as 6.3 gpm per 150 psi. To 
have a good model following-transient response for spring-rates between 300 to 
30,000 lb/in., it was found that the leakage bypass should be opened more. In a 
recent analog computer study, excellent response curves were generated for low 
spring-rate simulations when the leakage coefficient of the bypass was set for 30 
gpm per 150 psi load pressure. These curves are displayed in figures 50 to 58. 
The other major parameter values used in this computer simulation (fig. 49) were 
as follows: 
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2 
M  = 2.63 lb-sec /in 

C  =  .77 cis/psi 

A  =  10.652 sq. in 

D  =21 lb-sec/in (assumed) 
a 

K  = .945x10^ lb/in a 
k^ = 10,000 

k  =  .1 sec 

OS  = 515 rad/sec 

In equation (481), the value of C can be determined for a selected range of 
spring rates, K, and an average value of actuator load mass, M, from the two 
extremes in loading due to changes in actuator orientation. If necessary, a 
compromise can be made between the bypass leakage coefficient and the actuator 
piston area. A, to reduce the bypass flow rate. 

Because of a substantial increase in bypass flow required for the low 
spring rate low-damping simulation, the leakage flow can no longer be negligible 
in equations (454) and (458) and in figure 19, and it should be modified to 
Include a constant leakage flow for a nonfiring constant load mass. Based on the 
bypass leakage used in the computer simulation, the leakage flow per actuator is 
approximately one third of the maximum servovalve output flow at 150 psi load 
pressure and the maximum load pressure will be limited to approximately 500 psi, 
which is higher than the required actuator pressure of 243.2 psi calculated for 
the AH-IG fuselage system as described earlier in this report. In the combat 
vehicle system, the total flow requirement for maximum specified simulated 
velocity was calculated to be 62.3 gpm per actuator (app J), and the maximum 
actuator pressure required to develop the maximum acceleration was approximately 
1520 psi which could not be reached if the computer simulation bypass is used. 
So either a higher flow-rate servovalve should be used for each of the 6-DOF 
actuators or a compromise in design of the actuator piston area and bypass as 
discussed in the previous paragraph will be needed for the combat vehicle motion 
system. When a 60 gpm-servovalve design is used for the 6-DOF actuator- 
suspension system, the lowest obtainable spring-rate with good system response 
for maximum combat vehicle yaw motion is predicted approximately at 20,000 
lb/in. The leakage bypass should then be set at 7 gpm per 150 psi actuator 
pressure for the combat vehicle. Spring-rate lower than 20,000 lb/in. can be 
achieved at a reduced performance on combat vehicle yaw motion with a larger 

actuator leakage bypass. 
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TAIL ROTOR SIMULATOR 

Mechanical Suspension 

The purpose of the tail rotor simulator is to introduce the loads and forces 
into the cut-off frame of the helicopter that would normally appear there in a 
flying helicopter when the various weapons are fired. To accomplish this, a 
controllable force should be applied in the proper direction and magnitude to the 
end bulkhead of the cut-off helicopter. Two main objectives are to be met by the 
simulator: (1) The moment of inertia of the actual tail boom is to be simu- 
lated, and (2) the counter-recoil forces normally supplied by the tail rotor 
through pilot or stability augmentation system control are to be provided when 

firing the weapons. 

It is difficult to reproduce the exact weight, e.g., and mass moment of 
inertia simultaneously unless the original geometry and mass distribution is 
preserved. However, the effect of the tail boom moment of inertia can be simu- 
lated if an external force is applied so that the firing load imparts the same 
acceleration to the cut-off helicopter as it would give to the full length heli- 
copter. By including the effect of the stability augmentation system in this 
force calculation, this acceleration will be further tailored to simulate both 
the moment of inertia and the tail rotor thrust effect encountered during firing 

of the weapon. 

This tail rotor simulator is an entirely new system developed for this spe- 
cific application.  Design calculations were made to determine pertinent design 

values for various parameters of this system, 
drawing A-2634, appendix K. 

These values are tabulated in 

The physical arrangement of the structure required to support the force 
producing actuator is shown on drawing D-2606.^ The design of the upper support 
link has been changed to a fabricated pipe arch to permit its mounting to the 
underside of the yaw gimbal to straddle actuators number 2 and 3 to accommodate 
the mounting position of the AH-IG helicopter. This attachment point allows the 
tail rotor simulator and the aircraft to move as a unit when the main pitch and 
yaw angles are changed. This main support linkage is designed as a pin jointed 
"dog-leg" with spherical bearings to relieve the local moment loads. This allows 
the helicopter section to move freely in the fore and aft direction, in the ver- 
tical direction, and in pitch. The attachment of the hydraulic actuator to the 
support link is made through a universal joint which gives the helicopter freedom 
to roll (dwg D-2645). Pure lateral freedom is provided through the actuator when 
no yaw restraining signals are present. The actuator will produce a controlled 
yaw motion and the structure is designed to resist the applied moments and forc- 

es . 

^Drawings cited throughout this report are on file at the Ware Simulation Center, 
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, IL. 
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The actuator is controlled by the servo system to produce the proper simula- 
tion forces. The hydraulic schematic is shown in drawing A-2635, appendix K. To 
meet the valve flow requirement of 4.4 gpm, we propose to use a standard commer- 
cial Moog valve model 73-233 rated 10 gpm at 1000 psi pressure drop. 

System Analysis 

The physical concept for the system analysis is shown in figure 59 where the 
various elements are denoted by 

Igjj - Yaw moment of inertia of the mounting adapter 

l£ - Yaw moment of inertia of the fuselage 

Kp - Fuselage stiffness 

Kgp - Spring rate of 6-DOF 

An assumption has been made that the stiffness of the support links and joints is 
much greater than either Kp or Kgp- A. four-way servovalve is used to control 
pressure difference and flow in the piston and the bypass C. 

From the physical layout, a block diagram has been developed as shown in 
figure 60. 

The tail boom control system is designed to provide force control over a 
frequency range of approximately 0.005 Hz to 70 Hz. In any force system, provi- 
sion must be made to maintain a steady state position so that the moving system 
does not change position due to unbalanced forces acting on the device. This was 
accomplished by providing a D.C. or static position feedback that automatically 
reduces in gain as the frequency of motion increases. Conversely, the force 
feedback system must have little or no D.C. gain but must be of constant gain 
over a selected frequency spectrum. The concept has been developed in which each 
system has been analyzed separately. The position servo is shown in the block 
diagram of figure 61 while the force servo is shown in the block diagram of fig- 
ure 62. As noted in the plot of frequency response, figure 63, the force servo 
is relatively flat from 0.005 Hz to 70 Hz while the position servo falls off in 
amplitude very rapidly above 0.001 Hz and remains at least -10 db below the D.C. 
nominal at any frequency above 0.01 Hz. The large negative and positive peaks in 
the position system are due to system dynamics that appear in the feedback path 
of the position system. These are not of importance since over the majority of 
the frequency range the position gain is l/lO of the force gain thus insuring 
force control. 
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COMBAT VEHICLE SYSTEM 

Mechanical Suspension 

This overall simulator was designed as a variable flexibility, or variable 
damping ratio device for testing interactions between aircraft and weapon sys- 
tems. A useful extension of this application is for testing interactions between 
combat vehicles and weapon systems. Because of the differences in mounting re- 
quirements and performance characteristics, some new adapters and operating 
equipment are required to take advantage of this extended usefulness. 

The general arrangement of such a combat vehicle suspension system is shown 
on drawing D-2609. Design calculations were made to determine pertinent design 
values for various parameters of the system. These values for pitch motion are 

listed in drawing A-2633, appendix J. 

The adapter consists of a turret mounting plate and tube which is adjustable 
in the vertical direction. The tube is mounted in a roll gimbal ring, then 
mounted on a pitch gimbal ring through trunnions and self aligning ball-joint 
bearings (Torrington 35SF14). The pitch gimbal and the self aligning ball-joint 
bearings are mounted on the suspension ring through trunnions. 

The main suspension ring is designed to be attached directly to the clevis 
brackets of the 6-DOF suspension system rather than to the existing aircraft 
mounting platform.  This provides a greater available clearance to the floor and 
helps to keep the total moving weight down. 

The connection between the tube and the roll gimbal is a pair of taper wedge 
friction clamps designed to resist the torsional and thrust loads applied to it 
while permitting infinite axial adjustment of the turret and the pitch axis with- 
in the 24-inch range provided. 

The combat vehicle system is provided with its own actuator to produce de- 
sired pitch displacements. The actuator is controlled by the servosystem. The 
hydraulic schematic is shown in drawing A-2636, appendix J. To meet the valve 
flow requirement of 126.6 gpm, we propose to use a Moog 79-200 valve with a 73- 
233 electro-hydraulic servovalve as the pilot stage. This valve combination is 
rated 200 gpm at 1000 psi pressure drop. We have investigated several other 
commercially available valves (Sanders Associates and MTS, Inc.) including our 
own design and have concluded that the use of the Moog valve is the most cost 
effective approach. 

This actuator/valve combination is also required to provide for variable 
spring rates in pitch. As noted previously, a valve flow of 126.6 gpm is re- 
quired to provide maximum pitch displacement performance. With a 200-gpm valve, 
an additional flow of 73.4 gpm can be accommodated to provide spring characteris- 

tics . 
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By using the formulae developed earlier in this report, the following is 
concluded: 

Suspended weight of combat vehicle is 13,000 lb. 

^  13000 _ „. , . 
^ = JSbA'  ^^'^^ (482) 

^_-,,# (actuator load) 
P = ^"^^ „ ,  = 803 psi 

^       7.568 2(actuator area) (^33) 

F2 
— = 803 /33.64 q^ = 4657.4 q^ (484) 
*^ 

The plot of "F" vs "K" for q^ = 73 gpm is shown in figure 64 to define the 
operating limits of this system for the specified conditions when simultaneously 
pitching at maximum performance. Note that the spring system is not flow limited 
at any combination of firing forces and spring rates within the system operating 
range. 

As was mentioned earlier in this report, the main yaw system does not have 
the performance capabilities required to meet the maximum performance specified 
for combat vehicle yaw motion. A solution to this problem is available with the 
existing equipment. The triogonal actuator suspension system is very efficient 
in the yaw mode and can be programmed to provide the high frequency yaw motion to 
the turret while retaining its effectiveness as a spring simulator. When using 
this yaw mode, the existing hydraulic brake will be applied to the main yaw sys- 
tem effectively eliminating it from the movable systems. 

Calculated pertinent parameters for combat vehicle yaw drive are tabulated 
as input to the SDFS computer program and shown in appendix J. Tabulations of 
the parameters associated with the main yaw drive for full combat vehicle perfor- 
mance are also shown in appendix J. 

The output of this program is summarized in appendix J and confirms that the 
altered 6-DOF actuators are adequate to provide the maximum yaw performance as 
specified for the combat vehicle. To meet the valve flow requirement of 62.3 
gpm, a Moog 79-060 valve will be used with a 73-232 electrohydraulic servovalve 
as a pilot stage. This valve is rated 60 gpm at 1000 psi pressure drop and is 
the same valve used on the main yaw drive. It is fully described earlier in this 
report. This valve will have a flow rate of 70.5 gpm at the minimum pressure 
drop of 1380 psi needed to provide maximum yaw performance as shown in the calcu- 
lations given in appendix J. This then provides a valve flow of 8.2 gpm to be 
used in providing the spring rate operation. The plot of "F" vs "K" for q = 
49.2 gpm, shown in figure 19 of this report, defines the operating limits of this 
system when maximum performance operation of the combat vehicle is combined with 
spring rate requirements. 
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System Analysis 

The combat vehicle system is controlled in pitch by the turret pitch control 
system. Since the main pitch control could not satisfy the velocity requirements 
for the combat vehicle, a smaller actuator has been provided that can achieve the 
amplitude and frequency requirements. This system will also provide a spring 
rate characteristic similar in design to each of the 6-DOF actuators. The block 
diagram for the Turret Pitch Position Servo System is shown in figure 65 and the 
transfer characteristic is recorded in figure 66. The characteristics for the 
servovalve were obtained from the manufacturer and are tabulated in table 12 for 
the band of frequencies that are pertinent to the servo system design. The open 
loop frequency response is shown in figure 67 for a K^ of 70 per second and a 
compensation network with a lag at 0.4 Hz and a lead at 0.8 Hz. The amplitude 
margin is -9.5 db and phase margin is 65 degrees. The closed loop response is 
shown in figure 68 indicating a well damped system with a bandwidth of 13 Hz (-3 
db pt). Once the actual hardware system confirms these characteristics, the open 
loop gain can be raised by +3 db. 

The spring rate control system will be similar in design to each of the 6- 
DOF spring rate actuators. The maximum stiffness will be determined by the 
amount of open loop, K^, that can be put into the system. 

The operating limits imposed on the turret pitch system by physical parame- 
ters of the system are shown in figure 69. These limits were calculated based on 
the data given previously. The chart indicates that the required operation of 3" 
amplitude at 3.5 Hz will be met. The acceleration limit shown on the chart is 
based on the MICV-65 turret mounted on the simulator and the gun firing. 

Operating limits for the main yaw drive system are shown in figures 16 and 
70. The specified operating point for the combat vehicle falls outside the 
achievable capabilities of the yaw system. 

The operating limits for the combat vehicle using the 6-DOF actuators to 
provide yaw is shown in figure 71. The specified operating point in yaw can be 
achieved using the actuators as described earlier in this report. 

VIBRATION SYSTEMS 

Introduction 

Three vibrational systems will be supplied to provide environmental vibra- 
tions normally caused by parts of the system not included in the simulation. 
These are the main rotor, the tail rotor, and one auxiliary rotor (undesignated 
source). These components normally exert forces on the aircraft fuselage due to 
vibration of their masses. The vibrational systems will provide equivalent forc- 
es. 
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Each vibration system will generate the desired force by vibrating a mass at 
the proper amplitude and frequency. A force v/ill thus be exerted on the aircraft 
equal to the reaction force 

f = mx 

where x is the acceleration of the mass, m. The mass and acceleration values 
will be chosen to match the forces normally produced by the actual components. 
Each system will be a hydraulic servo system (single axis) which can be attached 
to the airframe at the desired location. 

The servo systems will be excited by tape recordings, made under operational 
conditions, of the acceleration of the components being simulated by other in- 
puts. The desired force is this acceleration multiplied by the mass of the com- 

ponent. 

A preliminary investigation was made to determine if this approach was fea- 
sible and to evaluate some of the major requirements. Two basic designs were 
examined: (1) A relatively small system suitable for the tail-rotor and auxil- 
iary vibrators, and (2) a much larger one suitable for the main rotor. A design 
for the combat vehicle was not evaluated because the 40,000 lb peak force re- 
quirement does not appear practical. 

Main Rotor System 

Vibration specifications for the main rotor give a double amplitude of 0.4 
in. between 5 and 10 Hz, 2 g from 10 to 28 Hz, 0.05 in. double amplitude from 28 
to 44 Hz, and 5 g from 44 to 5000 Hz. The weight of the main rotor system is 
942.3 lb. Thus, the required force varies from a minimum of 480 lb at 5 Hz to a 
maximum of 4700 lb between 44 and 5000 Hz. To avoid adding excessive weight to 
the helicopter fuselage, the mass of the vibration system should be kept to a 
minimum, but this requires a relatively large displacement for the servo sys- 
tem. As a compromise, a vibrating weight of 250 lb was selected for the study. 
The required peak-to-peak amplitude of vibration is then 1.506 in. 

Design Limitations 

The output force is limited by several factors in different parts of the 
frequency range which are shown in figure 72. At low frequencies, the maximum 
amplitude of the vibrating mass produces a limit which varies as the square of 
the frequency. The values given will match the low-frequency requirements or the 
main rotor. In the mid-frequency range the output force will be limited by the 
supply pressure of 3000 PSl. The actuator area must be chosen large enough to 
provide the maximum required force. At high frequencies, the force is limited by 
a combination of saturation of the servovalve amplifier, the servovalve coil time 
constant, the servovalve spool resonance, and the flow capability of the servo- 
valve. In this region, the limiting force varies inversely as the fourth power 
of frequency. 
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Design Parameters 

The design parameters for this study were determined as follows: 

mg = 250 lb 

Xo = (^    Vo    = 942.3 ,    = 0.753 inch 
\ii J 250 ^"-"^^ (485) 

^ " ^max >= 4700 >= 1.89 in^ 
P       2500 
max 

% 
76 in^/sec 01000 psi (20 5pm valve) (486) 

The 20 gpm valve provides a flow of 

q = V3 q = 132 in"^/sec @ 3000 psi (487) 
^o   ''   V 

The high frequency limit is then given by 

2 
f    = q Ao),,     1 
max  ^o  Y     ^ 
E     Ri  TC  * "^ .,„„. 
V     oca) (488) 

where 

Wy = 628 rad/sec  (valve spool resonance) 

T = 4.5 ms (valve coll time constant) 

i = 10 M (valve rated  current) 
o                   a 

R = 500 ohm (valve coil resistance) 

C = 1.4210~ in /lb     (compliance) 
c 

E = 10 volt (amplifier  saturation voltage) 

Then,   the maximum force  is 

12 
1.97   10 

r =  n  max ^ ^ (489) 

where f is the frequency in Hz.  The maximum frequency at which full output (4700 
lb) can be obtained is then 

fmax = 138 Hz 
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Tail Rotor System 

The vibration specifications for the tail rotor are assumed to be identical 
to those for the main rotor. The parameters specified in the proposal have been 
used for the feasibility analysis.  These are 

m^ = 12.5 lb 

x^ = 0.5 in. 

A = 0.283 in.^ 

The peak velocity is then 

X   = 62.8(0.5) = 31.4 in/sec (490) 
max 

and the peak flow is 

3 
q   = Ax   = 8.80 in /sec = 2.31 gpm (491) 
Ttiax    max 

A 4 gpm (1000 psi) valve was chosen, for which the spool resonant frequency is 

0) = 2n(220) = 1380 rad/sec (492) 
V 

The valve coil time constant is again 

_3 
T = 4.5*10  sec 

so that the maximum available force at high frequencies is now 

12 
f   = 2.16-10 .,Q^s 
max      14  \'*yj) 

f 
The highest frequency at which the required force of 154 lb can be produced 

is then 

fmax = 340 Hz (494) 

Stability Analyses 

The response of the vibration servos will be affected by the impedance of 
the airframe at the mounting location, but it is reasonable to assume that over 
the range of frequencies for which the servo is designed to operate, the airframe 
will look like a pure mass, the value of which is much greater than that of the 
vibration system. The equivalent circuit for the vibration system is shown in 
figure 73. The feedback signal for the servo system is derived from a force 
transducer located between the actuator cylinder and the mounting frame. 
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The   loop  gain  for   this   system is   given  by 

where 

K ^     =    Vi\ K K.K 
oL c  e i a 

K 

iN K 
q X 

1+ SM    g^+S^ 

(495) 

M 

M 

M a 

^i 

A 

X 

=    M M      is  the equivalent mass of  the system 

CM+M ) 

= the mass  of  the vibrator 

=  the mass  of  the airframe 

= the current gain of  the servovalve «nplifier 

= the gain of  the compensation network 

= the gain of  the error  amplifier 

= the piston area 

= the half  stroke 

f 3  /9. )   P =    the servovalve flow gain 

-at)H-t) 
% 

K 

= the leakage flow constant 

= the compliance of the trapped fluid 

K 
xo 

=  the LVDT gain 

(1+T S) 

K a 

T 
a 

=  the LVDT time constant 

K 
ao =    the force transducer gain 

(1+T S) 
a 

( 8. 
X 

= the force transducer time constant 

= the valve spool resonant frequency 

= the valve spool damping factor 

)  = -r^ = low frequency valve gain at zero load pressure 
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Excluding the compensation network, this is proportional to the square of 
the frequency at low frequencies and inversely proportional to the cube of fre- 
quency at high frequencies. Furthermore, for low values of leakage, a large 
resonant peak may result from the load resonant frequency, but this can be re- 
duced by the proper choice of actuator position feedback. 

If the proper frequency dependence of the various gain factors appearing in 
the expression for loop gain are inserted, the denominator polynomial, excluding 
the compensation network, becomes 

P(S)  = 1 + A, 

K 
xo 

1+ SM (qy-^sce) ^*<m 2-1 (1+T^s) 
(496) 

It is desired to select a value for the position transducer gain, K^^, that will 
result in a reasonable degree of damping for the roots of this polynomial. Also, 
it is desirable to retain as low a value of leakage, q^ , as possible, unless 
suitable damping cannot be obtained without adding additional leakage. This has 
been possible, and the leakage constant has been assumed equal to zero. 

For this value, the roots of the denominator polynomial occur at frequencies 

of 

f     =    1    8.8/l± 17.2"= 
XI ^ 

73.5Z± 74.8' 

92.4^± 87.6= 

Hz 

(497) 

The last two are underdamped more than desired but should cause no problem since 
they occur in the middle of the response band. 

Main Rotor 

For the main rotor vibrator, the following parameters have been chosen: 

Mg = 250 lb (M=0.648 lb sec^/in) 

A =1.89 in^ 

XQ = 0.756 in 

= 13.2 in /Ma sec (Moog 35S-020) 

P = 3000 
Y 
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f  = 100 Hz 
Y 

C  = 1.429-10"^ in^/lb 
c 

g  = 0 
Y 
T  = LSg-lO'^sec Cf  = 100 Hz) 

With these values, the load resonance will be reasonably well damped by choosing 
a position feedback gain equal to 

^xo " 2^*^ Ma/in (498) 

This results in a resonance peak, of about 11 db at 82.8 Hz in the loop gain. 

To stabilize the loop, a compensation network equal to 

_3  4 
K = 7.76 (1+ 1.924'10 S)  
c   n Zl—Z 

(1+0.318S) (1+7.31.10 S) (1+.0531-10 S) (499) 

is used.  This results in a closed loop bandwidth extending from 3 Hz to 500 
Hz.  These curves are shown in figure 74. 

Tail Rotor 

For the tail rotor vibrator, the parameters are as follows: 

I M  = 12.5 lb (M = .0324 lb sec^/in) 
I     o 

A  = 0.283 in^ 

X 
o 

= 0.5 in 

'9 N 
q 

) 
k  JL/ 

^ 
= 3000 

'Y 
t= 220 Hz 

3 
= 2.67 in /Ma sec 

C  = 1.905*10"^ in^/lb sec 
c 

S 
-3 

T  = 1.59-10  sec 
X 

For these values, the position feedback gain has been made equal to 

K  = 46.4 Ma/in (^00) 
xo 
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This gives denominator roots at frequencies of 

106.4^61.9° 

f^ =   {   149.5^i82.4° Hz 

208.7^62.2° 
X 

(501) 

The compensation network in this case has been chosen to be 

K  = 12.12 (1+1.065-10"•^S)^ (1+0.763-lO'^S)^ 

(1+ .318S) (l+3.58-10"^S)^ (l+.053-10~^S)^ (502) 

This again results in a closed loop bandwidth from 3 Hz to 500 Hz.  These curves 
are shown in figure 75. 

Final Designs 

The final designs for the main rotor and tail rotor systems are shown in 
figures 76 and 77. The auxiliary system will be identical to the tail rotor 
system. Compensation has been added in the force feedback loop to correct for 
the high frequency response of the force transducers, and extend the bandwidth 
out to the predicted 500 Hz. 

SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM ELECTRONIC POWER CONTROLS 

The control of power supplies needed for all of the servosystems is shown in 
the schematic diagram of 26D-108. The power supplies, with the exception of the 
5 V-regulated supply, will all be located in cabinet 3. The 5-V supply is lo- 
cated in cabinet 1 so that it will have short lead lengths to the computer inter- 
face logic circuits. The power to the supplies is controlled by a line contactor 
that is operated by a key switch (dwg A-2626, app E). Each supply will have an 
indicator type of fuse to protect the supply on the 120 V, 60 Hz power side. The 
power supply indicator lights are all 28-V lamps that are controlled through 
transistors with the exception of the 28-V supply, thus permitting use of one 
type of lamp and lamp housings that look uniform. The power supply leads to the 
servo systems have been divided to prevent coupling between systems where rela- 
tively long supply leads are necessary. The return for the 28-V unregulated 
supply is separate from the regulated supplies used for signal circuits, thus 
decreasing the chance of noise. The return for the -84-V supply used for the 
feedback circuits is connected to the signal common at each control location, 
thus making the common junction as close as possible to the input of the summing 
amplifier. An interlock circuit is provided to connect power to either the tail 
boom servo or the turret servo since both systems never operate simultaneously. 
Power select switches are also supplied for the vibration servos. These are 
independent of each other and can be selected in any desired combination. Panel 
lights indicate which system is powered. 
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SYSTEM START UP AND FAIL-SAFE INTERLOCKS 

Start Up and Fail-Safe System 

The preliminary design has been completed for the limit circuits so that 
electronic limit of command signals will be provided and followed up by limit 
switch circuits. The electronic position limit is provided to prevent the system 
from reaching the limit switch. Since start-up system has been designed so that 
the actuators must be within the operating range located between the limit 
switches, the servo system error must be below a specified amount and all power 
supplies must be on. To prevent undesirable motions in the actuators at turri-on 
caused by pressure build-up in the system, an automatic gain control has been 
designed. At turn-on, the gain is in the order of l/lO the normal gain, thus 
decreasing system bandwidth which then limits velocity. During a nominal 5- 
second period, the gain will rise smoothly to the normal set value. 

Firing Interlock 

The circuit schematic diagram (dwg 26D-109) for the fail-safe firing inter- 
lock has been completed. The visual indicator with engraved notation of "Standby 
to Fire" is designed to operate through the interlock of 

1. Emergency pushbutton. 
2. Main pump control relay contacts. 
3. Gun aiming position sensor. 
4. Servo system "full gain" relay contacts. 
5. Servo system hydraulic control relay contacts. 

When all subsystems are activated, thus closing the firing control relay, 
the "Gun on Target" and "Standby to Fire" indicator lights will be on. The fir- 
ing can then be initiated by closing the firing circuit through a manually oper- 
ated pushbutton in series with the firing relay contacts. 

The panel layout for the firing interlock system has been completed and is 
shown in drawing 26D-127. 

ELECTRONIC WIRING AND PACKAGING 

Wiring 

Preliminary circuit board wiring design was done for the pitch and yaw servo 
system. The computer interface circuit boards are under consideration. A total 
of 76 cards or 60% of the buffering and logics boards will be purchased items 
from the Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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Most of the internal wiring diagrams of the control consoles have been com- 
pleted. Wiring of the three control panels and one relay panel are also complet- 
ed for construction. 

Packaging 

The latest estimate is that three 52 inch height-control consoles will be 
needed to house all of the electronics, power supplies, pump motor controls, and 
indicators. A total of 14 card racks will be needed to hold the boards. The 
tentative arrangement of the control consoles are 

Control console 1 

Pitch servo card rack 
Yaw servo card rack 
Computer interface card racks 
Turret pitch system card rack 
Tail boom control system card rack 
Terminal panel 
Control panel 

Control console 2 

Six triogonal actuator card racks 
Terminal panel 
Control panel 

Control console 3 

Vibration system card racks 
Relay panel 
Circuit breaker 
D.C. power supply 
Terminal panel 
Control panel 

Main pump motor "Start/Stop" pushbuttons 
Auxiliary pump motor "Start/Stop" pushbuttons 
Indicating lights 
Main terminal board for incoming wire connections 

The packaging for the card racks is shown in the drawing 26D-130. The 
control panel for the pitch, yaw, triogonal actuator, turret and tail boom sys- 
tems is shown in drawings 26D-121 and 26D-124. 
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Conclusions 

A design has been completed for an activated 6-DOF simulator. The simulator 
was designed to mount portions of vehicles and withstand the force of small arms 
and automatic cannons firing from these vehicles. This design includes: (1) A 
complete mathematical model of the simulator, (2) design and sizing of the re- 
quired hydraulic and electrical controls, (3) design of an active pitch and yaw 
system for the simulator, (4) modeling and fabrication of the spring rate and 
damping controls for the triogonal actuator system, (5) design of a tail rotor 
simulator to be added to helicopter fuselages suspended from the 6-DOF simulator, 
(6) design of a combat vehicle adapter for suspending small turrets (less than 
65-inch ring) from the simulator, and (7) design of vibration systems to simu- 
late various field environments such as rotor beat or over-the-road motion. 

Limits on the capabilities of the simulator are established throughout this 
design report. In some complex cases, such as the spring rates achievable by the 
simulator with systems of different inertias mounted to the simulator, definitive 
limits could not be defined. However, a computer program has been written based 
on the math model developed earlier in this report that will solve for the spring 

rate limitations. 

This design indicates that the passive 6-DOF simulator can be modified to 
provide a tool for testing weapon systems under realistic conditions. A spring 
rate and damping ratio can be set into the simulator so that mounted vehicles 
will respond to weapon firings in a manner duplicating that encountered in the 
field. In addition, vibrations may be propagated through mounted systems with a 
spectrum similar to that measured in these vehicles under field conditions. 

The activated 6-DOF simulator can then provide an effective laboratory set- 
ting for testing weapon systems under controlled, repeatable conditions. Types 
of tests that can be performed with the simulator include research and develop- 
ment testing prior to field testing to remove initial design deficiencies, ini- 
tial production testing of weapons under controlled mounting and vibration condi- 
tions, product improvement testing to compare system changes fairly and accurate- 
ly, and system identification testing to establish causes of weapon system fail- 
ures correctly and to develop accurate models of these systems. 
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Table 1.  Actuator variations 

Damping media 

Oil 

Nitrogen 

Effective volume 
of the actuator 

(in.3) 

117.5 

326.0 

Actuator stiffness 
(lb/in.) 

Maximum Minimum 

23,000 

5,000 

800 

300 

Table 2.  STIFF 2 program input map 

Card no. 

ii 

10 

Variable Description 

TITLE      For title and other information 

THETA      Mounting angle of vehicle with platform 
(pitch), degrees (if THETA is greater 

than 99 END) 

W        Weight of platform, part of actuator 
and payload, pound 

XW(I)       Location of e.g. of weight with respect 
1=1,3      to center of gimbal (X,Y, and Z) inch 

XGUN(I)      Location of weapon mounting point to 
1=1,3      e.g. of weight (X,Y and Z) inch 

TRGT(I)      Location of target with respect to 

I-l ,3      earth axes 

RY       Pitch angle of gimbal, degrees 
RZ       Yaw angle of gimbal, degrees 

/'l for oil 

Media      Damping media, input I or 
I 2 for nitrogen 

LOG       Location where the system stiffness 
is specified 

LOG = 1  Stiffness given at center 
of the mounting platform, in the 
direction of the platform axes 

Format 

10A6 
10A6 
10A6 

ElO.O 

4E10.0 

3E10.0 

3E10.0 

2E10.0 

12 

12 
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Table 2.  (cont) 

Card no. 

12 

Variable 

11 SK(I) 
1-1,6 

SF(I) 

Description 

LOG = 2 Stiffness given at the e.g. 
location of the vehicle and in the 
direction of the vehicle axes 

LOG = 3 Stiffness given at the 
weapon pivot point in the direction 

of the weapon axes 

System stiffness required 

(Note:  If LOG = 3, SK(1) only is 
specified which is the stiffness 
along the weapon axis.) 

System force, which is the force 
applied in the direction in which the 
system stiffness SK is specified 

(Note:  If LOG = 3, SF(1) is the recoil 
load of the weapon.) 

Format 

6E10.0 

6E10.0 

Return to card 4. 

'LOG 2 and 3 are intended to be used in the active system; this portion is not 

finalized. 
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Table 3.  Pump oil flow (gpm) required for various motions at maximum 
performance 

Combat vehicle 

31'^ 

81 gpm-pitch 
+ 46 gpm spring 
238 
18 

414 

Motion Ai rcraft 

Main pitch 214 
Main yaw 25 
6-DOF springs 218^ 
Tail boom 5 
Turret pitch — 

Turret yaw (6 DOF) — 
Vibrators 18 

Total gpm for 
simultaneous maxi- 
mum performance 

480 

^Based on 480 gpm power unit.  Performance limited to maximum flow rate of 269 
gpm at the pump. 

Based on simultaneous maximum yaw performance.  Performance limited to maximum 
flow rate of 269 gpm at the pump. 

Table 4.  Accumulators for servo systems 

Accumulator 

S ubsystem 
Frequency 

(Hz) 
Qv 
(gpm) 

336 

^x 
(gal.) 

1.76 

V, 
(gai.) 

37.0 

provided 

(gal.) 

1 Main pitch 0.3 40.0 

2 Main yaw 0.3 40 0.21 4.4 5.0 

3 6-DOF spring 1.0^ 360 0.566 11.89 12.0 

4 Turret pitch 3.5 127 0.057 1.2 5.0 

5 Turret yaw (6- -DOF) 3.5 374 0.168 3.5 12.0 

6 Tail boom 0.3 5^ 0 0 0 

7 Shakers 10.n 28 0.0004 0.1 0.25 

^Based on AH-IG aircraft with 1200 #/in. spring rate. 

Full flov7 provided by pump. 
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Table 5. List of parameter values for calculating the main 
pitch control system frequency responses 

Parameter 

Effective actuator piston area 

Input summing amplifier gain 

Foward compensation amplifier gain 

Amplifier gain (adjustable) 

Hydraulic valve spool displacement 
feedback gain 

Pitch gimbal position feedback gain 

Leakage coefficient of the spool valve 

Actuator-load viscous damping 
coefficient 

Total mass moment of inertia 
(with AAH payload) 

Total mass moment of inertia 
(with AH-IG payload) 

Spool valve flow gain 

Stiffness of actuator rod attachment 
joints 

Actuator hydraulic stiffness 

Effective radius of pitch angular 
rotation 

Valve spool displacement LVDT time 
constant 

Angle between actuator axis and tangent 
of pitching arc 

Assumed damping factor of the actuator 
and load 

Forward compensation network 

Symbol Value 

.053 s + 1 

.106 s + 1 

Unit 

A 37.7 sq in. 

h 1 volt/volt 

b2 .9 volt/volt 

h 1.1 volt/volt 

^5 10 volts/in. 

^6 0.6 volts/deg 

C2 2. ,54 X 10"2 cis/psi 

D <^ 2 X 10'' * Ib-in.-sec 

J (AAH) 82,522 Ib-in.-sec^ 

J (AH-IG) 43,430 Ib-in.-sec'^ 

K3 6170 cis/in. 

KA 2 ,500,000* lb/in. 

^HA 104,500 lb/in. 

r 78 in. 

T .0016 seconds 

e™ 33° (max.) degree 

Assumed values 
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Table 6.  Servovalve characteristics of main pitch control system 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

l.OOE-01 
3.00E-01 
5.00E-01 
7.00E-01 
9.00E-01 
l.OOE+00 
1.50E+00 
2 .OOE+00 
3.00E+00 
3.10E+00 
3.20E+00 
3.30E+00 
3.40E+00 
3.50E+00 
3.60E+00 
3.70E+00 
3.80E+00 
3.90E+00 
4.OOE+00 
5.OOE+00 
8.OOE+00 
l.OOE+01 
1.50E+01 

Transfer function 
Magnitude Phase 

(dB) (degrees) 

O.OOE.Ol -1.5 
O.OOE-01 -2.0 
O.OOE-01 -3.0 
O.OOE-Ol -3.5 
O.OOE-01 -3.7 
O.OOE-01 -3.9 
O.OOE-01 -4.3 
O.OOE-01 -4.5 
O.OOE-01 -5.0 
O.OOE-01 -5.1 
O.OOE-01 -5.1 
O.OOE-01 -5.2 
O.OOE-01 -5.2 
O.OOE-01 -5.3 
O.OOE-01 -5.3 
O.OOE-01 -5.4 
O.OOE-01 -5.4 
O.OOE-01 -5.5 
O.OOE-01 -5.5 
O.OOE-01 -6.0 
O.OOE-01 -6.5 
O.OOE-01 -7.0 
O.OOE-01 -11.5 
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Table 7. List of parameter values used for calculating the main 
yaw control system frequency responses 

Parameter 

Design system open-loop gain constant 

Forward path amplifier gain 

Yaw gimbal position feedback gain 

Leakage coefficient of valve and motor 

Hydraulic motor displacement 

Motor-load viscous damping coefficient 

Total mass moment of inertia 
(with AAH payload) 

Total mass moment of inertia 
(with AH-IG payload) 

Motor hydraulic stiffness 

Spool valve flow gain 

Compensation lead time constants 

Compensation ].ag time constants 

Forward compensation 

Symbol Value Unit 

G open 6.3 per sec 

^1^2^3 1.1 volt/volt 

^6 .4 volts/deg 

C .0231 cis/psi 

dm 368 cu in./rad 

Dm <_48,000 Ib-ft-sec 

JM (AAH) 47,545 Ib-ft-sec^ 

JM (AH-IG) 16,105 Ib-ft-sec^ 

'^HM 1.232 X 10^ Ib-ft/rad 

% 924 cis/in. 

Tl. T2 .795, 5.46 sec 

T3. T4 1.59, 15.9 sec 

(Ti s + 1) (T2 s + 1) 

(T3 s + 1) (T4 s + 1) 
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Table 8.  Servovalve characteristics of main yaw control system 

Transfer function 
Frequency 

(Hz) 

l.OOE+00 
3.00E+00 
5.00E+00 
8.00E+00 
l.OOE+01 
1.50E+01 
2.00E+01 
2.50E+01 
3,00E+01 
4.00E+01 
7.00E+01 

Magnitude Phase 
(dB) (degrees) 

O.OOE-01 -3.0 
O.OOE-01 -4.0 
O.OOE-01 -4.5 
O.OOE-Ol -5.0 
O.OOE-01 -5.0 
O.OOE-01 -8.0 
O.OOE-01 -10.0 
O.OOE-01 -13.0 
O.OOE-01 -17.5 
O.OOE-01 -28.0 
7.00E-01 -61.0 

Table 9.  Manufacturer's test data 

Frequency Amplitude ratio Phase-shift 
(Hz) (dB) (degrees) 

10 0 -5 
20 0 -10 
40 0 -28 
70 +0 .7 (peak) -61 
82 0 -90 
100 -1.5 -134 

Table 10.  Recordings on four spring-rates ai id two damping ratio 

Static force Spring-rate 
(lb) (lb/in.) 

200,000 

Damping ratio 

30,000 0.3 
30,000 200,000 1.0 
20,000 130,000 0.376 
20,000 130,000 1.24 

10,000 60,000 0.55 
10,000 60,000 1.8 
1,000 1,000 0.5 

'     1,000 1,000 1.0 
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Table 11. Moog servovalve 73-233 manufacturer's data 

Transfer function 
Frequency 

(Hz) 

l.OOE+00 
1.50E+00 
2.OOE+00 
3.00E+00 
5.00E+00 
7.OOE+00 
l.OOE+01 
1.50E+01 
2.00E+01 
3.00E+01 
4.00E+01 
5.00E+01 
6.00E+01 
7.00E+01 
8.00E+01 
9.00E+01 
l.OOE+02 
1.30E+02 
1.50E+02 
2.00E+02 

Magnitude Phase 
(dB) (degrees) 

O.OOE-01 -3.0 
O.OOE-01 -3.0 
O.OOE-01 -4.0 
O.OOE-Ol -5.0 
O.OOE-01 -5.5 
O.OOE-01 -6.0 
O.OOE-01 -7.0 

-5.00E-02 -10.0 
-2.00E-01 -13.0 
-4.00E-01 -20.0 
-5.00E-01 -25.0 
-8.00E-01 -32.0 
-1.30E+00 -40.0 
-2.10E+00 -47.0 
-2.80E+00 -55.0 
-3.70E+00 -61.0 
-4.50E+00 -68.0 
-6.50E+00 -92.0 
-7.60E+00 -107.0 
-9.40E+00 -140.0 

Table 12.  Servovalve characteristics for turret control system 

Transfer function 
Frequency 

(Hz) 

5. OOE+00 
7.50E+00 
l.OOE+01 
1.50E+01 
2.00E+01 
3.00E+01 
4.00E+01 
5.00E+01 
7.00E+01 

Magnitude Phase 
(dB) (degrees) 

O.OOE-01 -10.0 
O.OOE-01 -11.0 
O.OOE-01 -12.0 
2.00E-01 -16.0 
4.50E-01 -26.0 

-7.50E-01 -45.0 
-3.OOE+00 -64.0 
-5.20E+00 -87.0 
-l.OOE+01 -135.0 
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0.= SrECIFIED OIERATING POINT 
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I ±28° SINUSOIDAL 
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X = ACCELERATION  LIMIT     7.1    RAD/SEc' 

I I      I     I    I   I  I ll I I      I     I   I   I  I I 
0.1 10 100 

FREQUENCY   (Hz) 

Figure  9.     Main  pitch  operating  limits 
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Figure   16.     Main yaw operating  limits   (AH-IG  aircraft) 
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Figure 21.  Spring and damping test set-up 
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Figure 39. Position response of the simulated adaptive snring-rate con- 
trol system with step force input; K = 1000 -^ , ^ => 0.5 
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Figure 40. Position response of the simulated adaptive spring-rate con- 
trol system with step force input; K = 1000 -^^, 1.0 
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Figure 47. Analog computer simulation of the adaptive spring-rate control 
system with input = 10,000 ± 500 

in, 
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Figure 52.  Position response of the adaptive spring-rate control 
system with step force input; K = 1000 ^^ , c = 0.384 
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Figure 53.  Position response of the adaptive springr-rate control 
system with step force input; K = 1000 -— , J; = 1.0 
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Figure 58.  Position response of the adaptive spring-ra^e control 
system with step force input; K = 30,000 -— , <; = 0.468 

in • 
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Figure 59. Physical concept tail-boom control system 
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100 

Figure 69.  Pitch drive operating limits combat vehicle  ^ 
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100 

FREQUENCY   (Hz) 

Figure  70.    Main yaw drive  operating  limits   combat  vehicle 
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Figure 71.     6-DOF yaw drive  operating  limits  combat vehicle 
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Figure 72.  Output force limits (main rotor) 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER CONTROL OF 6-DOF SIMULATOR 

AND COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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Computer Control of 6-DOF Simulator 

Introduction 

The digital computer (Nova 2/10) performs two functions in the control 
of the 6-DOF Simulator: (1) It calculates manual input values of effective 
mass, spring constant, and actuator lengths off-line. These can then be used for 
static operation. (2) It calculates the same quantities and inputs the results 
directly to the servo systems via the D/A converters. These are periodically 
updated to reflect changes in the gimbal pitch and yaw angles and in the pitch 
angle of the combat vehicle adapter. 

The entire program is resident in core. Specific sections are addressed 
by appropiate inputs at the teletype keyboard. The off-line results are output 
to the teletype printer. The program sections are: 

1. Load mass matrix 
2. Spring constants 
3. Elastance matrix at input system 
4. Actuator static forces and lengths 

;  5. On-line program 

The sections must be addressed in order; however, any previously executed section 
can be readdressed. Succeeding sections must then again be taken in order. 
Addressing is accomplished by typing the above code number, following the query 

1 

28 TYPE " <15> " 
ACCEPT " + "^Q 
IF (Q-1) 28^231^29 

29 IV   CQ-Q0-1)   231^23U232 
232        IF   CQ-6)   28^231/28 
231        GOTO   <2*30^80^9Z!^200)   Q 

■     , ,        •   •■ 

Actuator Mass Load Matrix 

II 

The mass load is calculated from the equation developed in the Math 
Model earlier in this report. 

Mp = Fj.H^MHF (A-1) 

in which F is the triogonal transformation (from actuators to platform axes), H 
is the rectilinear transformation of the platform axes to the component axes, and 
M is the mass matrix along the component axes about its CM. Since M is defined 
about the CM, the two off-diagonal 3x3 submatrices are zero. The diagonal sub- 
matrices are 

[m 0 ol 
0 m 01 
0 0 ml 

M^^ = |0 m 0| (A-2) 
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and 

M 
22 xy 

xy       X 
r        J 
yy     yz 

(A-3) 

yz zz 

The equation, (A-1), is evaluated for each of the distinct components of the 
system, i.e., actuators, platform, platform adapter, and vehicle, and the results 
are added to give the total mass load. Since the triogonal transformation is 
common to all components, the summation is performed in the platform coordinate 
system and then transformed to the actuators. The value due to the actuators 
remains fixed since the actuators are never changed, and this data is stored 
permanently  in  the  program  (array AM). 

DATA  AW/1 .900. 5..3*0w.799 67 39>2*0.^1 . 90045.* 0. J-.1996129J 

1 4'i<0. .. 1. 65800 9.» 4*0. y-. 79 967 39.. 0... 8 13. 25 35.^2 + 0. ^ . 7996 739^ 
2 3*0...813.2535.-6*0. / 1750. 554/ 

Similarly, since the triogonal system is assumed to be always in its 
neutral position, the transformation, F, remains constant and is stored as the 
array, F. 

DATA F/5. 107058E-2..-.530741.. . 2156135.. 3.6S5701E-3.. 
1 -1 .347696E-2>-8.51 1763E-3..-. 4851705..-.22 1 1421.. . 21561 35.. 
2 1.351424E-2..3.545568E-3^ 8. 51 1763E-3/.4340999.. . 3095939.. 
3 .21561 35/9.828537 E-3.. 9.93039 E-3..-8. 51 1763E-3.. 
4 5. 107058E-2^.53074 1/ .2156135y- 3.685 701E~3>- 1•34 7 69 6E-2/ 
5 8. 51 1763 E-3..-.4851705/. 221 1421... 21561 35..-1. 35 14 24 E-2.. 
6 3.546568E-3/-8.5ll763E-3y.434099 9/-.30 9 5989/.215613 5/ 
7 -9.828537E-3/9.93039E~3/8.5 11763E-3/ 

The rectilinear transformations, H, for each o the three load compnents, i.e., 
platform, platform adapter, and vehicle, are developed by the program from the 
locations of the centers of mass and the Euler angles of the corresponding coor- 
dinate systems.  These are shown as 

H = 
E(x^)  I -W(r) ECx^) 

0 E(X3) (A-4) 

The matrix, E, is the angular transformation of the Euler angles 

Xo = 

(A-5) 
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and W is the rotational matrix of the distance to the center of mass 

r = 

given by 

The elements of the angular transformation are 

e^ = cos 6 cos \l) 

e„ = sin (|) sin 6 cos ]p - cos (() sin \p 

e_^ = cos 4) sin 6 cos i|; + sin (^ sin ij; 

e^ _ = cos 0 sin \l) 

'32 cos (J) sin 9 sin i|; - sin ^ cos ip 

- sin 6       :   :   : ~'. ' 
13 

e„_ = sin (J) cos 

e__ = cos (j) cos 

-...-' *   J.   .   ^ 

(A-6) 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

These two transformations are returned by the subroutines ROT (W, X, Q) and ANGLE 
(E, X, Q), respectively. The value of the integer, Q, specifies the column of 
the array, X, from which values for r and Xo are taken. The rectilinear trans- 
formation, H, is returned by the subroutine TRANS (C, E, W, Q). The result is 
the array, C. The integer, Q, now either specifies the order of multiplication 
of W and E, depending on whether r is measured in the original system or the 
transformed system, or it specifies that r is equal to zero. 
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Initially, the configuration data is requested by the program.  Develop- 
ment of the mass load proceeds as follows: 

2   WRITE (10^4) 
4        FORMAT < 15H0CONFIGURAT1OM  //) 

ACCEPT "LOCATION OF CM <\5>"J"      PLATFORM: <15>"^ 
1 (X(R^1)^R=1/3)^"  PLATFORM ADAPTER: <15>"^(X(R^2)^R=1^3)^ 
2 "  VEHICLE: < 1 5>'S <X(R^3)^R=1^3)^"PLATFORM ADAPTER <15>"^ 
3 "  LOCATION OF VEHICLE INTERFACE: <15>"^(X(R^7)^R=1^3)* 
4 "  EULER ANGLES: < 1 5> "* CXCRW ) ^ P=A> 6 ) ^ "WEI GHTS <I5>"^ 
5 "  PLATFORM: "^WGT(l)^"  PLATFORM ADAPTER: "^VGT(2)^ 
6 "  VEHICLE: "/WGT(3)^"MaMENTS OF INERTIA <15>"^ 
7 "  PLATFORM: < 1 5>"^ (MO KR^ 1 ) ^ R= 1 / 6 ) ^ 
8 "  PLATFORM ADAPTER: <15>"^(MO I(R^2)^R=1/6)/ 
9 "  VEHICLE: < 1 5>"^ (MOI(R^3)^R=1^6) 

First, the locations of the centers of mass of the platform, platform adapter, 
and vehicle are inputed. These are typed in the order x, y, z, separated by 
commas and terminated with a carriage return (i). The values for the platform 
and platform adapter are measured, in inches, from the origin of the platform 
coordinate system (in the plane of the lower pivot points of the actuators) to 
the appropriate CM, in the platform system. The location of the vehicle CM is 
measured from the origin of the platform adapter/vehicle interface, in the vehi- 
cle coordinate system. For the AH-IG, this origin is 10 inches below the origin 
of the platform system, along the z-azis.  In this case 

12.8104 
"^v = \    0 

35.1962 (A-9) 

Next the platform adapter/vehicle interface data are requested.  This 
consists of the location of the origin, which, as stated for the AH-IG is 

(A-10) 

and the Euler angles (which rotate the platform axes into the vehicle axes). For 
the AH-IG, the vehicle system is pitched 20 degrees below the platform system, so 
that 

^3v (A-11) 

The third block of data requested consists of the weights of the plat- 
form, platform adapter, and vehicle (in pounds). For the AH-IG, these are 800, 
1700 and 9500 lb, respectively. 

Finally, the moments of inertia of platform, platform adapter, and vehi- 
cle are requested.  These are typed in the order J^^,  Jyy, J^z. Jxy> ^xz' "^yz* 
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They are measured in units of in. lb sec'^.  The subroutine INERTIA (J, MOI, 
Q) forms the full 3x3 matrix (equation 3) from these values.  The integer, Q, 
specifies the column of the array, MOI, from which values are taken. 

With this data, the calculation can proceed.  The mass matrix, M, is 
initialed to the values for the actuators. 

DO   6   R= 1 ^ 6 
DO   6   S=1^6 

6        CONTINUE 

The derivation of these values is given in appendix B. 

Next, the H transformation from interface to vehicle is formed. 

CALL R0T(W^X^3) 
CALL ANGLE(E^XW) 
CALL TRANSCC^E^V^ 1) 

This returns the array 

C = 
0    1   u^J" ■ 

(A-12) 

Then  the  transformation from platform  to  interface  is  formed. 

CALL   R0T(U^X^7) 
' CALL   UNIT<E) 

CALL   TRANS <D^E^W^ 1 ) 

This returns the array 

•D = 
1 , -W(rj) 

0 I   1 

The complete transformation is then formed by multiplying the two, 

CALL MULTCG,»D-rH^6) 

(A-13) 

Since 

ECx^) W(r) = W [E{x2)r] E(x^) (A-14) 
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this returns the array 

H = 
E(X3) 

L 0 

-W[E(X3) r^ + r^] ECX^^) 

^(^v^ (A-15) 

which is the rectilinear transformation from platform to vehicle. 

The Integer, Q, is set to 3, upon entering the loop beginning with 
statement II, which then returns the inertia matrix for the vehicle. The mass 
matrix (6 x 6) is then formed, referred to vehicle axes. 

Q=3 
11   CALL INERTlA(J^MOl^Q) 

CALL ZEROCC^ 6) 
DO M R=1^3 
DO M S=1^3 
C(R + 3^S + 3):^J(P^S) 
IF (R-S) IAJ 12^14 

12-  CCR^S)=UGT<Q)/386.063 
14   CONTINUE 

This is then transformed to the platform axes by forming the product 

M = Hj.CH (A-I6) 

and   adding   this   value   to   the  previous   value  of  M. 

CALL  "MULT(C/H^HU6) 

CALL   TRNSP(C^H^6) 
CALL   MULT(C^H1^H>6) 
DO   16   R^ 1^6 
DO   16   S=1^6 
M(R>S)=MCn^S)+H(R^S) 

16 CONTINUE 

The integer, Q, is now decremented by one, giving a new value of 2, and 
the program advances to statement 17. This returns the transformation from plat- 
form to the CM of the platform adapter. 

Q=Q-r 
IF (0) 21^21^17 

17 CALL ROT(U^X^Q) 
CALL UNIT(E) 
CALL TRANS (H^E^W^ 1 ) 

The program now loops back to statement 11 

GOTO 11 
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and forms the mass matrix for the platform adapter. This is transformed to the 
platform axes and again added to the previous values. Once more the integer, Q, 
is decremented, this time to a value of one, and the procedure is repeated for 
the platform. The mass load matrix now contains the contributions from all four 
basic components of the system, actuators, vehicle, platform adapter, and plat- 
form. However, it is still referred to the platform coordinate system. By dec- 
rementing the value of Q once more (to a value of zero), the program advances to 
statement 21. This premultiplies it by F, in order to refer the values to the 
triogonal system. 

m CALL TRNSP(C^F^6) 
CALL KULT(C^MyH^6) 
CALL MULT<H^F^r4^6) 

To preserve symmetry in the calculations, the actuators were numbered so 
that A, 5 and 6 are mirror images of 1, 2 and 3 in the X-Z plane. The physical 
actuators are numbered clockwise, with number I located in the positive Y direc- 
tion. The array ACTN, also stored in common, is used to rearrange the matrix M 
into the matrix HI. 

'    DATA ACTN/2>3^6-.5^4* 1/ 

DO 23 R=U6 
DO 23 S= U6 
HI <R^ S) =M(ACTN (R) ^ ACTN <S)) 

3   CONTINUE k 
This matrix is then typed, in the order corresponding to the physical numbering 
system, and control of the program is returned to the operator. 

' WRITE < 10/2'!j) ( (HI (R^S)^ S= 1^ 6)R= U 6) 
24   FORMAT (40H0ACTUATOR LOAD MASS MATRIX (LE-SECt2/IN)  // 

1 <6F10.4)) 
•i     Q0==1 

GOTO 28 • 

Spring Constants 

The second part of the program calculates the values of actuator spring 
constant, off-line. This generally follows the development of the math model as 
described earlier in this report. However, no restriction is placed on the loca- 
tion and orientation of the axes for which values are specified, except that they 
form a nonsingular set. Three values must be specified, which are the recipro- 
cals of the principal elastances along three axes chosen from the lists of the 
spring constants of the math model as described earlier in this report. Their 
order of input depends on which value is most critical, since the values are 
subject to the physical limitations of the actuators and servo systems. 

The initial part of this section determines the minimum and maximum 
values of spring constant possible for each of the actuators, based on the load 
mass determined in section I.  The maximum value is the smaller of 200,000 lb/in. 
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or 0) M, where 

to = 2TT (10) = 62.8 rad/sec (A-17) 

and M is the principal load ru^ss element for that actuator. The minimum value is 
the larger of 250 lb/in. or wM/lSOO. 

DO '35 R=1^6 
K<R+15) = 39i!j7.8A2*MCR^R) 
K(R+9)=K(R+15)/1500 
IF (K(R+15)-2.0E5) 33^33^32 

32    K<R+15)=2.0E5 
33 IF (K(R+9)-250.) 3^^35^35 

34 K(R+9)=250. 
35 CONTINUE 

In addition, it has been assumed that the symmetry about the X-Z plane is pre- 
served for spring constants, that is 

Thus, the smaller maximum and larger minimum are chosen for each pair of actu- 
ators . 

DO 39 R=1^3 
IF (K(R+15)-K(R+18)) 37^37^36 

36 K(R+15)=K(R+18) 
37 IF (K(R+9)-KCR+12>) 38^39^39 
38 K(R+9)=K(R+12) 
39 CONTINUE 

The location and orientation of the coordinate system for which spring 
constants are to be specified ("Input System") is then requested. 

ACCEPT "ORIGIN OF INPUT SYSTEM: "^ (X(R^ 4 ) ^ R= 1 ^ 3 ).. 
1 "EULER ANGLES OF- INPUT SYSTEM: 'S (X( R^ A ) > B=';i^ 6 ) 

These are typed in as measured in the vehicle system, using the origin of the 
interface as reference.  For instance, if the CM of the aircraft is chosen, and 
values are specified along the aircraft axes, the following would be typed for 
the AH-IG 

ORIGIN OF INPUT SYSTEM: 12.8104, 0., 35.1962^ 

EULER ANGLES OF INPUT SYSTEM: 0., 0., 0.> 

Next, the matrix. A, is formed, which is the transformation from the 
input system to the triogonal system as previously described. 

A = H (X3-J, rj) F (A-19) 
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CALL ANGLECE/X^A) 
CALL ROT(W^X^A) 
CALL TRANS(C^E^Wy2) 
CALL ANGLECE^X/7) 
CALL R0T(W^X^7) 
CALL TRANSCD^ E^ W^2) 
CALL MULTCC^D/H^ 6) 
CALL MULTCH^ FyA^6) 

This Is calculated by multiplying the transformation from interface to input 
system by that from platform to interface, and then multiplying the result by the 
triogonal transformation (actuator to platform). The index 2 is used in both 
calls to TRANS, since the distances in both cases are measured in the original 
system (not the one resulting from rotation by the Euler angles). 

In order to continue, it is now necessary to specify which axes are to 
be chosen for the input values of spring constant. These are typed in the order 
of importance (U, V, W) with the code 

X = 1 

y = 2 

z = 3 

(J> = A (roll) 

e = 5 (pitch) 

ip = 6 (yaw) 

WRITE   (10^A2) 
il2 FORMAT   (12H0 INPUT   AXES=   ^Z> 

READ   (11)   NCI)*N(2)^N(3> 

For instance, if the axes are x, 9, and z, the following would be typed: 

INPUT AXES =1, 5, 3 ^ 

The 3 X 3 matrix, G, is now formed which relates the actuator spring constants to 
the specified spring constants. 

1' DO   A3   R= I* 3 
DO   A3   S=l.»3 

■• GCR^5)=^A<N(R)^S)*A(N(R)*S)+A(H(R)^ 5 + 3)*A<N ( R) ^ S-3 ) 

A3 CONTINUE 

This calculation deviates slightly from that given in the math model, since the 
restriction on the location of the input coordinate system has been removed. The 
A matrix, in the general case, will not necessarily exhibit the symmetry speci- 
fied in the math model. The inverse of this matrix is then returned by calling 

the subroutine INV. 

CALL INV (I,G,G0) 
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The variable, GO, is the determinant, |G| .  From the inverse, I, it is possible 
to calculate the actuator elastances directly from the specified elastances. 

= I 
I  ^  I 

(A-20) 

The input elastances, e^, e^ and e^^, must be chosen to give physically realizable 
values fo the actuators. The major portion of this part of the program is used 
for determining the limits on the input values which correspond to the limits 
previously imposed on the actuator values. For the specification of e^, the most 
important of the three input values, the equations relating actuator values to 

input values are used. 

(A-21) 

Since the elements of the matrix, G, are obtained by summing squares of the ele- 
ments of the matrix. A, they must be positive. It then follows that the maximum 
and minimum values of input values are obtained by substituting maximum and mini- 
mum actuator values if there are no other restrictions. For the initial input 
specification 

^u = SU ^1 + Sl2 ^2 + §13 ^3 *^^~^^^ 

Thus the minimum and maximum limits on the equivalent spring constant are 

KC7)=!/(G(1W)/K(10) + G(U2)/K(11)+G(1^3)/K(12)) 
K(8)=l/<GCl^l)/K(16)+G(1^2)/K(17)+G(l/3)/K(15)) 

These values are typed out with the appropriate dimensions, depending upon wheth- 
er k  is a linear or angular constant, and an input value is requested. 

IF CNCl )-3) 44^44^45 
44 TYPE  K(8)/"   >KU>   "^KC?)^"   LB/IN" 

GOTO   ^6 
45 TYPE   K(8)^"   >KU>   "^K(7)^"   IW-LB/RAD" 
46 ACCEPT   "KU=   "^K(9) 

The operator then selects a value within these limits and types it. 
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With this value of e  and the actuator limiting values, it is now possi- 
ble to find the limits on e^.  From equation 20 

i-- e + i^- e + 1, _ e 
11 u   12 V   13 w 

^2 = Si % + hi  % ^  ^3 % 

e„ = i„T e + i„„ e + i„„ e 
3   31 u   32 V   33 w 

(A-23) 

or, by solving for e^^, 

e = 
w  i 

13 
(e^- i^^ ^) 

-w  1^3  2   21 ».> 

12 
-;— e 
^13  ^ 

(eo - ioi e..) - 

% = I (e. 
33 

Hi ^ 

22 
-:— e 
^23  ^ 

v)-i 
32 

33 

> 

(A-24) 

For the maximum and minimum limits of e^, 63 and 63, and the specified 
value of e , these provide six curves relating e^ to e^. The intersections of 
these curves determine the limits of e^. 

Initially, the slopes of the curves are determined, B(R,1). If the 
coefficient of e^, &2^ °^ ^3 ^^ positive, the corresponding terms, B(R,2) and 
B(R 3) are determined from the miminum and maximum values of the actuator spring 
constant, respectively.  If negative, they are interchanged. 

DO ^9 R=1^3 
DCR^ 1 ) = -l CR^2)/I (R.»3) 
IF (I(R^3)) iiQ,i\l*hl 

47    B<R->2)=1/CK(R + 9)*I (R^ 3) ) 
B(R^3)=1/CK(R+15)*ICR^3)) 
GOTO   49 

/|8 B(R^2)=1/<K(R+15)*1 (R^3)) 
p(R/3)=l/<K(R + 9)*l(R-'3) ) 

49 CONTINUE 

These would be the intercepts on the w-axis if e^ were zero. To develop the 
equations necessary to determine the limits, it is necessary to rearrange the 
three equations, (A-24), in order of decreasing slopes.  A typical result is 
shown in figure A-1.  These are labeled e^^ e^2 and v3^ 

respectively.  The 

superscripts, + and -, are used to designate the maximum and minimum values of 
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ur 

Figure A-1.     Equation  (A-24) 
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each of the three equations.  Thus, the actual value must lie between the two 

curves for each equation. 

In the illustration, the values of e^ and e^ must lie in the shaded area 
to be within the limits of all three equations. Thus, since e^ is the next value 
to be specified, it must be between the values determined by intersections 1 and 
4. The minimum is the largest of the three labeled 1, 2, and 3. These are the 
intersections of maximum value of the curve with the largest slope (1+) and the 
minimum values of the other two (2- and 3-), and the intersection of the maximum 
value of the curve with the intermediate slope (2+) and the minimum value of the 
curve with the minimum slope (3-).  These are numbered as follows: 

I Intersection Curves 

e  are numbered as follows: 
V 

1 2+, 3- 

2 1+, 2- 

3 1+, 3- 

Similarly, the three intersections which determine the maximum value of 
Hows: 

: Intersection Curves 

^ 4 2+, 1- 

5 3+, 2- 

6 ■ 3+, 1- 

These six intersections comprise all of those possible between the maximum value 
of one curve and the minimum value of another. 

Since B(R,2) and B(R,3) have been defined such that B(R,2) corresponds 
to the minimum and B(R,3) the maximum elastance curve, regardles of the sign of 
I(R,3), these intersections are found as follows: To avoid confusion, the equa- 
tions will be rewritten with the symbols used in the program. For R = 1, 2, 

and 3 

e+ = B(R.3) - i^^^ e - ^^^'^^ 
wr  "^"^'^^       I(R,3) %  I(R,3) e 

V 

%r  = ^(^'2) - iM e - 1^ e (A-25) wr I(R,3;  u  I(R,3)  V 
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The six intersections are then 

1.  e^ [1(2,2)1(3,3) - 1(2,3)1(3,2)] 

e^ [1(2,3)1(3.1) - 1(2,1)1(3,3)] + 

+ 1(2,3)1(3,3) [B(2,3) - B(3,2)] 

2.  e^[I(l,3)I(3,2) - 1(1,2)1(3,3)] 

e^[I(l,l)I(3,3) - 1(1,3)1(3,1)] + 

+ 1(3,3)1(1,3) [B(3,2) - B(l,3)] 

3.  e^[I(1.2)I(2,3) - 1(1,3)1(2,2)] 

e^[I(l,3)1(2,1) - 1(1,1)1(2,3)] + 

+ 1(1,3)1(2,3) [B(l,3) - B(2,2)] 

4.  e^[I(2.2)I(3,3) - 1(2,3)1(3,2)] 

- e^[I(2,3)1(3,1) - 1(2,1)1(3,3)] + 

+ 1(2,3)1(3,3) [B(2,2) - B(3,3)] 
(A-26) 
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5.  e^[I(l,3)l(3.2) - 1(1,2)1(3,3)] 

e^[I(l,l)I(3,3) - 1(1,3)1(3,1)] + 

+ 1(3,3)1(1,3) [B(3,3) - B(l,2)] 

6.  e^[I(l,2)I(2,3) - 1(1,3)1(2,2)] 

= e^(I(l,3)1(2,1) - 1(1,1)1(2,3)] + 

(A-26) 

:  + 1(1,3)1(2.3) [B(l,2) - B(2,3)] 

By introducing the cofactors of the matrix, I, these can be rewritten as 

G(l,l)e^ = B(l,4) + G(2.1)e^ 

G(l,2)e = B(2,4) + 0(2,2)e 
V u 

G(l,3)e^ = B(3,4) + G(2,3)e 

GCl,l)e^ = B(l,5) + 0(2,l)e 
i 

0(1,2)e^ = B(2,5) + 0(2,2)e^ 

G(l,3)e^ = B(3,5) + 0(2,3)e^ (A-27) 

The program next calculates the six intercepts 

B(l^/i) = GE*I (2^3)'.= I(3>3)'^(B(2.3)-S(3^2)) 
B(2^/j) = G0*l(3^3)*l(l,3)*(B(3^2)-B(1^3)) 
B(3*/i) = G0*I(l>3)*I(2/3)*(B(U3)-B(2^2)) 
B<1^5)=G0*I<2^3)+I(3^3)*(B<2^2)-B(3^3)) 
BC2^5)=G0*1(3^3)*I(ly3)*CB(3.3)-S<1^2)) 
B(3^5) = GU*I(U3)*I(2^3)*(B(1^2)-B(2^3)) 
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The six values of e^ from these equations, for the specified value of e , are now 
calculated and assigned to the array, L. These values are repeated" for L(7) 
through L(12) for later calculations (statement 61). 

DO 50 R=1^3 
DO 50 S=1^2 

L(R+3*(S-l))=(B(R,S+3)+G<2^R)/K(9))/G(l>R) 
L<R+3*<S+1))=L(R+3*(S-I)) 

50    CONTINUE 

To separate these values of e^ into those representing maximum and mini- 
mum limits, it is necessary to determine the order of magnitude of the slopes. 
Six cases are possible, defined by assigning a value to the variable, Q, as 
follows: 

fi Order 

.  0 B(l,l) ^ B(2,l) ^ B(3,l) 

,     1 B(l,l) ^ B(3,l) > B(2,l) 

2 B(3,l) > B(i;i) ^ B(2,l) 

3 B(3,l) > B(2,l) > B(l,l) 

4 B(2,l) ^ B(3,l) > B(l,l) 

5 B(2,l) > BCl.l) ^ BC3,1) 

51 
52 

53 

IF (E(l,1) 
IF   (B(iW ) 
IF (B(2^1) 
Q = 0 

-B<2^ 
-B(3^ 
-B(3^ 

1)) 
D) 
1)) 

56^ 5U 51 
55^52^ 52 
54^53/53 

54 
GOTO 61 
Q=l 

55 
GOTO 61 
0=2 
GOTO 61 

56 
57 
58 

59 

60 

IF (B(2^ D- 
IF <D(1^ n- 
Q=5 
GOTO 61 

GOTO 61 
0=3 

-B(3. 
-B<3^ 1)) 

60^57;. 57 
59^58/58 

The values of e corresponding to maximum limits of e^ are then L(I + Q), L(2 + 
Q), and L(3 + Q). Those corresponding to minimum limits are L(4 + Q), L(5 + Q), 
and L(6 + Q). The smallest of the maximum and the largest of the minimum are 
found by using the Fortran functions, AMINl and AMAXl. 
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61 DO   62   R=W6 
K<R+21)=L(R+Q) 

62 CONTINUE 
K(7) = 1/AMIN1 (K<22)^K(23)/K(2/4)) 
K(6)=1/AMAX1(K<25)*K(26)^K(27) ) 

The   limits   of   k^  are   then   typed   and   a value   requested. 

IF   (N(2)-3)   63^63*64 
63 TYPE  K(8)^"   >KV>   "*K(.T>j"   LB/IN" 

GOTO   65 
64 TYPE   K<8)^"   >KV>   "/K(7)^"    IN-LB/RAD" 
65 ACCEPT "KV= "^K(10) 

The operator then types his choice. 

Now, given the values of k^ and k^, three values of the maximum and 
minimum limits for k^ can be found directly from the equations, (A-25). The 
smallest maximum and largest minimum are again selected by the Fortran routines 
AMINl and AMAXl. 

DO 66 R=1^3 
K(R + 2 1)=B(R^2)-I(R^ 1)/(I(R^ 3)*K(9))+B(R^ 1)/K(10) 
K(R+2/l)=K(R + 21 )+B(R^3)-B<R^2) 

66 CONTINUE 
K(7)= 1/AM INI (K(22)^K(23)^K(2'^)) 
KC8)=1/AMAXl(K(25)>K(26)/K(27)) 

The limits for k^ are then typed, and an input value is requested. 

IF   (N(3)-3)   67^67^68 
67 TYPE  K(8)^"   >KW>   "*K<.T>J"   LB/IN" 

GOTO   69 
68 TYPE   K(8)/"   >KW>   •^K(7)."    IN-LB/RAD" 
69 ACCEPT   "KW=   'SKd 1 ) 

This choice is then typed by the operator. 

The actuator spring constants are now calculated from the three input 
values and equations, (A-20). 

DO 70 R=I )3 
SK(B)=1/(ICR^1)/K(9)+I(R^2)/K(10)+I(R^3)/K(11)) 
SK(R+3)=SK(R) 

70 CONTINUE 

These values are then typed by the printer, and control is again transferred to 
the operator. 
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VRITE   ( 10W1) 
71 FORMAT   <17H0SPRING   CONSTANTS      //) 

WRITE   (10^72)    SK(2)^SK(3)^SK(6) 
72 FORMAT   ("     K1="F10.2"      K2="F10.2"     K3="F10.2"     LB/IN") 

WRITE   C10W3)    SK(5)^SK(4)^SK(1 ) 
73 FORMAT   ("     K/i="F10.2"      K5="F10.2"     K6="F10.2"     LB/IN") 

Q0 = 2 
GOTO   28 

Elastance  at   Input  Coordinate  System 

The first section of part 3 of the program calculates the full 6x6 
matrix of elastance values as measured at the input system. As previously de- 
scribed from the Math Model, the impedance (elastance) of the input system is 
given  by 

Z  =  AZ A (A-28) 
£ t 

The impedance of the actuators is a diagonal matrix of the individual actuator 
elastances. The program calculates the input elastance as follows, after which 
it types the values and returns control to the operator. 

80 WRITE (10/81) 
81 FORMAT (19H0ELA5TANCE AT INPUT  //) 

DO 82 R= W6 
DO 82 S=r/6 
K<R/5)=0. 
DO 82 P=IJ6 

H (R/S ) = }i (R/S ) + A<R^ P ) *A (S / P )/SK (P ) 
82 CONTINUE 

WRITE ( 10^83)((HCR/S)/S=l/6)R=1/6) 
83 FORMAT (6E12.6) 

G0=3 
GOTO 28 

Actuator Static Forces and Lengths 

The next section, statements 90 to 98 and 207 to 226, calculates the 
actuator forces due to gravity and the resultant extensions due to the finite 
spring constants. These extensions are inputed (manually) to the servo systems 
to return the triogonal system to neutral. This same calculation is used as part 
of the on-line program (in which the results are Inputed to the servo systems 
automatically) and will be discussed later in detail. Statements 90 to 98 serve 
to input data required for the off-line calculation and to type out the re- 
sults.  On entering this section, the glmbal pitch and yaw angles are requested. 

90   TYPE " < 15> *' 
ACCEPT "GIMBAL PITCH ANGLE: "/XCS^S)* 

1 "GIMBAL YAW ANGLE: ">X(6/5) 
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These are typed by the operator, converted to radians, and assigned to the varia- 
bles A2 and Al. The Integer, QO, is assigned the value 4 to identify the off- 
line calculation, and N(4) is assigned the value zero to signify that the plat- 
form adapter pitch angle is fixed. 

Q0 = ^ 

A2=UTR*X(5^5) 
Al=DTR*X(6^5) 
GOTO 207 

PARAMETER DTR=•1745329E-1 

On completing the calculations, the program returns to statement 92, types out 
the results, and returns control to the operator. 

92 WRITE   (10^93) 
93 FORMAT   (23H0ACTUAT0R   STATIC   FORCES   //) 

yRITE   (10^9A)   ACTFC2)^ACTF(3)^ACTF(6) 
94 FORMAT    ("      F1 = "F9.2"      F2="F9. 2"      F3=^"F9.2"      LB") 

WRITE   (10^95)   ACTr(5)^ACTF(4)^ACTFC1> 
95 FORMAT    ("      F4="F9.2"      F5="F9.2"      F6="F9.2"     LB") 

WRITE   (10^96) 
96 FORMAT    (17H0ACTUATOR   LENGTHS      //) 

WRITE   (10^97)   LGTH<2)^LGTH(3)^LGTH(6) 
97 FORMAT    C"      L1="F8.6"      L2="F8.6"      L3="F8.6"       IN") 

WRITE   (10^98)   LGTH(5)^LGTH(^4)^LGTH( 1) 
.98        FORMAT   ("     LA="F8.6"      L5="F8.6"      L6="F8.6"      IN") 

GOTO   28 

On-Line  Program 

The remainder of part 3 of the program performs the on-line calcula- 
tions. On entering this section at statement 200, the operator is queried as to 
whether  the  platform adapter  pitch  angle  is  fixed  or  variable. 

200 WRITE <10^201) 
201 FORMAT (I6H0ON-LINE PROGRAM  //) 

Q0=5 
ACCEPT "PITCH ANGLE FIXED (0) OR VARIABLE (1) ?">N<4) 

This is the angle between the platform and the vehicle (platform adapter pitch 
angle), not the gimbal pitch angle. It will normally be fixed for the helicopter 
and variable for the combat vehicle. The operator responds with either a zero or 
one. If zero (fixed angle), the program jumps to statement 206. If one 
(variable angle), it calculates portions of the matrix, A, not involving the 
platform adapter pitch angle. 

Starting with statement 202, the transformation from input system to 
platform system is formed. This is the same calculation as in part 2 of the 

program. 
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IF   (N(4))   206^206^202 
202        CALL   AMGLECE^X-.-y) 

CALL   R0T(W^X//J) 
CALL   TRANSCC/E^W^2) 

The next four statements define the angular transformation for the roll and pitch 
angles of the vehicle.  This is expanded to the 6x6 angular transformation 

(A-29) 

E ( 0 + 
0 I E 

X(/i;,8> = X(/iW) 
X(5J.8)=X(5W) 
X(6^8) = 0. 
CALL ANGLE(EJX^8) 
CALL TRANS (D^ E^W^ 3) 

The matrices C and D are then multiplied, to produce the matrix, H. 

CALL MULT(G/D^H/6) 

The angular transformation for the vehicle yaw angle is next formed. 

X^/|/8) = 0. 
X(5>8)=0. 
X(6>8)=^X(6^7) 
CALL ANGLE(EJX^8) 

This is combined with the rotational matrix for the interface location to form 
the partial transformation, C, which in turn is postraultiplied by the triogonal 
transformation. 

CALL ROKW^XW) 
CALL TRA]^JS<C^E^W^2) 
CALL MULTCC^F^Hl j 6) 

At this point, statement 206, the program is resumed for fixed as well as varia- 
ble pitch angle. The three time variable angles, gimbal pitch and yaw, and plat- 
form adapter pitch, are next read in by the A/D converter. 

206 DO   208   R= 0^2 
A LDA 0^T.+2^3 
A DOAS 0^ADCV 
A SKPDN ADCV 
A JMP .-1 
A DIG 0^ADCV 
A ST A 0^T. + U3 

ANG(R+1 ) = S 
208 CONTINUE 

;R 

;s 

The DO-loop sequentially sets R equal to 0, I, and 2. These values are loaded 
into the A register of the A/D converter (channel number), and the conversion is 
started. The program waits until the done flag is set, when the converted value 
is loaded into accumulator zero.  This is then temporarily stored in the runtime 
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stack at the location allocated for the variable, S.  Finally, it is assigned to 
the appropriate element of the array, ANG. 

The gimbal pitch and yaw angles are next converted to radians. These 
are scaled for full scale values of ± 50° in pitch and ± 75° in yaw. Calculation 
of the gravitational forces follows the development of the Math Model. The basic 
equation relating the actuator force to the various components which comprise the 
load is 

h = ^W^^^^ ^) V) (A-30) 

where H(x3, r) is the transformation from the platform system to the CM of the 
particular component, F is the triogonal transformation, and a is the gravita- 
tional vector at the CM of the component.  It is given by 

8v = ECX3) E(x3p) g^ (A-31) 

where X^Q is the set of gimbal Euler angles and g  is the earth's gravitational 
vector. 

(A-32) 

The gravitational vector referred to the gimbal system is 

gg = ECx^^) g^ = g 

-cos ^    sin e_ 

sin 1^ sin 6- 

cos 8„ (A-33) 

Since the rectilinear transformation is given by 

H(X3, r) = 
E(x3) I ~ W(r) ECx^) 

0    i E(x ) (A-34) 

its transpose is 

Hj.(x  r) = 
E'(X3)    , 

E'(x3)W(r) t  E'(x ) 

I (A-35) 
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Equation 30 can then be simplified to 

h = ^t 
I  0 

.1  
]L'(x_) W(r) E(x„)  '  1 

(A-36) 

or 

h = "^^t 
W[E'(x^)r] 

(A-37) 

as measured in the platform system, the forces and moments are 

f p = m 
W[E'(x^) r] 

(A-38) 

Thus, the three forces are simply 

f 

'y     j    =™% 

(A-39) 

and the moments are 

m^ 

mr mW^E'Cx^) r] g^ 

m 
'^ (A-40) 

The   gimbal   gravitational   unit   vector   is   calculated   first.      This   is   assigned   to 
the   first   three   elements   of   the   second   row of   the  matrix,   B. 

A2=ANG(1)/2346.B35 
Al=ANG(2)/1564.557 

207 CA1=C0S(A1) 
SA1=SIN(A1) 
SA2=SIN(A2) 
B(2*1)=-CA1*SA2 
B(2j2) = SAl=t--SA2 
B(2>3)=C0S(A2) 

At   this   point,   the   program jumps   to   statement   219   if   the  pitch  angle   is 
fixed;   otherwise,   it   continues  with   statement   211.     Statements  211   to  219 complete 
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the calculation of the A matrix, using the variable pitch angle, ANG(3). New 
values of actuator spring constant are then calculated to reflect the change in 
pitch angle. 

The platform adapter pitch angle, as measured by the A/D converter is 
first converted to degrees. Full scale represents ± 15 degrees. The angular 
transformation for this value is then formed and the full 6x6 angular transfor- 
mation is generated. 

IF (N(/:i)) 219^219^211 
211   A3=AMG(3)/136.5333 

X(5>8)=A3 
X(6/8)=0. 
CALL ANGLECE^X^S) 
CALL TRANS<C/E^U>3) 

This is then postmultiplied by the matrix, HI, and premultiplied by the matrix, 
H, to form the matrix A which is used for time varying pitch angles. The corre- 
sponding G matrix and its inverse are then also calculated. 

CALL MULT(C^hl^D^6) 
CALL MULTCH^D^A^6) 
DO 213 R=1^ 3 
DO 213 S=l^ 3 

G(R^S)=A(N(R)^S)*A(N(R)^S)+A(N(n)^S + 3)*A(NCR)^S + 3) 
213 CONTINUE 

CALL INV(I^G*G0) 

The new values of actuator spring constant are calculated from this matrix, I, 
and the previously inputed spring constants for the input system. If the varia- 
ble pitch angle forces the actuator spring constants to exceed their physical 
limits, they are modified to these values. 

DO 2U R=U3 
SK(R)=1/(I<R, 1)/K(9) + I<R*2)/K(10) + I(R^ 3)/K(11)> 

214 CONTINUE 
DO 250 R=1^3 
IF (SK(R)-K(R+15)) 216^216^215 

215 SKCR)=K(R+15) 
216 IF (SK(R)-K(R+9)) 217^218^218 
217 SK(R)=K(R+9) 
218 SK(R+3)=SK(R> 
250   CONTINUE 

At this point, the measured platform adapter pitch angle is added to the 
fixed value previously typed in during part 1. This allows for any initial pitch 
angle between the vehicle coordinate system and the platform system, when the 
platform adapter pitch angle, as measured by the A/D converter, is zero. This 
initial value must be inputed in part 1 before going to the on-line program, in 
response to the query: "Platform Adapter Euler Angles." If the pitch angle is 
fixed, statement 219 selects only the fixed value from part 1. 
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A2=X(5^7)+A3 
GOTO 220 

219   A2=X(5>7) 

From this point on, the program continues for both fixed and variable pitch an- 
gles. For fixed angles, it uses the values of actuator spring constant calcu- 
lated in part 2. 

The transpose of the angular transformation from platform to interface 

220 X(i^^8)=X</]W) 
X(5^8)=A2 
X(6^S)=XC6^7) 
CALL ANGLE(E^X^8) 

is postmultiplied by the distance from the interface origin to the vehicle CM, 
and the result added to the distance from the platform to the interface. 

CALL DIST(E/XCl;i3)^x"(2^3>^X(3*3)^X(1^8)>X(2^8)>X<3^8)) 
DO 221 R=1^3 
X<R^8)=X(R78)+X(R>7) 

221 CONTINUE 

This gives the distance from the platform to the vehicle CM in platform coordi- 
nates which is shown as 

r = E' (X3^) r^ + r^ (A_4i) 

The rotational matrix of this is then formed. 

CALL R0T(W^X>8) 

When multiplied by the gimbal gravitational vector and the weight of the vehicle, 
this will give the platform moments due to the vehicle. Multiplying the gimbal 
gravitational vector by the weight of the vehicle gives the platform forces. 
These forces and moments are stored in the array, PLF. 

DO 233 R=l>6 
PLF(R)=0. 

233 CONTINUE 
Q=3 

223   CALL DI5T(-W^B<2^ 1)/B<2^2)^B(2^3)^B(2^4)^B(2^ 5)^B(2^6)) 
DO 222 R=l^ 6 
PLF(R)=PLP~(R)+B(2^R)*WGT(Q) 

222 CONTINUE 

The integer, Q, equal to 3 identifies the vehicle in the above equations. It is 
now decremented by one to the value 2, and the rotational matrix for the platform 
adapter is formed. 

Q=Q-1 
IF (Q) 22'!l^235^234 

234 CALL ROTCW^y^Q) 
GOTO 223 
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The program then loops back to statement 223. This causes the contribution of 
the platform adapter to be added to the platform forces and moments. The inte- 
ger, Q, is again decremented by one to the value one (signifying the platform) 
and the program loops once more.  This adds the contribution of the platform. 

At this point, Q is decremented to zero, and the program jumps to state- 
ment 235. This adds the contribution of the actuators, decrements the value of Q 
to minus one and jumps to statement 224. 

235   X(l*8)=0. 

X(3^8)=AL0C 
CALL   R0T<W^X^8) 
UGTC0)=AUGT 
GOTO   223 

DATA  AWGT^AL0C/529.2845>-13.22399/ 

The platform forces and moments are now multiplied by the triogonal transforma- 
tion  to  give  the  actuator  forces. 

224        DO   226   R=l-. 6     . 
ACTF(R)=0. 
DO   255   S=1^6 
ACTF(R)=ACTFCR)+F(S^R)*PLF(S) 

255   CONTIWUE 

These are divided by the actuator spring constants to give the actuator exten- 
sions. 

LGTH(R)=ACTF(R)/SK(R) 
! 226        CONTINUE 

At this point, if the variable, QO, is equal to 4, which signifies the off-line 
calculation, the program returns to statement 92. Otherwise it continues. To 
output the data in the order in which the actuators are pysically numbered, the 
index, R, is equated sequentially to the values stored in the array ACTN. 

IF   (Q0-/))   256^92/256 
256        DO   246   S=l/6 

R=ACTN(S) 

The range of the spring constants is now determined. If it is equal to or great- 
er than 10,000 lb/in., the program jumps to statement 228; otherwise, the value 
is scaled for a full scale value of 10,000 and stored in the array, IVAL. The 
corresponding bit of the variable, RANGE, is cleared, to indicate that this value 
is measured with the low range. If the spring constant is greater than 10,000, 
it is scaled for a full scale value of 200,000 lb/in., and the corresponding bit 
of RANGE is set to one. 
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IF (SK(R)-I0000.) 227*228^228 
227 IVAL(R+1>=.4096*SK(R) 

CALL ICLR(RA^JGE^S) 
GOTO 229 

228 IVAL(R+1 )=.020/l8*SK(R) 
CALL ISETCRANGE^S) 

The six least significant bits of the variable, RANGE, are used to indicate range 
values. The first, bit 15, applies to actuator number one. The sixth, bit 10, 
applies to actuator number 6. 

As a precaution against exceeding the D/A input range due to converting 
from real to integer values, the integer result is checked against the full scale 
input values. 

229 IF "(IVAL(R+1)-7777K) 240/240*230 
230 1VAL(R+1)=7777K 

The actuator lengths are then scaled to a full scale value of ± 5 inches, and 
again, the integer values limited to the full scale input values. 

240 IVAL(R+7)--409.6*LGTHCR) 
IF <lVAL(R+7)-3777K) 242*242*241 

241 IVAL(R+7)-3777K 
242 IF (IVAL<R+7)-174000K) 243*244*244 
243 IVAL(R+7)=174B00K 

Next, the mass load inputs to the servos are calculated, scaled to a full scale 
value of 1.5 lb sec^/in., and limited to the maximum permissible value. 

244 IVAL(R+13)=-3072/M(R*R) 
IF (1VAL(R+13)-174000K) 245*246*246 

245 IVAL<R+13)=1740e0K 
246 CONTINUE 

After all six spring constant ranges have been established in the DO-loop termi- 
nated by statement 246, the variable, RANGE, is stored in the first element of 
IV AL. 

IVAL<n=RANGE 

The 19 values in the array, IVAL, are then outputed to the D/A converter, using 
the integer S (for which the location in the run-time stack is known) as tempo- 
rary storage, both for the subaddress and for the data. Initially, the D/A sub- 
address is loaded into the D/A "A" register. 

DO 249 R=l*19 
S=IADDR(R) 

A       DOA     0*65 

DATA IADDR/21K*224K*22K*222K*24K*223K*23K*227K*25K*225K* 
1 27K*226K*26K*232X*30K*230K*32K*231K*31K/ 
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These are loaded in the order: 

DIGS SLOT NO. FUNCTION 

5 

IIB 

7A 

7B 

llA 

9B 

9A 

17B 

13A 

13B 

17A 

15B 

15A 

23B 

19A 

19B 

23A 

21B 

2U 

RANGE 

•^6 

m. 

Physically, the D/A outputs are arranged in the same order as the actuators are 
numbered. The data is updated in the order in which calculations are performed 

(symmetrical system). 

Next the data is loaded into the D/A "B" register. 

-S=IVAL(R) 
A       DOB     0.»65 
24J9   CONTINUE 
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The Fortran compiler automatically loads the value of S into accumulator zero 
before storing it in the run-time stack when executing the instructions 

S = lADDR(R) 

and 

S = IVAL(R) 

Thus, there is no need to load accumulator zero with these values again, before 
outputing it to the D/A converter (device code 65). 

This completes the on-line routine, except to loop back to the beginning 
(statement 206) to start another cycle.  The escape routine 

A SKPDN TTl 
A JMP LOOP 
A NIOC 

GOTO 28 
TTI 

allows the operator to break the loop and regain control, by stiking any key on 
the teletype. This sets the "done" flag causing the program to jump to statement 
28, after clearing the teletype. If the "done" flag has not been set, the pro- 
gram jumps to the label "LOOP", which returns the program to statement 206. 

A LOOP: 
GOTO 206 
END 
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COMPUTER  PROGRAM FOR  CONTROL  OF   6-DOF   SIMULATOR REPORT   C3703,   August,   1976 

C MAIN   PROGR;"J^   -   6   DOF   SIMULATOR   (RIA)    -  PART   1 
PARAMETER   DTR= • 1 7^l5329E-1 
C0MMGN/FXV/F(6^6)^ AM(6^6)^AWGT,AL0C> lADDRC 19)^ACTN(6) 
DIMENSION   A(6^ 6)^ACTFC6)^B(3^ 6)^0(6^6)/DC6^6)^ 

1 E(3>3)^G(3..3)/H(6^6)^H1 (6^6)^H2(3^3)^ I C3^ 3)^ IVALC 19)^ 
2 JC3^3)^K(27)^L( 1 2 )^ LGTHC 6 ) W-j (6> 6)^ HO I (6^ 3)^tJC4)^ 
3 PLF(6)^ANG(3)^SK(6)^U(3^3)^ WGT(0:3>^X(6^8) 

INTEGER   ANG^Q^Q0^P^R*S>ACTNGRANGE 
REAL   I^ J/K^L^LGTH^M^MOI 
EXTERNAL MULT^ ROT^ ANGLE^ INERTIA.* INV.. DIST> I SET.. ICLR.» 

1 TRANS.»TRNSP.*ZERO^UNIT 
DATA F/5. 1070 58E-2..-.53074W.2156135./3.68570 1E-3.. 

1 -1.34769 6 E-2..-8.51 1763E-3.»-.4851705..-.221 1-^21.,. 21 56 13 5.. 
2 1.351424E-2., 3.546568E-3..8. 5 1 1763E-3.. .4 340999.. . 3095989.. 
3 . 2 156135.. 9. 828537E-3.. 9. 93039E-3..-8. 5 11 76 3E-3> 
4 5. 10705SE-2.. . 530741...2156135..-3.68 57O1E-3..-1. 34 769 6E-2.. 
5 8.5 11 763E-3..-. 485 1705^ .221 1421.. . 2 1 56 1 35^ - 1. 35 i 424E-2.. 
6 3.546568E-3..-8.511763E-3* . 4340999..-. 3095989^ .2 1561 35.. 
7 -9. 828537E-3^9.93039E-3>8. 5ri763E-3/ 
DATA AM/1 .90045.. 3*0... . 79 967 3 9.* 2*0... 1. 90045.. 0...-. 79967 39.. 

1 4*0... 1 .65800 9.. 4*0... -.7 9 967 39.. 0... 8 13. 25 35.. 2*0... . 7996739.* 
2 3*0. .r 8 13= 2535.- 6*0. / 1750-554/ 
DATA AWGT..AL0C/529. 2845.. - 1 3.22399/ 
DATA IADDR/2 1 KJ 224K.. 22K.. 222K.. 24K.. 22310 23K.. 227K.. 25K.. 225K.. 

1 27K..226K..26K..232K..30K..230K..32K..231K.. 31K/ 
DATA ACTN/2..3..6..5..4.. 1/ 
TYPE '■        SIX DOF SIMULATOR < 15> " 

28 TYPE " <15> " 
ACCEPT "*"..0 
IF (Q-1) 28..231..29 

29 IF <Q-Q0-1) 231.,231..232 
232   IF CO-6) 28^231..28 
231        GOTO   (2.. 30.. 80^90.-20 0)   Q 

2        WRITE   <10..4) • 
4        FORMAT   (15H0CONFIGURATION      //) 

ACCEPT   "LOCATION   OF   CM   <15>".."     PLATFORM:    <15>"/ 
1 (XCR., U..R=1.,3).."      PLATFORM   ADAPTER:    < 1 5> ".. <X ( R.. 2) ^ R= 1.. 3 ).- 
2 "     VEHICLE:    < 1 5>".. (X (R.. 3 ).* R= 1 ^ 3)^ "PLATFORM   ADAPTER   < 1 5> ".* 
3 "     LOCATION   OF  VEHICLE   INTERFACE:    < 1 5> ".. CX (RW )> R= 1> 3).. 
4 "      EULER   ANGLES:    < 1 5>".. CX( R.. 7 ).. R=4.. 6 ).. "WEIGHTS   <15>".. 
5 "     PLATFORM:    "..WGTCD.."      PLATFORM   ADAPTER:    "^WGT(2)* 
6 "     VEHICLE:    ".. WGT (3).. "MOMENTS   OF   INERTIA   <15>".. 
7 "     PLATFORM:    < I 5> ".. CMOI (R.. 1 ) > R= 1.. 6) ^ 
8 "     PLATFORM   ADAPTER:    < 1 5> ".. (MOI ( R. 2 )^ R= 1 .* 6)/ 
9 "     VEHICLE:   < 1 5> "^ (MOI (R.. 3 ).-R= 1.. 6 ) 
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DO   6   R=1^6 
DO   6   S=!^6 
M(R/S) = AM<R^S> 
CONTINUE 
CALL   R0T(V^X^3) 

ANGLE<E^X>7) 
TRANSCC^ E^ W^ 
R0T(U^X^7) 
UN IKE) 
TRANSCD^ EJVJ 

CALL 
CALL TRANSCC^ E^ W^ 1) 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL   TRANSCD^E^ W^ 1 ) 
CALL   MULTCC^D^H^ 6) 
Q=3 

11 CALL   INERTIACJ^MOl^Q) 
CALL   ZERO(C^6) 
DO    IA   R=1^3 
DO   14   S=N3 

.   CCR+3^S+3)=J(R>S) 
IF   <R-S)    14^12, M 

12 C(R^S)=WGT<Q)/386.063 
14        CONTINUE 

CALL   hTULTCG^H^Kl^ 6> 
CALL   TRNSP(C^H^6) 
CALL   MULTCC^Hl^K^ 6) 

:D0   16   R=1J6 

DO   16   S=1^6 
M<R,S)=M<R^S)+K(R^S) 

16 CONTINUE 
Q=Q-1 - 
IF   (Q)   21^21^17 

17 CALL   ROT(U^X^Q) 
CALL   UNITCE) 
CALL TRA^]S(H^ E^W^ 1) 
GOTO 11 

21   CALL TRNSP(C^F^6) 
CALL MULTCC^M^H^6) 
CALL MULTCH^ F^IU 6) 
DO 23 R=1^6 
DO 23 S=1^6 
HI(R^S)=M(ACTN(R)^ACTN(S>) 

23 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( !0--2':i) ((HI (R^S)^ S= 1 j 6)R=1> 6) 

24 FORMAT (40H0ACTUATOR LOAD MASS MATRIX 
1 <6F10.4)) 
Q0=1 
GOTO 28 

(LB-SECT2/IN)  // 
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30 

32 
33 
34 

35 

36 
37 
38 
39 

42 

43 

^4 

45 
46 

47 

48 

49 

MAIN   PROGRAM   -   PART   2 
TYPE   "   <15>   " 
DO   35   R=1J.6 

K<R+15) = 39/17. 8/42*M<R>R) 
K<R+9)=K(R+15)/1500 
IF   (K(R+15)-2.0E5)   33^33^32 
K(R+15)=2.0E5 
IF   (K<R+9>-250.)    3A^35*35 
K(R+9)=250. 
CONTINUE 
DO   39   R= 1^3 
IF   (K(R+15)-K(R+18))   37*37/36 
K(R+15)=K(R+i8) 
IF   (K<R*-9)-KCR+12))   38.»39..39 
K<R+9)=K(R+12) 
CONTINUE 
ACCEPT   "ORIGIN   OF   INPUT   SYSTEM: 

1   "EULER  ANGLES   OF   INPUT   SYSTEM: 
CALL   ANGLECE^X^A) 

TRANS(C*E*U*2) 
ArJGLE(E*X/ 7) 
ROTCV'X^ 7) 
TRANS (D^ E* W> 2) 
MULT(G/D*H*6) 
MULTCH^F* A* 6) 

(10*/«2) 
Z) 

', (.x(.n^n:>jR=i, 3),. 
'j (X(R*/J)/ R=AJ 6) 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
WRITE 
FORMAT   (12K0INPUT   AXES= 
READ   (11)   N(1)*N(2)^N(3) 
DO   4 3   R=^ 1/3 
DO   43   S=l*3 
G(R*S) = A(N(R)/S)*ACN(R)*S)+ACN(R)-. S + 3)='.^A(N <R)* S + 3) 
CONTINUE 
CALL   1NV(I*G*G0) 
K(7)=1/(G(1^l)/K(10)+G(l/2)/K(11)+G(1/3)/K(12)) 
K(8)=1/(G(1> 1)/K( 16)+G( l-.2)/K(17)+GC 1,3)/K(18)) 
IF   <N(l)-3)   44*44*45 

>KU>   "*K<7)*"   LB/IN" 

>KU>   "*K(7)*" 
••*K(9) 

IN-LB/RAD" 

TYPE   K(3)*" 
GOTO   46 
TYPE   K(8)*" 
ACCEPT   "KU= 
DO   49   R=l*3 
BCR* l) = -I(R*2)/I(R*3) 
IF   <ICR*3))   48*47*47 
B(R*2)=1/(K(R + 9)*I(R*3) ) 
B<R*3)=1/(K(R+15)=<=I(R*3)) 
GOTO   49 

- B(R*2)=1/(K(R+15)*I(R*3)) 
B(R*3)=1/(K(R+9)*I(R*3)) 
CONTINUE 

B(l*4)=G0+l(2*3)*I(3*3)*(B(2*3)-B(3*2)) 
B(2*4)=Ga*I(3*3)*l(1*3)*(B(3*2)-DC1* 
B(3*4)=G0*IC1*3)*I(2*3)*(B(1*3)-B(2* 
B(1*5) = G0*IC2*3)*I(3* 3)*(B(2*2)-B(3* 

■B(2*5)=G0*I(3*3)*I(1*3)*(B(3*3)-B(1* 
B(3*5)=G0*I(1*3)*I(2*3)*(B<I*2)-DC2* 

3)) 
2) ) 
3)) 
2)) 
3)) 
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DO   50   R=1'3 •        • 
DO   50   S= 1^2 
L(R+3*(S-l))=CBCR*S+3)+G(2*R)/K(9))/G(l^R> 
L(R+3*CS+1))=L(R+3*CS-1)) 

50 CONTINUE 
IF   (Ed/ 1)-B(2^ 1))   56/51/51 

51 IF   (B(l/1)-B(3/ 1) )   55/52/52 
52 IF   (B(2/1)-B(3/1))   54/53/53 

53 Q=0 
GOTO   61 

54 Q=l . 
GOTO   61 

55 0=2 
GOTO   61 

56 IF   (B(2/1)-B(3/ D)   60/57/57 
57 IF   (B(l/1)-B(3/D)   59/58/58 
58 Q=5  . 

GOTO   61 
59 Q=4 

GOTO   61 " 
60 Q=3 
61 DO   62   R=l/6 

K(R+21)=L(R+Q) 
62 CONTINUE 

K(7)=1/AMIN1<K<22)/K(23)/K(24)) 
K (8)=1/AMAX1(K<25)/K(26)/K(27)) 
IF   (N(2)-3)   63/63/64 

63 TYPE   K(8)/"   >KV>   "/K(7)/"   LB/IN" 
GOTO   65 

64 TYPE   K<8)/"   >KV>   "/KC?)/"    IN-LB/RAD" 
65 ACCEPT   "KV=   •■/K(10) 

DO   66   R= 1/3 
K(R+21> = D(R/2)-I(R/ 1)/(I(R/3)*K(9))+B(R/ 1)/K<10) 
K(R+24)=K(R+21)+B(R/3)-B(R/2) 

66 CONTINUE 
K(7)=l/AMIN1(KC22)/K(23)/K(24)> 
K(8)=1/AMAX1(K(25)/KC26)/K(27)) 
IF   (N(3)-3)   67/67/68 

67 TYPE  KC8)/"   >KW>   "/K(7)/"   LB/IN" 
GOTO   69 

68 TYPE   K(8)/"   >KW>   "/K(7)/"    IN-LB/RAD" 
69 ACCEPT   "KW=   "/K(l 1 ) 

DO   70   R= 1/3 
SK(R)=1/(I<R/ l)/K<9) + I(R/2)/K< 10) + I<R/3)/K( 1 D) 
SK(R+3)=SK(R) 

70 CONTINUE 
WRITE <10/71) 

71 FORMAT (17H0SPRING CONSTANTS  //) 
WRITE (10/72) SK(2)/SK(3)/SK(6) 

72 FORMAT ("  K1="FI0.2"  K2 = "F10.2"  K3=^"F10.2"  LB/IN") 
WRITE (10/73) SK(5)/5K(4)/SK(1) 

73 FORMAT ("  K4="F10.2"  K5="F10.2"  K6="F10.2"  LB/IN") 
00=2 ■■-•■. 
GOTO 28     .,::.,..... 
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C MAIN   PROGRAM   -   PART   3 
80 WRITE   (10^81) 
81 FORMAT   ( 19H0ELASTArJCE  AT   INPUT      //) 

DO   82   R= I*6 
DO   82   S= 1^6 
H(R/S)=0« 

; DO   82   P= 1^6 
H<R.»S) = H(R^S)+A(R>P)*A"'<S^P)/SK(P) 

82 CONTINUE 
WRITE   ( 10^83) (<H(R^S)>S=U 6)R= 1^6) 

83 FORMAT   (6E12.6) 
Q0=3 
GOTO   28 

'90        TYPE   ••   <15>   " 
ACCEPT   "GIMBAL   PITCH   A^JGLE:    "-rX(5*5)^ 

1   "GIMBAL  YAW   ANGLE:    "JX(.6^5'> 

Q0 = 4 
N(^l) = 0 
A2=DTR*X(5^5) 
A1=DTR*X(6^5) 
GOTO   207 

92 WRITE   (10^93) 
93 FORMAT   (23H0ACTUATOR   STATIC   FORCES   //) 

WRITE   (10>9A)   ACTF(2)^ACTF(3)>ACTr(6) 
9A        FORMAT   (."      FI = "F9.2"      F2="F9. 2"      F3="F9.2"     LB") 

WRITE   (10^95)   ACTF(5)/ACTF(4)^ACTF(1) 
■95        FORMAT   <"      F4="F9.2"      F5="F9.2"      F6="F9.2"     LB") 

WRITE   (10*96) 
96        FORMAT   ( 17ii0ACTUATOR   LENGTHS      //) 

WRITE   (10^97)   LGTH(2)yLGTHC3)>LGTH(6) 
"97        FORMAT   ("      L1="F8.6"      L2="F8.6"      L3="F8.6"      IN") 

WRITE   (10*98)   LGTH(5)*LGTH(A)*LGTH(1) 
98        FORMAT   ("     LA="F8.6"     L5="F8.6"     L6="F8.6"      IN") 

GOTO   28 
200 WRITE   (10*201) 
201 FORMAT   (16H0ON-LINE  PROGRAM      //) 

Q0 = 5 
ACCEPT   "PITCH   ANGLE   FIXED   (0)   OR   VARIABLE   (1)    ?"*N(4) 
IF   (N(4))   206*206*202 

202 CALL   ANGLE(E*X*A) 
CALL   ROT(W*X*/J) -. 
CALL   TRAN S ( C* E* W* 2) "        '  . 
X(4*8)=X(4*7) 
X(5*8)=X(5*7) 
X(6*8)=0. 
CALL   AfJGLE(E*X*8) 
CALL   TRANS(D* E*W* 3) 
CALL   MULT(C*D*H*6) 
X(4*8)=0. 
X(5*8)=0. 
X(6*8)=XC6*7) 
CALL   ANGLE(E*X*8) . ,    -       ; _•     ; 
CALL   R0T(W*X*7) 
CALL   TRAI\IS(C* E* W*2) .    •'       '.-• r- _-    : 
CALL   MULT(C*F*H1* 6)  ' " 
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206 DO   208   R=0^2 
A LDA              0^T.+2*3 
A DOAS           0^ADCV 
A SKPDN        ADCV 
A JMP              .- 1 
A Die              0^ADCV 
A STA             0^T. + W3 

ANG(R+1)=S 
208 CONTINUE 

A2=AMG(1)/23A6.835 
A1=ANG(2)/1564.557 

207 CAI = COS<:A!) 
SA1=SIN(AJ) 
SA2=SINCA2) 
B(.2J 1) = -CA1*SA2 
B(2^2)=SA1*SA2 
B(2^3)=C0SCA2) 
IF   (NCA))    219/219^211 

21 1 A3=PiNG(3)/136.5333 
X(5/8)=A3 
X(6^8) = 0. 
CALL   ANGLE<E.»X/8) 
CALL   TRANSCC^ E/V/3) 
CALL   MULTCG/Hl/ DJ 6) 
CALL   MULTCH/D/A,/6) 
DO   213   R=l/3 
DO   213   5=1/3 

;R 

213 

'214 

215 
216 
217 
218 
250 

219 
220 

;s 

221 

G<R/S)=A(N(R)/S)*A(N(R)/S)+A(N(R)/ S + 3)*A(N(;R)/S + 3) 

CONTINUE . "       ■ 
CALL   INV(I/G/G0) 
DO   21A   R=l/3 
-SK(R)=1/CI(R/ l)/K(9) + I(R/2)/K(10) + I(R>3)/K(l1 )) 
CONTINUE 
DO   250   R=1/3     . 
IF   (SK(R)-K(R+15))   216/216/215 
SK(R)=K(R+15) 

IF   (SK(R)-K(R+9))   217/218/218 
SK(R)=KCR+9) 
SK(R+3)=SK(R) 
CONTINUE 
A2 = X(5/7)+A3 
GOTO   220 
A2=X(5/7) 
X(^/8)=X(4/7) 
XC5/8)=A2 
X(6/8) = X(6/7) 
CALL   ANGLE(E/X/8) 
CALL   DI ST ( E/ X ( 1 / 3 )/ X ( 2/ 3 ) / X ( 3/ 3 ) / X ( 1 / 8 ) / X < 2/ 8 )/ X < 3/ 8 ) ) 

"DO   221   R= 1/3 
".X(R/8)=XCR/8)+X(R/7) 
CONTINUE 
CALL   R0T(U/X/8) 
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DO   233   R=l*6 
PLF(R)=0. 

233 CONTINUE 
0=3 

223 CALL   DISTC-W^B(2^ 1)^B<2/2)*B{2^3)*B(2*4)*B<2^5),»B(2>6>) 
DO   222   R=l>6 
PLF(R>=PLF(R)+B(2/R)*WGT(Q) 

222        CONTINUE 
Q=Q-1 
IF   (Q)   22^^235^234 

234 CALL   ROT(V>X^Q) 
GOTO   223 

235 X(1^8)=0. 
X(2/8)=0. 
X(3*8)=AL0C 
CALL   ROTCW^X^B) 
VGT(0)=AWGT 
GOTO   223 

224 DO   226   R=U6 
ACTF(R)=0. 
DO   255   S=l*6 
ACTF(R)=ACTF(R)+FCS>R)*PLFCS> 

255 CONTINUE 
LGTHCR)=ACTF(R)/SK<R) 

226 CONTINUE 
IF (Q0-4) 256^92^256 

256 DO 246 S=1^6 
R=ACTN<S) 

■ IF CSKCR)-1C0O0. ) 227^.228^228 
227 IVAL(R+1)=.4096*SK<R) 

CALL ICLR(RANGERS) 
'' ■    GOTO 229 
228 IVAL(R+1)=.02048*SK(R) 

CALL ISETCRA-MGE^S) 
229 IF (IVALCR+1)-7777K) 240^240,230 
230 IVAL(R+1)=7777K 
240 IVAL(R+7)=-409.6*LGTK(R) 

IF   (IVAL(R+7)-3777K)    242>242,241 
241 IVAL(R+7)=3777K 
242 IF   (IVAL(R+7)-174000K)   243,244,244 
243 IVAL(R+7)=174C0GK 
244 IVAL<R+13)=-3072/K(R,R) 

IF   (IVAL(R+13)-174000K)    245,246,246 
245 IVAL(R+13)=174000K 
246 CONTINUE •   - 

IVALCl ) = RArJGE 
DO   249   R=l, 19 

'" S=IADDR(R) 
A DOA 0,65 

S=IVAL(R) 
A DOB 0,65 
249        CONTINUE 
A SKPDN        TTI 
A cIMP LOOP 
A "NIOC TTI 

GOTO   28 
A LOOP: 

GOTO   206 
END   . 
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SUBROUTINE  TRANS <C^ E^ VJ^ Q ) 
DIMENSION   G(6^6)^E(3^ 3-)*U(3^3)*H<3*3) 
INTEGER   Q^R^S 
EXTERNAL   MULT^ZERO 
GOTO   (1>2^3)   Q 

1 CALL  MULT(W^E^H^3) 
GOTO   h 

2 CALL  MULT(E>V^H^3) 
GOTO   4 

3 CALL   ZER0CH^3) 
4 DO   5   R= 1^3 

DO   5   5=1*3 
C<R*S) = E(R*S) 
C<R+3*S) = 0. 
GCR*S+3)=-HCR*S) 
C<R+3>S+3) = E(R*S) 

5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE   TRNSPCC^D^Q) 
INTEGER   Q^R^S 
DIMENSION   G(Q*Q)*D(Q*Q) 
DO   1   R=WQ 

. .       DO   1   S=1>Q 
C(R.»S) = D(S*R) 

1 CONTINUE 
RETURTJ 
END 

SUBROUTINE   ZEROCE^Q) 
INTEGER   Q^R^S 
DIMENSION   E(Q>Q) 
DO   1   R=1*Q 
DO   1   S=1*Q 
E(R*S)=0. 

I CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE  MULT(G1/Dl*H5/Q) 
INTEGER   P^Q^R^S 
DIMENSION   G1(Q^Q)/D1 (Q*0)*H5CQ*Q) 
DO   I   R=1*Q 
DO   1    S=1*Q 
H5CR*S) = 0. 
DO   1   P=1*Q 
H5(R*S) = H5(RJS)+G1 (R*P)*D1 (P^S) 

1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
DJD   ■ 
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SUBROUTINE ROKW^X^Q) 
INTEGER Q 
DIMENSION W(3>3)/X<6^8) 
V (1' n = 0 • 
U(2^1)=X(3^Q) 
W(3^ n = -X(2>Q) 
V(1^2) = -X(3^Q) 
U(2^2) = 0. 
W(3^2)=X( l^Q) 
V(1.-3)=X(2.-Q) 
V(2^3)=-X(1^Q) 
U(3^3>=0. 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE INERT I A( J^ MOI* Q) 
INTEGER Q 
DIMENSION   J(3^ 3)*M0I(6^3) 
:J(1^ 1) = M0IC 1^ Q) 
J(2> 1 ) = M01(A^Q) 
J(3^ 1) = M0I (5^Q) 
J(1^2)=M0I(4^Q) 
•J<2^2)=M01<2^Q) 
J(3^2) = M01 (6JQ) 

:J(1^3) = M0IC5^G; 
J(2*3> = M01(6^Q) 
J(3^3) = M01(3^Q) 

:RETURN 
.END 

.SUBROUTINE   INV(I^G^G2) 
:INTEGER   R^S 
REAL   I 
.DIMENSION   I (3^3)^G(3>3)^H(6^6) 
:D0    1   R=1'3 
DO   1   S=I>3 
H(R*S)=G(R^S) 
H(R+3^S)=GCR^S) 
H(R^S+3)=GCR^5) • ' 
H<R+3^ S + 3) = G(R^ S) 
CONTINUE ■ 
DO   2   R= 1^3 
DO   2   5=1^3 
I(4-S^4-R) = H(2*R-1>2*S-1)*H(2*R^ 2*S)-H<2*R-1 * 2*5)*H(2*R^2*S-I) 

.CONTINUE 
G2=I(1^ 1)*G(U 1) + I(2W)*G(1^2) + IC3^ 1)*GC1^3) 
DO   3   R= 1^3 
DO   3   5=1^3 -..-    ' L , :- 
I(R^S)=I(R^S)/G2 

-CONTINUE 
rRETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE   DIST<El^X1 *Yl^Z1^X0^Y0^Z0 ) 
DIMENSION   El(3^3) 
X0=E1 < N 1)*-X1+E1 (2> 1)*Y1+E1 <3.» 1)*Z1 
Y0=E1(1^2)*X1+E1C2^2)*Y1+E1(3^2)*Z1 
Z0=EI(1^3)*X1+E1(2^3)*Y1+E1(3^3)*Z1 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE  ANGLE(E^X^Q) 
INTEGER   Q 
DIMENSION   E(3^3)^X(6^8) 
DTR=1.7'!i5329E-2 
PHI=DTR*X(4^Q) 
THETA=DTR*X<5*Q) 
PS1=DTR*X(6^Q) 
SPHI=S1N(PKI) 
CPHI=COS(PHI) 
STHETA=SIN(THETA) 

-CTHETA=COSCTHETA) 
SPSI=SIN(PS1) 
CPSI=COSCPSI) 
E(U1)-CTHETA*CPSI 
£(2-. 1) = SPHI*STHETA*CPSI-CPH1*SPSI 
E(3^ 1 ) = CPHI^-STHETA*CPSI+SPHI*SPSI 
E(1^2)=CTHETA*SPSI 
E(2>2)=CPHI*CPSI+SPHI*STHETA*SPSI 

.E(3^2)=CPHI*STHETA*SPSI-SPHI*CPSI 
.EU*3) = -STHETA 
•E<2/3)=SPHI*CTHETA 
EC3^ 3) = CPHI*CTHETA 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE   UNIT(E) ■■  ■ 
INTEGER   R 
DIMENSION   E(3^3) 
EXTERNAL   ZERO 
CALL   ZERO(E^3) 
DO   I   R= 1^3 
E(R>R)=1. 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX B 
6-DOF MATH MODEL 

ACTUATOR LOAD MASS DUE TO ACTUATORS 
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EFFECTIVE MASS OF ACUTATORS 

Because of the motion of the platform, the actuators experience not only 
motion in their axial direction, but also motion in the transverse direction and 
rotation about the upper pivot point. Since they have finite mass and moments of 
inertia, this motion requires forces to be exerted by the platform on the actua- 
tors. Since each actuator can provide only axial forces, the nonaxial forces 
must be provided by the other five actuators. 

To derive an expression for the mass load of the actuator system upon it- 
self, it is necessary to first determine the actuator motion in terms of the 
platform motion. This then determines the forces exerted on each actuator which 
can then be translated into the platform coordinate system and summed for all six 
actuators. Then by transforming the impedance of the platform into the triogonal 
coordinate system, the equivalent mass load on each actuator can be found. 

To determine the forces exerted on the individual actuator, it is necessary 
to determine the linear and angular velocities. For this purpose, a coordinate 
system will be affixed to each actuator with the x axis along the actuator 
axis. An angular transformation will be defined, E(xo), which rotates the plat- 
form axes into each of these systems. Then, since the projection of a unit vec- 
tor along the actuator into the platform system must yield the direction cosines, 
we have 

0  = E(xJ6 
0/ (B-1) 

or 

(B-2) 

where the direction cosines are 

(B-3) 

For the conventional order of rotation, the angular transformation is 

E' (X3) = £^ i^)  E^ (0) E' ((},) ^g_^^ 
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It then follows that the direction cosines are equal to 

6 = 
cos l|) COS 0 
sin ij; cos 9 
-sin 9 

These equations can be solved for the pitch and yaw angles to give 

sin 9 = - Y 

cos e = yi - Y^ 

sin ij; = B/ x/ 1 - Y^ 

cos i|j = a/ / 1 - Y^ 

By differentiating these, we have 

6 = - Y/Vl - Y' 

ij = (ag - 3a)/(I - Y^) 

The angular velocities of the actuator are 

x^ = G' (x ) x^ 

or 

^3 = ^ (^^3^ ^2 

where 

1 sin (J) tan 9 cos (|) tan 

G (X3) = 0 cos <p • - sin (() 

_0 sin (j) sec 0 cos (J) sec 

(B-5) 

(B-6) 

(B-7) 

(B-8) 

(B-9) 

(B-10) 

Since the actuators are mounted to the gimhal system and platform by means of 
ball •joints, no axial torque can be applied to either the cylinder or piston. 
Then the roll velocity is zero which is shown as 

P = 0 (B-U) 
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The time derivatives of the Euler Angles are then 

i}) = q sin ({) tan 9 + r cos (j) tan 9 

6 = q cos <J> - r sin ({> 

ij; = (q sin <p + T  COS ({>) sec 9 

Thus 

(() = \(; sin 9 = - Y'l' 

(B-12) 

(B-13) 

The actuator angular velocities are then 

0 

X, r^ r 
-  Y cos (j) + (a3 - 3a) sin (J) 

*   *        • 
(a3 - 3a) cos <j) + y sin (j) 

(B-14) 

The choice of roll angle is arbitrary. Normally, it should be chosen so that the 
y and z axes are principal axes of the actuator. For an axially symmetric actua- 
tor, any value can be used.  If we choose ^ = 0, then 

^^2 = /rr Y^ 
0 

- Y 

(a3 - 3a) 
(B-15) 

The actuator consists of two parts which move relative to each other, the 
cylinder and the piston. The axial velocity of the cylinder is zero, while that 
of the piston is equal to the scalar velocity of the actuator. The angular ve- 
locities of both are equal. To find the forces exerted by the platform on the 
actuator, we can isolate the two parts as shown in figure B-1. If we sum forces 
and moments about the CM of each, we have (for a linearized analysis): 

f  + f  = M X 
ax   ex   a a 

f  + f  = M y 
ay   cy   a-^a 

f  + f  = M z 
az   cz   a a 

0 = J  p 
ax '^ (B-16) 
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f(Jl-d-d)-f  (d)+M  =J  q 
cz o   c   a   az  a   cy   ay 

f  (d)-f  (Jl-d-d)+M  =J  r 
ay  a   cy  o   c   a   cz   az 

«bx- 'cx " «b \ 

hy- «cy ■ «i, 'y\ 

%z- 

• • 
cz         b    b 

• 
0 « J,     p bx *^ 

(B-16) 
cont 

K,   ^^O  + f   (d  - d, ) - M  - J^  q bz  b    cz  c   b    cy   by 

-f  (d - d, ) - f,  (d. ) - M  = J,. r 
cy  c   b    by  b    cz   bz 

The linear velocities are given in terms of the velocity of the platform 
pivot point by 

x = X 
a 

z_ =1 —I  I z 

= 0 
^ 

-(%)' 
yb 
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/V^T-^V 

a '^2 hi 

v- (/^i ^rroJT/^ pfx/i> r 

/^-^4-^^^)f 

IP^c 

my 

Figure B-1.  Actuator dynamics 
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By solving these equations for the forces exerted by the platform on the 
actuator, we have 

f  = M X 
ax   a 

f^y = My+^ r 

f  ■= M V - -r^ q 
az       " 

J 

(B-18) 

where 

M = M 
I    - d \ .2 
o   a 

\ 
\   ^ 2 

J = (J  + J^ ) y    ay   by'^ 

J, = (J  + J^ ) 
z    az   bz (B-19) 

Thus, the actuator forces are 

m 0 0 a 
f  = a 0 m 0 

• • 

^1 ^i 
_ 0 0 m 

0 0 0 ~ 
• • 

0 0 1 

-0 -1 0- 

where It has been assumed 

J = J 
y  z 

(B-20) 

(B-21) 

These forces are still expressed In the actuator coordinate system.  In the plat- 
form system, they are 

fp=E'(x3) f^ (B-22) 

If the forces are translated to the origin of the platform system, the moments 
required to compensate for the translation are 

Mp = WCa) fp (B-23) 

The total forces and moments are the sums of these for all six actuators. 
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The accelerations, Xj, and X2 are still expressed in the actuator coordinate 
system.  The angular velocities were found to be 

1 

0 

-Y 

(a 3 - 3 a)__ 
1 

0    0    0 

0    0-1 

-6    a    0 ' yi-Y^ v/l-Y^ 

The rate of change of direction cosines is 

(B-24) 

Thus 

o 

x„ = 

o     ' 

" 0   0   0" 

0   0+1 

+B  -a   0 

W (6) £ 

(B-25) 

(B-26) 

The linear velocities are given in terms of the vector actuator velocity by 

X = E(x,) i 
1 3  p 

But the vector actuator velocity is related to the platform velocity by 

(B-27) 

•    • 
\  = ^Ip -■ W(a) X, 2p (B-28) 

Thus 

E(X3) {x^p-W(a)x2j 
(B-29) 

For small (linearized) motions, the accelerations are related in the same manner 
as the velocities. Thus, by combining the above relationships, the platform 
forces and moments are related to the platform accelerations by 

_f_ 
m 

6 

n=l 

m 
An I An  (an) 

W/  sm.  I -W,  . m W, 
(an) An ^  (an)  An (an (B-30) 
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where, for each actuator 

°A " ^'(^3) 

m 0 a 
0 m 

LO 0 

0 

0 

m_| 

ECx^) + 

\/ 1 - Y^ 

0 0 d~ 
0 0 1 

0 -1 o_ 

0 0 0 

0 0 -1 W^   (6) 

3 a 0 

E(x_) = - 

a \/ 1 - Y^ + 3\^- -Y^ -fY^l-Y' 

- 3 a 0 

- a Y - B Y (1 -.') 

W^(6) = 

(a - 1)   a3 
,2 a3 

aY 

(3' - 1) 

3Y 

aY 

3Y 

(Y^ - 1) (B-31) 

Thus 

m = (m - m) {l + W  (5) } + m + 
A      3. 

J    E'(x3) 

o   ^    ' 

0 0 0 

3 a 0 W^  (6) 

0 0 1 (B-32) 

This reduces to 

m = m+ (m - m) {l + W (6)} + 

^o' (1 - ^') 

3^ 

-a3 

0 

a3 

0 

OY 

3Y 

(1 - Y^) 

W^ (6) (B-33) 
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which further reduces to 

m = m + (m - in) {l + W^ (6)}  - ^ W^ (6) 
A       a ^2 

After collecting terras, we have 

n = m + {m 
A   a    a 

m^ = in_ + {in_ - m - ^ } W^ (6) 

The four submatrices of the mass matrix can then be found by summing 

W^(5), W(a) W^(5), and W(a) W^(6) W(a) 

over the six actuators. These values are 

£«^ 
n=l (^n) 

(1 + Y^) 

0 

0 

0 

(1 + Y^) 

0 

0 

2(1 - Y^) 

(B-34) 

(B-35) 

(B-36) 

y]   W(a^) W^(V =3 |a^ (1 + Y^) + Y(aa„ + Ba ) 

n=l 

0  10 

-10  0 

0  0  0 

EW(a ) W^6 ) W(a ) = 3 
n     n    n 

n=l 

^11 0 0 

0 
^11 0 

0 0 a 33 (B-37) 

where 

^11 = ^x^^^ - Y^) + a/(l - Y^ + a ^1 + Y^ + 2Ya (aa + Ba ) 
J ^ 2  X    y 

I \^ ^^ ~ ^^^ + ^v^ (1 - «^) + 2a3 a a 1 (B-38) 
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At the platform pivot plane, these evaluate to 

E «" «n> = - 3 
241 

n=l 

385 
0 
0 

0 
385 
0 

0 
0 

194 

-4.792531 
0 
0 

-4.7925311 
0 

0 
0 

-2.4149378 

W(a^) W'(5 ) n     n 
1890 
241 

n=l 

0 +1 0 
-1 0 0 

0 0 0 

0     +7.8423237  0 
-7.8423237      0     0 

0 0     0 

W(a ) W (6 ) W(a ) 
n    n    n 241 

n=l 

285471 0 0 
0 285471 0 
0      0     864121.5 

1184.5270 0 0 
0 . 1184.5270 0 
0 0     3585.5664 (B-39) 
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Also 

n=l 

n=l 

2943 0 0 
0 2943 0 
0     0   5886 

in* 

(B-40) 

The neutral geometry of the RIA 6-DOF actuator is shown in figure B-2. In 
addition, two accumulators are attached to each cylinder. The calculated values 
for the piston and cylinder are then 

M^ = .2352934 lb sec^/in. 
Cl 

d, = 17.242 in. 
a. 

'^ay  -^az 29.82127 in. lb sec' 

M^ = 1.0168095 lb sec'^/in. 

d^ = 20.2079 in. 

J^ = 79.6253 in. lb sec^ 

J^2 = 88.49286 in. lb sec^ 

Since the orientation of the accumulators on the cylinders has not been 
specified, an average value of 84.0586 in. lb sec will be used for both Jv and 
J. .  Then the total transverse inertia is 

J = J^ + J^ = 113.8799 in. lb sec^ 

The transverse mass is 

M = 0.284759 lb sec^/in. (B-41) 

Then, for 

I    = 46.572524 in 
o 

(m - m - -^) = - .101969 lb sec^/in. 

o (B-42) 
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^s-.s-p 

Figure B-2.  Actuator neutral position 
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The load mass submatrices (as measured in the platform system) are then 

"11 = 

1.900450 
0 
0 

0 
1.900450 

0 

0 
0 

1.658009 

2 
lb sec /in. 

M  >° M 
12  "21. 

0 .7996739 0 
7996739 0 0 

0 0 0 
lb sec 

^^22 = 

813.2535 
0 
0 

0 
8132535 

0 

0 
0 

1750.554 
in. lb sec 

(B-43) 
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APPENDIX C 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM STIFF 2 
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LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM "STIFF 2" 

1* 

3* 

5* 
_6*- 

DlMi^NSlON  TITLE (30) f AD(6) »AAK(6»6) r AF (6) » AK (u) » AT ( 6» 6) . A (6r6) r 
lAKl(6'ii)'B(6»6) rC (3)'Cll3) rDXLeiiA)'DP (O) »F(3) rFA (6) f Fl (6iiPR(6) »  
2PToP(6)»PBOT(6>»RlT(3r3)»RlT2(3»3)»RlT3(3f3)rK0T2(3»3)fROT3C3r3)» 
3R0T(3»3)fSD(6ifSF(6)rSLLfe)rSKt6«6)fSKl(6f6)»SSK(6f6)»SX{3»6)iTRGXC- 
<+3)»XP(3r6)rXG(3'6)fXPl(3»6) r XGUN ( 3) » XGUNK 3) ' XW ( 3) » XWl ( 3) rSKO (6 » 6 ) 
5J! XTKGT; 3) niT(3) >RbT (6r6) t R SK ( 6 > 8) r SKQliAtiiIj-&xxIlJLtif-trIxSlK£liAi^  

7* 
8f 
9* 

11* 
12* 

6»bF0(6)rSF0l(6)»R0TT(6i6)»K0TTl(6»6)r 
_ 7>SFC(6) f-R6TlCi2i6) 'SDKal 

IT=0 
 Jt£AD - ii)« I'D- T LTLEL  
11   FORMAT   (10A6) 

___jC_LL_M.-S_-JL_A_tLX_S  

.PRT(6)»PRB(b) 

13* 
J.1*_ 
15* 
16.*_ 
17* 

19* 
2il*___ 
21* 
:22*__ 
123* 
:24*, 
25* 
£6.=tL 
27* 
26*. 
29* 

.aXL*. 
31* 
_3a.*_ 
33* 
34 *_ 
35* 
.06* 
37* 
2a*_ 
39* 

PI=3.141592654- 
RAD=PI/JL80.  

COORDIl^lATEb  OF  PIVOT CENTERS   AT  PITCH   GIMBAL      (DIRECTIONrJOINT) 

J(S   (IMi 
XG   (lr2) 

,XG   tL>31 
xe 
XG 
XG 
Xv3 
XG 

_XG. 

(I''*) 
a'5) 
(1'6) 
C2rJL) 
(2r2) 

_i2J.il 

=   15.5685 - 
=-38.9711 

= 15.i>88b 
= 23.3B27 
=   23.J827 
=   36.U   
=     4.5 

_ = ._=4.^  
X6   (2»4)   =-36.0 

 _XG   (2r5)   =-31.-S_-  
XG   (2»6)   =   31.5 

X  CO0RDIfMATfc:j  OF   f^ItfOT  CL.JTER5 
XP   (I'D   =-12,9903 
 XH_llJ^i_=L-ilii-« iii&ia  

AT   MOUMTINf-   PLATFORM. 

XP (1'3) 
.XP (1'4) 
XP (I'S) 
XP (1'6) 
XH (2»i) 

_XP_i2.f.ZJL.=_25ji.ii- 
XP (2f3) =-;i5.5 
XP- (2f4) =-2B.-E^ 
XP (2'5) = -3.0 

16.itt65 
=-12.J^.903 
= 31.1769 
= 31.1769 
—   2 a. ^i 
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40* XP (2»u) =  5.0 
ifl*     DO i 1 = 1 po      _.._._ _   _ 
^2* Xb (3a) = 9.375 
43*     _   i XP (3^) =45.6 75 „__,_    
44*     C  Ap= £Pf F.CT1VE ARt,, OF ACTUATOR PiSTONr INi2 
_45* AP . J^....Zj^.'l.Oh     
46*     C  VO = TOT Ac VOLU;;c (ACCU,"nJLATCR+ ACTUATOR FULLY EXTENDED) 
47* VU ~ ^^ci^ 
4y* C     C=   CoOHDIi^ATE   OF   k,£NTER   OF   PLATFOHM 
49*        ._„...    C(i)   =   O.U          ..._   _   
bu* C(i)=Q.u 
3A* jC.i4I_.= ..KR(ifll  
1)2* DO   3   1 = 1 f 3 
53*      „.. ,_        DO   3  J=l»&          
54* 3   SX(IrJ)=-XO    (I>0)+XP   (I»J) 
tj5* . DO   4   1 = 1»6 ■_            
56* SHI)   =   O.U 
.57* £..,CAi.£yLttIfc..^..A£IiJ[AIQit._LiEliizIhl . . .__ 
58* DO   5   J=lf3 
59*       .„„..    5   SL(I). =SL(i)+SA(J'I)**2   _         
60* 4   SL(I)   =SQ,U(SLCi) ) 
ol*     C CALCULATE UIR£CriO,v COSINES          
62* 00 u I=l»6 
63* Q.Q^±.^dz:lAA        
04* b   OX(J»I)= SX(J»i)/JL(I) 
65* ... V-.- - DO .7 J=lfo .         
66* DX(4»J)= OX(.?ru)*(XP {ZtJ)-Z    (2)  )-!. X (2»J) * (XP (3rJ)-C (3)  ) 
67*       DX(5»0)=-UX(3'0)*(>P_ (1»J)-C(1)  )+DX (1»J) * (XP .(.3r J)-C (3)  ) 
bO* 7 DX(ofO)= DX(2»J)*(XP {1#J)-C '1)  )-DX(1»J)*(AP (2»J)-C (2)  ) 
.6.9*. D.V,..s;.i...j.= Lf.6.    _ .__   - 
70* DO 23 u-l>t 
71 *    _.. B.( 0 rl). = DA (I ^ u) .. _.. _.. _ _   ,     
72*        23 A(IrJ) = DXd^vj) 
73*   :. .   CAuL .MftTlN(A'.Iuf6l  ._    
74* DO 24 i-lto 
25* J2Q.._£iL_ii=lACi .    
76*        24 AT(XrJ) = A(Jfi) 
77*     C  THETA = MOUNTING ANGLL OF VEHICLE .WITH PLATFORM' ^EG.    _. 
7d*      lOOG REAu(5»2) THETM 
79*   ._    . If=iT + X    .   
60* IF(THETA.of.99.) GO TO 9999 
£1* ._!d!rtllE..(jj.fA5L).._XI/.TlIi,F    __. „.   
£2*        15 FuK>,AT(lHlr' C.SE'»I3r 10/56/aX» 10A6//1QA6// ) 
G.3*.  .0 . v«= vvcioHi OF PLATFORM* PART OF ACTUATORS AND rAYLOAu* LO   _  
64* C     Xw=:   CO.   LCCATIOi^j   OF   WEIGHT   W.R.T.   CE.jTtR   OF   OI^bAL      >    IN. 
65* RcAU(5r2)   ft r (X,. (1.) rl = l # 3)    . . .   .   
66*     C  XbUN = POSITIOH Of WEAPON ROUSTING POiMT W.R.T. CO. CF WEIGHT 
aZ* REkljl^2J-^lX£i:±u.LLljJ.=li 5J    
88*     C  Ti<GT = POSITIO;>i OF TARGET W.R.T. CENTER OF PITCH P. 
ti9* Fit.Au(5»2) (TRGT (1) rl = l»3)  
90*     C  RY ANJ RZ ARE THE GiMbAL PITCH AHU YArt 
91*    .REAU...(5f 2) RY»uZ    , :  
92*        2 FORhAT(6E10.0) 
a5* Rl_=L_Ril+IllE.li^  
94* RAuY = RY+RAO 
95*   PTMETA. =THLTA*KAD    _...:_    
96* BhuL   =H2*RAU 
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97* CALL   KTa(R0T2»KADY) 
96*            CALL  R13   (RUTSIRALJZ)   
99* CALL   MATMAT   (R0T3»K0T? »F<OTf 3» 3) 
DO*     -...-   „CrtLLMHTMAr   (RuT   » XP   fXPlro»3)- 
01*                           CALL  MATVEC(R0I»CFCif3) 
112* yiiiiI£.LuJLB li -M- 
03* 81   F0HHAT(9X»'ACTING   sfEIGHT =»fF16.1''      LBSV/) 
Qii*   WRlTE(oi26J -          -    ^ _       
C5*        2o FORI.;AT(9X»C00KUINAT£S» iriCh     'TX'XWllX'Y'fllX'/i'/) 
06* WKiTE(6»29) ((..v* (1) »1=1»3) i CXGUWCJltI = 1J3) f (TRGT (I) »I=i*3JJ-.- -   
07*        29 FUk:NAT(9X'C.G. OF WEIGHT       •3F12.3/9X'wEAPON MOUNTING POINT' 
Oft* L_^aZ-t.aZ9,X±-'-XAu£-£I * TtflP^^n  
09*     C   MEDIA 1 - OIL 
in*     C^.     i4EDlA- 2  =  rUiaOfiU^    :- 
11* R£rtu(5r22)        ifiLDIA 
12* _ _ -  22  FORMAT IL2)        ._ - .,           
13* WKlTE(tj»96)   THuTA 
_U±* 9u.EQs±'^lAZ,J^JiXim.Ulinj^^J^i£l£^ 
15* 1  Fiu.2) 
16* _.   _ _.  !fliRiTE(Qjaai jiY.f RZ  __ _ -  :  -  ^ -.-,  
17* 80   F0RMAT(//9X'GI;-',BAL   ROTATION^   D£G.'/ 
la*       1 _     ___   9X'—— ■ — '//13X'PITCH'F10.£^.'  CIWCL.   MOU. 
19* INTluG   MtlGLE)'/iSX'YAW      »F10.2/) 
jdil* Jl iL=,.0£E:ClIJ^J^.QL.UiviE_jaE_-A££iMUUU:-aEi.JUi3. : ,—, —  
21* IF(r.lEDiA.EQ.l)   60   TO   200 
22*   -. AKMAX   =__500UA__   _-^-       -   
23* AKiviIN     =300. 

.25* GO   TO   201 

.z^* _2i3.iL.Atit^iM...-,?—zioaa., ^  

.27* AKi'ilN     =800. 

.26* _ ._V_ = 117.5        : ^   :  

.29* 201   C0i4TIMuE 

.30*     _ •   C     AKMAXrAKiv1Ii^=  /^XTUAT0R.STlFFNi:.5S  MAX.   AMD   MIN._ BE5P.___ _ _ - 

.31* IF(MEL)IA.Ebl.l)   'iVRITE(&r82) Vr AKMAX'AKMIN 

.3g* IiLiii£iliA_.l^.^-__JtaJLI£<L£iilii21.JZ.i^   

. \J 3*        82 F0H."1AT(  /3X'DAMPING MEDIA  OIL •// 

.:5H* __   1  _    3X'LFFEVTIVE VOLUME OF ACCUHULATOR^ = 'FlO.l,'  IN3 . 'Z. 

.35* 2      3X'MAXL-4UM ACTUATOR STIFFNESS      = 'FlO.l*'  LB/IN'/ 
136*    _  3      3X'MlNli-iUM ACTUATOR STIFFNESS      ='F10.1''  LB/IW'/J^ 
.37*     - 182 F0RMAT(///3X'DAMPIM6 MEDIA  NITROGEN'// 
LiS* ___.   _-l — _iK-l£££LLlli^£^^jQLU.?i£.J2E.^-AC£Uj>5ULAlDS...._=„i£li3jil./--:' INiS ^•^- 
.39* "^   2 3X'MAXI,v,UM   ACTUATOR   STIFFNESS =   'FlO.lr'      LB/lN'/ 
'^'+0*    __    _ 3 3X'MlNIi-.UM   ACTUATOR  STIFFfJESS  __    _ =„lFm. Ir' . XB/Ifl'/)- 
111* 999   FORMAT{2X///) 
l'+2* 99   FURHATI/16/) ^__   __ _   L—     
.43* C        CALCULATE   FORCE   AND   MOMENT   COMPONErjTS 
AM DO   6   1 = 1» 3 ^  
A5* 8   F(I)=   0.0 
■ '+6*__^        __ F(3)=   w    _   _        _„ - ^.- _- --.- --^   
Al* RAOIY   =   -RAUY" 
US*        ^ RAplZ     =   -,^ADZ   _.__ _. ....L^_    ,  
1'49* CALL   RT2(RlT2»KADiY) 
L50J!5 CAj_L_R13(JJJL3Ll£iAD.lZJ_ 
151* CALL   MATMAT(RlT3'RiT2fRlTOf3) 
i52*___     __ CALL  MATVEC(RlTrF»Fl'3)   
153* CAuL  MATVEC(R0TrXw»XWl»3) 
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iL5'+* 
155* 

CALL  MATVEC{R0T»XGUNfXGUMl»3) 
Fl (4)_ .=     F (3) * (_XW 1 (2) -  C K 2) ) - F(2)*(Xwl(3)- Cl(3)) 

156* 
157* 

Fi(5)   =     F(1)*(XV.1(3)-  Cl(3))- 
Fl.(6)   = . F (a) * (X.W1 (1)- XIID )- 

F{3)*(Xwl(l)- 
Fl.l)*{XiS[li.2)- 

CKD) 
Cl(2)) 

.58* 

.59* 
C FA: 

100 
=ACTUATOR  FORCE rLt:l 
F0W,^AT(6F15.6) 

.60* 
r61* C 

CALL  MATVEC(A»FlfFA»6) 
.   I ._N   I   I .1. A. L   1 Z  A   T. ION      .     __ 

162* DO   52   I=l»6 
SD(I)=0.0 

164* 
.J^5*  

SFO(I)=0.0 
SFC(I)=0.0 

.66* 

..67* 
DO   52   J=l»6 
RUTT(I»J)=0.0 

.68* 

.65*_„ _. 

   
5d 

ROTT1(IFJ)=0»0 
SKO(Irj)   =_Q_».(I         

.70* 

.71* 
SKdrJ)   =   0.0 
AKl(If^)   =0.0 

i72* 
l73*  .  . 

SKi(Iru)    =   0.0 
DO   112   I=lr3 

.7'+* 

.15*    __ 
DO   112   J=l»3 
ROTTKlf J)=K1TU»I)... _  ^ 

76* 
77* 

R0TTl(i + 3f J + 3):::RlT(JfI) 
R0iT{lrJ)=HlT{i,J) 

78* 
29.*. 

c 

' c 

112 
LflC 

1 

"SK 
67 

K0TT(I+3fJ+3)    -RlTCIrJ) 
=   CODL   FOR   LOCATICM   OF   .DESIRED   STiFFNESS 

80* 
.81* _^ 

.   AT   MTu,   PLATFORM*      2.   AT   C.G. 
Rt:AQ(5>22).  LOC_.._. .. 

OF   VEHICLE*   3. .   AT   WEAPON   MTG.   PT. 

62* 
&A*  

=  STIFFNESS   REOUIRED   IN   WEAPON 
Rt-hu   (5f2)    (SK(Irl) »I = lf6) 

COORDINATE   SYSTEM 

bti* IF(LCC.LT.3)   GO   TO   70     > 
DO   .4.5   i=lfj   . 

86* 
£1* .: 

  

45 XTKGT(I)=TKGT(I)-(XGUNl(I)+XW1(D) 
STRGT=0.0        

86* 
69* Ir, 

DO   ■+&   l = lf3 
STKfaT=STRfiT+XTRfiT(T)**? 

9C* 
91*   _   . 

STRGT=SQRT(STRGT) 
DO   47  1 = 1».3                   .. 

92* 
93.*    _ 47 

DT(I)=XTRGT(I)/STR6T 
.SKO.LL» I)   =. SK ill 1) *LlJLl)**d 

94* 
95*   

CALL   MATMAT(R0TTl»SK0rSlK0»6»6] 
CALL   MATMAT(SlK0»R0TTrSK0f6fft) 

1 

96* 
97*     

READ(5»2)   RECOIL 
DO   75   1=1*3 

98* 
99* .-- 

75 SFOi(I)=RECOIL*DT(I) 
-.CAUL MATV£C(RQTT*SFOLiSFCi£»J 

00* 
01* 10,-^ 

WRiTE(o»103)   RECOIL 
F0RwAT(/3X*'RECOIL   I OAD = • fFin.1 f »      1 Rc;»//) 

02* 
Q3*..     . 

~ c 

WKiTE(6f66; 
.66  FOHtlATil^Xf.'EEUUlREILl STIFFMESS  AT_ WEAPONMUUl 
TRANSFER   WEAPON  STIFFNESS   TO  PLATFORM  SYSTEM 

.     .„_Xl=XGUlj(n+XW(i)   -C(l) 

JTING   P0INT»/) 
Of* 
05* _ 
06* 
07*   

Yl=XGUii(2)+XW(2)   -C(2) 
Zl = XeUia3)+XW<3»   -C(3)          

084f 
09*. 

CALL   RbT2(R6T»0.»Xl»Yl»21) 
D0_12.1   I=ltJb ...    ._ _ .„    _„ _      - _ 

10* DO   121   J=lf6 
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il* 121   R6TT(IfJ)=R6T(JfI) 
12* -  CALL. i4ATMAI {R6TI SKO-.RSK» 6-»-6l- - 
13* CALL MATMAT{RSKrR6TT»SK01^6»6) 
i.H* HALL MAT^EC (R6T-* SEa» SE»6-1  
15* DO  27   I=l»6 
Ih* no  27  J=l>h  
17* IF   (SK01(I^J),LT.   1.0)   60   TO   27 
ifl*. IF (SFIX) *i.Xr-J._.0)   GLO   TO 27  
19* SKKIfJ)   =   i./SK01(IrJ) 
2Q* _22_X0iMimU£  
21* GO  TO  71 
22* C      SFn   =   FXThRNAL   FORCES  
23* 70   READ(5r2)    (SFO(I)»1=1f6) 
aii*„  _ LF (LOG,EQ.2)-.&a-.Ta.^l22-- 
25* DO   123   I=lrb- 
26* 123 SE (I I=SFO (JL)  
27* 122  WK1TE(6»72) 
28* 7iLJEQiiMAllZltX>*   £XT£Ri^AL  L0.AQS-1Z)  
29* WKITE(6r   94)    (SFOd ) »1 = 1 »6) 
,3_0*      _   9'i_FQRA^J{   31X'XLa2X»_YVrl2X.VZ'//HX'FORCE*   LB. •_»3E12.1/_ 
;31* 1   ^X'MOMEMTr   IN.LB. •»3E12.1/) 
!32*L IECLOCEQJLI)   50 TO_„Iif   _..       
33* IF(L0C.EQ.2)   feRITE(6»65) 
m* 6^   FORMAT (14X>'RE(JUIRED   STTFEIMFSS   AT   C.G.   OF   VEHICLE   V)  
35* GO   TO   97 
;i6* 7tf _l(vKlJE(_6r54)      _ -  --^   
137* 64  FORMAT (If+Xr • REQUIRED  STIFFNESS  AT  MOUNTING  PLATFORK'/) 
i3e!fL D Q   150   1=1,6      
;39* 150   SKO(ia)=SK{I»I) 
.M* jSii.jm_zi2 __-  
I'+l* 97  RTriETA  =  -RTHETA 
•A21L Xi_.=  XdKD-Ciiil     ,_   
;43* Yl  =  Xwl(2)-Cl(2) 
m*      _^Z1 J=_Xri 1 (3) -C K 3)  ,  
:45* CALL   R&T2(R6T»KTHETA»XlfYl»Zl) 
:46* CJiLL. MATVEC,(£6-Ii-SFJJxSF->.aJ  
147* DO   300   I=l»6 
'AQ*. IF(_SKllf I).LT.l_.Ql_i30_IQ„3uQ   ^      
>49* SD1(I)=SF0{I)/SK(I»I) 
i5jQ*___ JJQD __C0N1INLIE      
i51* WRITE(6»13) (SDKI) »I = lf6) 
'3Z* . CALL R6T3(R6IlxilIhEIAj-jajLY:ijZ3J  
'.53* CALL   MATVEC(R6Tl»SDlrSD»6) 
;54=iL„_     WRITI_(6rl3) (SDLLI)..'I=lfi!L)    ._   
;55* GO  TO  373 
i56* 23 S10Zll=lJb      
:57* DO  21   J=l»6 
L5.5* 2J_Siia3. (I f J1=SKQ {liJJ  
i59* 31   DO  73   I=l»6 
160* DO. 73.SJ=1JA  
i61* IE   (SKOl{IrJ).LT.   1.0)   GO  TO  73 
J62*  „.. SKI a»sJ) . =_^1.,/SKOl tl' J)    
263*                   73  COiNiTINUE 
IM* i73„CULilIliU£  
^65* 71   WRIT£(6»104)(SK(I»I)»I=lf6) 
4166* 104 EORMAT(   31X'X'rl2X'Y'»12X'Z'//4X'TRANSLATI0N»   LB/IN''3F12.1/ 
267* 1   4X•ROTATION* Hi.LB/RAD'rSFia.l/) 
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268* 20   F0KMAT{6F12.1/) 
269*    IF(LQC^EQ.2)   SO   TO   245  ._ 
i70* CALL   i'Uu Vc:C(SKi»SF»SDf6) 
ill* .   .  ._C   TRAN5F0i<MATI0N   OF   FORCES   TO  CEJ-JTER   OF   GIMBAL 
172* 245   DU   42   I=1»D 
;73* -_42.5E.C1I_) =SfJ.IJ +£111) 
'.7t** SFC(4)=SFC(4)-bFC(2)*C(3) 
'.75* SFC (5) =SFC (a)+SFC (J.) *C Cai 
176* SFt(6)=SFC(b) 
177*^ -.    -      mULiAjflZ'^L        
'.78* 12^   F0r^i1AT(/14X'F0KCES   AT   PITCh  GIMBAL   IN   ITS   COORDINATE  SYSTEM'/) 
;/4* -   .  -    -    WHITE(bf9M-)    (Sf C(I)»T=1 ,A) 
'.60* CALL   MMTV£C<B'bD»AD»6) 
icl*.   - .   CALL  M>iTV£CtA_»SF.»AFfb) 
Ib2* DO   50   I=1»D 
:63* - - AK{I)=MF(I)/AD(IL._    ^   
>.a4* 30   A.\i(Iri)=l./AK(I) 
Liiii*,_ _XALL_tUiIilAIij\Xi.Aiaj_AAKjL£iJL£J        _  
;86* CALL   MATNiAT(AAK»A   fSSK»6»6) 
:a7*  -      feHir£(orl5)   ITfTITLE.--   .. 
:68* WKITE   {6f77) 
;es*.        77   FO,<i-iAT 118X'ACTUATOR   FORCES   AMD  DISPLACEMELTS  i^JE   TC»//   SX'ACTUATOR 
.90* 1'»4X'vrfLISHTrLB             RECOIL   LOAD.LB.        DIPL.(RECOIL   LD.)»IM   '/) 
Vl*  - "iiElJL -LtLLti)   1-Lt EAlLlj.AFAJ.l.tAllLnjJLzliJi.1  
92* 76  FOr<;'iAT(   9X11»2Fi7.1 rF22.5) 
93* _ DU   9   I::l»6 
9<t* 9   DP(I)   =FA{I)/AH 
9 b*  C     AK  =   ACTUrtTOf^  STiFFNESSfL3/Ii4 
96* 102   Fui<ilAT(3Elb.6) 
97*._ -       £..-_.C±iE_C.ts._j:F._ACLUfi.iaji,..S.I.LF.F.UESS   IS   WITHlf-i   RAHGF 
98* DO   10   l=lf3 
99*  -    .^ IF   (AK(I).GT,AKMIH)50   TO  11       _.   ,_ 
00* ViRITE   (6fl3)    Ar<.(I) f AKMIi-i 
01* _             Gu   TO   10             _ _ _      . 
02* 13  F0i-(;.;AT(6Flb.4) 
03* . J.JLIE.._LAK (I) ,J^j,Ai<JyXAX.l^Q ..IQ._l.a   
04* WHITE   (6»13)   AK.(I)»AKMAX 
05*  lO-COiiTINUL 
06* C     CALCULATE   ACTUATOi-,   PRESSURES 
07* ._   DU   12 .i. = lf6 
08* PTOP(I)=(AK(I)*V/(2.*AP**2))-0.5*DP(I) 
US* .-    .    iz__Pii0.rjLIJ_=.£XQP(..LJ+i^ai 
10* WRiT£(&rl07) 
11* ....._.._._   107  FOK,-;AT   (//laX'   ACTUATOR   STIFFNESS   AIJD PRESSURL-S'/ 
12* 1                           18X' •//   SX'ACTUATOR 
13* ._-..-_  2SiIFFN;_SS                    TOP  P'^ESSURE          BOT,   PRESSURL'/21X   'L3/IN'rl4X 
14* 2'PSI'   14X'PSI'/) 
i5,*__ iuiLIE.IL6JLJ.ai)     I i r AK (I) f PTGP ( I) r PROT (I) » 1 = 1 r o ) 
16* 101   F0i<r,AT(9X»llp3i-17.1) 
17* C     PR  =  PrvECHAR(iE   PRESSURE»   PSI           (FOR   f-jITRQGEM  ONLY) 
18* IFd^-iEDlA.EQ.l)   GO   TO   203 
19* _   DO   205   1 = 1» 6  
iO* 205   PR(I)   =   PTOP(I)*V/V0 
21* JfiLKXIElLtZiJiiL               .  _  .      . 
>2* 202   FOK,»1AT(//24X'ACTUATOR   PREChARGE'/24X' ' 
i.3*   1   //i9X'ACTUAT0R„ '7X'PRECHARGE   (PSI)'/   ) 
24* DO   206   I=lf6 
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55* IF(FA(I).LT.   0.0)   GO  TO   207 
?a*-       V^RlTE(bf2Q9L-IiPR(I) -    
11* 209  FORi^iAT(20X»Il»'      (TOP) ♦ »F17.1) 
Z£A GQ JQ_206  
29* 207  WKiTE(6»206)   I»PR(I) 
30* aaEJEmMAl-(?QXfIlr* iHOrLOMlIfFm.l)- 
31*       206 CONTINUE 
22?!?  SO   TO 23IL    
!33* 203   DO   250   I = l»& 
3!t* ^ --2K\ (1)_=PT0P (I) *V/235.  
35*                 250  PRBlI)=PB0T(I)*V/235. 
36* mUT£CQr222). 
37* 222-F0RNiAT(//24X'ACCUMULATOR   PKECHARGE'/24X' ' 
3ii* 1  //15X'IJO. 'j6X• TOP' riOXABOTXQM'Z)   •-  
39* WRITECb»290)(IrPRT(I)»PRB(I)»I=1»6) 
fLQ* 29Q_ FOfiMAT11&X^11»2EL'^.-!)_  
tH* 230   WKITE(of530) 
ii£* 53£L._B^MAT(/Z.1H1//J  
43* WKlT£(b»531) 
£fii* 531 FOrt,.lAT(/ 20X'Ki-SULTAlSiT FLEXIBILITY AT THE REQUiP£uJ.OCATXQMlZL 
45* WRITE(o»511) ((SSK(I»J)rJ=i»6).I=l»6) 
4&»L 511 FORMAT( £X'bEl2.6/)  
H7*           CAuL MATIN(SSK»ID»6) 
48* ^&l.IE,(ja.>2lQ), 
49* "     210 FORhATC/ 20X«RcSULTANT STIFFNESS AT THE REuUlRED LOCATION'/) 
5J)=»L  „4!fKITE (b»211) ((SSK(li.J.1.{J_=1»6) t I=lf_6)  
51*       211 FORMAT I 2X»6F12.1/) 
52*    ejQ_IQ_„lQQJOL  -^-   
53*     9999 STOP 

■^* £Mil  
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R6Ti 
i/i2/7'+-i3:04:iu  (fO) 

ilJL   K6T3 ENT.-<Y POINT 000103 

USEU:   CODE(l)   \iUUic4i   j:iATA(OlJ)00D26r BLANK. C0MiylONl2)-0aQQ0O- 

u   REFERENCES   (BLOCK»   NAME) 

COS 
_SIN _  

NERr<3$ 

^SSIiiNMeil LBi«.ac!li.JJtE£-t_JiiJ-AXlJ/£-_LQCAIXQilj--NAi:4E_L 

_Q000i7 105G 
OOOOOf INJPS 

OOOl 00Q020 llOG 
0000 I 000001 J 

_Q0Q1._^_ ODO.0.^^3- 123S OQM 13.0 QDM^126G 

2* 

4* 

SUijHOUTIME  RQT3(R0T2»QfX»YrZl 
DlwENSiOiJ R0T2(6»b) 
DO  1 1 = 1 »6    
Du 1 J=lf6 

_i_m>Iililf-JJ!=.U..±iL 
6* 
7* 
8* 
9* 

10* 
11* 
12* 
13*. 
lt^* 
.1.5*. 
16* 
_i2*. 
18* 
Ll9* 
20* 
21* 

RUT^(1»1)=C0S(Q) 
R0ri:(lr3)=SIN((iL 
ROT2(2r2)=1.0 
R0T2(3a)=-SIN(QL 
R0T2(3r3)=C0S(u) 
Jia-.ii_I=ll_3  
DO 2 J=l»3 
R0Ta(I + 3rJ+3.). 
R0T2(lf5)=-Z 
R0r2(lf6)= Y- 
R0T2(2»'+)= Z 

=..RQT2(IfvJ) 

R0T2(3r4)=-Y 
R0T2(3r5).= K 
RcTURN 
EiJD__._   

) OF COMPILATION: l\iO .lACMOSTICS. 
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.R6T2».R6T2 
15/06/7H-l6:2t:2b ifD)_ 

'INE K6T2      ENTRY POINT 0 00103 

._USED:. CODE(l) Oa0124J OATACUI. 00_UQ2D; ULANK C0MI-10M(2) DDOOOQ 

,L REFERENCES (BLOCK» NAME) 

COS 
SIN 
NERR3S 

^_ASSI£IJM:iiI—mLUi:Jl>._TYPF ^..J^\ LATIVF ■I,f>CATTOrijL_J'lA.d£I  

000U17   1056 OOuI    __ Q.00u20   llOG O.QDl  000043 123o OOOl        0000^4   126a 
000004   INJPi 0000   I   OOUuOl   J 

1*        .   _ SUUKOUTINE     R612(R0T2fQf:K«Y_»ZL 
2* Dli'iENSlCN   K0T2(b»6) 
3*       _     .   DO   i   1=1'6   
4* DU   1   vl-i»6 

_,. 5±, i._JiQ,].alI,/,J.) =0...lL   
6* ROT2{l»l)=C0S(i) 
7*         R0T2{1^3)=SIH(^i)   
b* ROT2{2f2)=i.O 
9*     ___:  RuT2(3rl)=-:jIHlG!)         .. 

10* R0T2(3O)=C0S(U) 

11* ja^.„^.„i:=i^.ji   
12* DO   2   J-lf3 
13* 2  Rul2{l+3»J + 3) =_R0T2(I»J)  
14* PuTt;(4r2)=-Z 
15*           RO i i (4» 3) =   Y  _   
16* R0f2(5fl)=   Z 
17*_._ .^ So 1 £„( 5 f_ij =-X .  
18* R0T2(6rl)=-Y 
19*          Rul2(bf2)=   X     
20* RLLTURN 

21*    Ei^u  _^„     -   - 

OF   COMPILATIOM: I-JO     OlAGr^OSTICS. 
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•MATINf.MATIN 
3/06/74-16:2a:26 UQl 

INE MATIN    ENTRY POINT OOOS^H 

_USED:__COQEII) DaD36i;„DATAia).- oaoiaar^ BLANK .cOMMOMiaj oooooo  

L REFERENCES (BLOCK» NAME) 

NERK3$ 

ASS 1GNMENT LBLUCKt JXELi-RLLAllSlE. LOCAXIOMr. NAMEL)„_.^^ 

_QjQilafe2_._iJ).QL  
000042 125G 
0 00235 207G  
000300 710L 
000022 DETERM 
000u31 IROW 

_MM2L^  

nOOl   000065 105j^. 
OOul   000113 152G 
_0OQl_  0QQ262 217S 
OOUl   U00317 715L 
000 0 r 000024 1  
0000 I a00u23 J 
0000 I 000030 Ll  

.MLQl mUQIlIS—li3.7je  
OOOl   000155 i63o 
OOill _ OOQ304 23lii _ 
OOOl   000312 720L 
0000 I 000032 ICOLUM 
0000 I 000032 JCOLUM 
_00Qn_fi.-aami27L-£ivQx__ 

niinl       nnnn21  114G 
OOOl 
OOOl 
OOOl 
^0 000 
0000 

000163 170G 
00Q133 31DJ : 
000321 7'+0L ^ 
.00 0ODD INDEX' 
000031 JROW 

flOnO R 000033 '^WAP 

1* 

3* 

5* 
6*. 
7* 

9* 
10* 
11* 
12* 
13* 
iiL*_ 
15* 
16* 
17* 
18* _ 
19* 
20* 
21* 
a2*_ 
23* 
24*_ 
25* 

27* 
28* 
29* 

SUBROUTINE MATIN(2fIDfN) 
JMlRlX..-lilV£fiSliI!i_QiiLi^  

:c, 
c 

_.nidEJMSION..INDEX!   Q^t3}i 
EQUIVALENCE   (IROW»JHOW)» 

INITIALIZATION 

ZtNrNX  - -_  
(ICOLUMrJCOLUM) t   (AMAXr T» SWAP) 

DETERM^l.O 
 .DO 20 w=I».N  
20 INDEX(J»3) = 0 

DO 550 I=Xf.-J._._. 

_S£ARacL_E.Qa_£l^ii}I_£L£MENI_ 

80 

100 
_10S 

_ AMAX=0.0    
DO 105 J=lfN 
JK(1NDLX:(J'3) .LQ.D.GO TO 1Q5 __ 
DO 100 K=lfN 

_JLfJiL10LXiJl^31^JJ._6a-?_.LOJlt_„Ii5 

onooi: 
ooooi: 

ooooi: 
.-OD-DOl. 
ooooi: 

.jjii.o.ai- 

IF(AMAX.GE.ABS(Z(J»K)))G0 TO 100 
I><OW=U  
ICOLUM=K 
AMAX = AaS_(Z CUrKl).    
CONTINUE 

INDEX(IC0LUMr3) = 
INu£Xa»l)=IRQvt_-. 
INL»£X(If2)=IC0LUM 

INDEX(IC0LUMf3) +1 

_O0Q01 
OOOOI 

_ OflOOl 
OOOOI 

-,00001 
OOOOI 

OOOOI 
..aonoi 
oonoi 
QOOOl 

..QQoai 
OOOOI 

00001 
■onnQi 
OOOOI 
.aoaoi 
OOOOI 
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^30* 
31* 

C 
c iNTtRCdANes;  RO.-iS   TO   PUT  PIVOT   QLEM£i4T   ON  DIAGOiiAL.. 

00001 
_           DQ0.Q1 

32* 
33* 

c 
IF(IROVV.F:«.ICOLUM)GO   TO   310 

00001 
onnoi 

3*t* 
35* 

DLTtRM=-DET£RM 
DO   200   L=lfiJ 

00001 
Donoi 

36* 
37* 

SWHP=Z(IROW»L) 

 Zlli^OWrL)=Z(ICOLUMfL)„......     __     ...,_     ..._. 
200   ZliC0LUM»L)=5lMP 

00001 
onnni 

38* 
39* c 

00001 
 QilDOl 

to* 
41* 

c DIVIDE   PIVOT   ROW   BY   PIVOT  ELEMENT 
DIVIDE   PIVOT   ROW   BY   PIVOT   ELEMFhiT 

00001 
onnni 

(+2* 
,'+3* 

c 
3lfj   PIVOT        =Z(ICOLUM»ICOLtJM) 

00001 
nnnni 

t5* 
Z(ICOLUM»ICOLUM)=1.0 
DO   350   L=1JH     _ _. .^-  -=,  .        . _.,.         ODOOl 

46* 
47* iL 

350   ZCiCOLUM»L)=Z(iCOLUMrL)/PIVOT 00001 
nnnni 

48* 
1*9* 

c REDUCE  NON-PIVOT  HOWS 00001 
onnni 

,50* 
■51* 

DO   550   L1=1»N 
It-'(Ll •rO-imi (Jf-DGO   TO   'i^O 

oonoi 
...   .   _  _ 00001 

52* 
53* 

T=Z(L1»IC0LUM) 
7(1  l»If.r)!,,lJM)=OpO 

00001 

'54* 
;55*_^ 
56* 
57* c 

DO   450   L=1»M 
450. Z(i.lfLJ=Z(Ll»L)--Z(ICOLUMjiJ*T  .-.  
550   COUTINUE 

UOOOl: 
   OD 0.01; 

ooooi: 
onooi' 

58* 
59* 

c li'JTERCHANGE  COLUMNS ooooi: 
n n n n r 

60* 
61* 

DO   710    I = lfri 
 L=N+i-i   .  ...--.   ..   -.-. -..      -. .-.-.- .-  

ooooi. 
. . .-....-    ooooi; 

i62* 
63* 

IF(INDEX(L»1).EG.INDEX(L»2))G0   TO  710 
JROiJ=I|.iDEX(l • 1 ) 

oooci: 
. _ „ „.   ..   oonoi; 

64* 
t:5* 

JCOLUi-UirJOEXCLfg) 
po 7nft K = i' ■; 

ooooi: 
nnnni- 

66* 
hT*- 
68* 
69* 

  
S.VMP = Z(K»JHOW) 

 ZU\t JROW ).-Z (K t JCQLUMJ   :  
Z(KfJCOLUM)=SWAP 

705  COuTIHUF 

OOPOl' 
 -- .:....- _._.-. OQO 0-1;! 

ooooi:' 
._.  ._...aQooi: 

70* 
71* 

710   CO.gTIiviUE 
.     no  7.^0  K   =   1 »N 

OOPCl? 
n n n n 1 ; 

72* 
.73*_ 
74* 
75*.. 

  
IF(INDi_X(Kr3) .EQ.DGO   TO   720 

 GO   TO   715                 ....     _....._        ..-   .- -.-  
720   CONTINUE 
730 .COI-JTINOE.-.. -_.._       .- -          

ooooi; 
  -.-_  ooooi; 

ooooi; 
 ^  oooDi; 

76* 
7L7* 

lu  =1 
GO   TO   74n 

oocoi; 
  ooooi; 

76* 
79* 

715   lU   =2 
740   RETURN 

oonoi; 
      .    .      .. OOOOIJ 

80* 
81* 

c LAST  CARD  OF   PROGRAM 00001? 
..  - -. .-.-.. oonoi; 

OF COMPILATION:     NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
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.MATMATr.MATMAT 
3/06/7f-16:28:2a UQ.L 

INE MATMAT   ENTRY POINT 000112 

„USEL): CODEU) DQ0J.3£i__DAIAUl_ aoaOtaJ- BLANK-C0MM0NX2)—a0X)0ac 

L REFERENCES (BLOCKr NAME) 

NERR3$ 

_ASS 1GNMENT _ (BLOCK f _TYPE«__R£LAII«EL.LQCAIIQN* _MAME1- 

00004*3 105G oool  onoaifS HOG 00 0.1. 
000001 J 0000 I 000002 K 

QOni  nnnnsn lltG oOoO I j&nooOO I 

A* -SUBRQUTINE MATH A T ( ft r R t C f K, r N) 
2*          DIMENSION A(N»N)»B(NrM)»C{N»M) 
_3*  Di)_ _ 1 I =ir N   
4* DO 1 J=lfM 
5*    C {I f J). =fl. 0  -'-  
6* DO  1  K=lrN 

_7* ^  C(I»J)   =C(I>J)   -!- AUiJ<l*Blli>jJl. 
8*                            RETURN 

_9* ENQ  

} OF COMPILATION:       NO  DIAGNOSTICS. 
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i .RT2».RT2 

riNE RT2      ENTRY POINT 000033 

f:.JJSEDr-CflDEl-iJ^-MQjOit2_{J3AIAiOXJ^^^^    BLA!slJCXQMMON(-21--aaailO0^- 

sL  REFERENCES   (BLOCK*   NAME) 

i   COS 
LSIN  

NERR3$ 

■   ASSTfiNHFNT      fpinrx.   TYPF.   f^FI flTTVF  I nrftTTONr   NAMF) 

_JlilQimi._lNiJES- 

1* SUuROUTINE RT2{R0T2»Q) 
Z*   „„DlMEt>lSX0ri^-a012-{3r.3J  
3* R0T2(lrl) = COS(Q) 

__*»,* R0J2_(.ij2.1_=-JLt  
5* R0T2(1»3) =  SIN(Q) 
6* RCLL2iZil.L_=-JLr  
7* R0T2(2»2) = 1. 

__ a* R0T2C2L3).J:__Q-. 
; 9* R0T2(3»1) =-SlN(Q) 
^10* RyT2i3t2) =.JI.  
11*          R0T2(3»3) = COS(Q) 
12* RETURN  
.13* END 

QE-COJ-lEJ.LAT-IQNi 11Q__ _ DJASNQSIICS.- 
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.RT3».RT3 
3/06/7't-16:28:30 (rJQi. 

INE RT3      ENTRY POINT 000033 

.USED: CODE(ILQ000^2? DAlAlJ) 1000121 BLANK C0MM0NX2) 000.000- 

L REFERENCES (BLOCK* NAME) 

COS 
._S1N  
NERR3$ 

Mt^NT     (BLOCK*   TYPK>   RFLATTVF  LQCATIOLl^jyAMEl, 

._0OOJM1_1NJP$-  

1* SUdROUTINE   KT3(R0T3fR) 
_2*_ _QlMEMSi.01l RQJ-3(3r3)  

'   3* R0T3(1»1)   =  COS(R) 
,   iML . R0T3 (_1 r2)   = .-SmiR-L „ 
i   5* R0T3(lf3)   =   0. 
•   6*  . R0T3(2>1)   =  SmiRJ  

7* R0T3(2r2)   =  COS{R) 
■ „a* -   R0T3(2f3)_ _= „(L.  - 

9* R0T3(3»1)   =   0. 
10* : fiOT3l3 »21 _= JJj.  
11* R0T3(3f3)   =   1. 

AZ* StIiifiiJ  
13* ENO 

i QE-XOMElLATIOfcL:- .-  tiQ_ ,0IASNOSTIC£. 
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.MATVEC».MATVEC 
■13/Q6/7'L-16;28:31„_(f.aL 

riNE  MATVE€ EiMTRY   POINT   000062 

:.USED;   CODE(l)_ uaOOl/J J)6TA(Di,_00_0fl25.f.SLAMK, COWMoriCil^ ODOOOO _ - 

XCREFERENCES   (BLOCK*   NAME) 

NER«3$ 

ASS IGNMENT    A BLQCK_I. T^Pc». .RELATIVE. LaCAlIQN»_-.tlAM£X    

XQ5G ptini      nnonai ills 0000 I finnnon i OLQXH} oonon^ INJPJ 

!   1* 
'    2* 

SUBKOUTINE MATVEC(A»B»C»N) 
nIMF^JS10^I   A(Wfiv) »B(N) »C(N) 

:   3* DO 1 I = i»;j 
Cill_=     DuL                                            - _- 

5* 
A* 

DO   1   J  =   IfM 
J.  Cdi  = ClU   +  A(l»J)*RivL) 

7* 
:    6* 

RETURN 
END 

)  OF COMPILATION:              NO   DIAGNOSTICS. 

- 
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Jl. 
2. 

5..- 
6. 

_ 7._ 
a. 

10. 
11.. 
12. 

 VEtOCLL.-^^^. 
0. 

-3000.0- 0.0 
0.0 0.0 

100-0.  0.0 
0.0 O.ij 

..-2.     
1 

-6^ 0_a-F S  I   MU-4.-A  T  0  R- 
**************************** 

L.. .^^ ihL,.lfi—HELXCOPTC.R  

-U.-0 
0.0 
50. _ 

-ifS.STS 

1207.5 
luQG. 

.0.0 

W-: 
13. 
It. 

.15.-- 
16. 
17.- 
18* 
19. 
20. 
21..- 

0.0 - 
3000.0 

--JLOOiU., 
0.0 0.0 tt5.875 

0.0 
0 .0 - 
2 
-1   - 

0.0 
_-0-..O-- 

0.0 
-0.^--- 

0.0 
-0*-0- 

0.0 

3565.2 
fW, F 

22. 
-23. 
2^. 
.25-.- 
26. 
-2.7^- 
28. 
29. 
30. 

0. 
3000.0 

U.O 
lOOU. 

0.0 
.2-  
1 
1207.5 
100,0. 

-- O.U 
0.0 

-0.0 -- 
0.0 

-0.0  
0.0 

— OJ  

-i+5.87S- 

.1756500. 
1000. 
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CASE     1                                                            6-OOFSIMULATOP 

    VEHICLE   ....»......*.      Art   IG     HELICOPTER  

ACTING   WEIGHT = 3000.0     LBS 

COORDINATES*   INCH  -^- -X- 

X--i5*.-iiF- iaiE liiHT .Ji-O-H ♦4ma ltS^-&75~ 
WEAPON MOUNTING POINT        .000        .000        .000 
^TARGET - -      1000.000 .000 5a.-000- 

„jaQUta.IisiG--AWGL£-.QF..yEHlCLE-4i.ITH4^UU^tiRf44-.4i£a,--^.^ ♦iXO- 

GIMBAL   ROTATION»   UEG. 

. P.lXCii MJIU I lNCL.*-4»'iuUfiTJU4G- 4VMCxLi,J- 
YAW .00 

.UAHP XMG__MED.l A .,...-.»..-....-.laXR.D-GEi'.l- 

EFFECTIVE VOLUME OF ACCUriUL/vTOa = 326.-0- IN3- 
MAXlivUM ACTUATOK STlFFNt.SS       =     5000.0 LG/IN 
MINIMUM ACTUATOR STIFFNESS   _.= 3aa.-0 LB/lN- 

EXTERNAL LOAUS 

X Y 

FORCE* LB. 1000.0 »0 .0 
...__lyli).MEMl t IN *LB.,* .JO. *^Q .-0-. 

 REQUIRED STIFFNESS Al MQUNTIiua-^PLAT-FQRM  _ 

._      _-,.X-.-._-: X Z 

^-JTRAMSLAIlQiSLi -LB/I^^i LZ0Z..5 ^.Q- .-0- 
ROTATION*IN.LB/RAD .0 .0 .0 
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CASE 6-   ..J   0   F        SI   ;■;   U   L   A   T   0   R 

VEHICLE   ..-.       Ati   IG     HE.L.ICOPTLR 

ACTUATCK   FORCLS   A.iU   ^ISPLACE.-^ilf'Tb   HUr   TO 

ACTUATuR WEIGHTrLti i<£COiL   u^ADfLF., 0!f1.. (KECOIL   Lu. ) r IN 

1 

3 

5 
6 

046.6 
646.a 
646.vi 
6'*-6.o 

.43.4.1.. 
434.1 

-ttatD fiH. o 
51.1 
bi.l 

-.50019 
 ^£i35.9_ 

..lo959 
-.3oei9 

.13.^S60 

.13860 

ACTUATOR   STIFFNcSS   /JiO   ri^ESSUnES 

ACTUATOR STlFFucSS 
LL/I;J 

1 954.7 
■d li74.D 
3 1174.u 
4   . . 954.7 
5 368.3 

 6. -    .iba.o 

TvH P,<L;S -SUHF 
PSI 

330.'i 
410. b 
410.5 
33u.,'; 
116.3 

--lit}..3 

HOT. PRESS URf- 
Pr>I 

361.3 
441.0 
44i.O 
361.3 
14D.r' 

 .t(i4*-to-..--. 

ACLUi"1U^AT0r>   PhuCHrt,!!. 

  .-ACCuMULw iOK. 

1 (TJP) 

Z (TOP) 
3 (TOP) 
4 (TOP) 
5 -(TOP) 
6 (TOP) 

-P^^uCfm^E ipj^i.}  

:soQ,. .<i 
317. .9 
317. ,9 
?5u. .2 
_9x. .-^ 
91. .6 

HESULU^,>iT   bTIFP':LL>j   AT   CFNTEP   OF   PLATFvKf-^ 

1207.5 -.0 

au3.i 

-. 0 -.0 .1/ .0 

-.0 -.0 13058.6 • G -l7 3;;c.'t 

-.0 -.0 2904.8 -.0 266i3.2 -•u 

-.0 13058.o -. J lb43334.9 .0 -il6H[.5.2 

-.0 .0 266ld.2 .0 1004775.9 . 1 

.0 -179o0.4 -.0 -11&45[3.2 .1 l-jis:^?'^.,-' 
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CASE     2 &-0OFSIMULAT0R 
   *******************_**>t****_**  

-VEHXCLE--*-.^»*. »►^.*»*♦-^ -AH-ae - HEi_ICOfiTER 

ACTING WEIGHT = 3000.0  LBS 

CO ORDi N A TES» -1NCW -X 1 Z  

X-.ii-.--ai=_-W£XGHT   --OXJ-O —.J^OQ ^5.875 
WEAPON MOUNTING POINT /-*-1000.000-^  ^^--.409.-—- TOt)e- 

 -TARGET     V-    »■ -- .^QQ>-=.~^—,.^^-rogtr-^:^.^-^, .^00- 

440UWTlW&-AMGLE---O.F---V.EWl4;4^--¥J4^W--Pk-A^-0«44^--43t4^  ^ .-54-- 

GIMBAL   R0TATI0M»   DE6. 

.--PXTCW ^m ClMCL-.-44ajW.XI.N&---AI4.e-w&l- 
YAW .00 

..IiAhsi?-XW£- {'dEOXA-.-^.^-.*.^ ,K*- i4iTSCi-G£W  

EFFECTIVE VOLUME OF ACCUMULATOR  =  326.41  1W3 - 
MAXIMUM ACTUATOR STIFFnESS       =     5000.0  L3/IiM 
-MINIMUM ACTUATOR STIFFNESS - -- = - - -300.0 -LB/Ia 

EXTERNAL LOAOS 

~ ' X " Y 2 

FORCEf LB. .0 .0      1000.0 
::-MOIviEMILL._LM.La» .il .il •^- 

    REQUIRED- STIEFNESS AT MOUNTING- PiATF-0RM  

   X X -2- 

 XSAJlSLA-tlDni-^La/UJ a] t-O 35^5.2 
ROTATIONrlN.LB/RAD .0 .0 .0 
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— 
CASE  £ 

  VEHICLE ... 

6- D 0 F   SIMULATOR 
   --- ********-**♦*-****************  

.. .^.....^.  AW IG- HELICOPTER    _.   .__ __  _ 

ACTUATOR FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS DUE TO 

ACTUATOR 

1 

WEIGHTrLB     RECOIL LOAD»LB. DIPL.(RECOIL LD.)rIN 

646.8           215.6 
64f!-ta- . _      _-215^ii__ 

.21561 

3 
  -^Ji    

646.0           215.6 
  646. a --.^ .  215.a.     

.21561 
—^1561 

5 
-:   .     €L  ^, ^...... 

646.o           215.6 
  646.a ._ _____   21-5.^6 

.21561 

.?1 cjftl 

ACTUATOR STIFFNESS AND PRESSURES 

-. ACXUATOH STIFFNESS  ___XGP PRESSURE -__ 
La/IN             PSI 

aax. PiiEssuRE 
PSI 

1 
 2    

lOOO.O            347,3 
 lOOO.O- _  _   _ ._._ 34L2_.3 

377.6 
377.ii 

3 
 t  

lOOO.O           347.3 
 lOOO.O. _   . ^il7_._3.___ 

377.8 
_. -377.8 

5 
__6.   

lOOO.O            347.3 377.8 
377. A 

ACCUMULATOR PRECHARGE 

—ACCUMULATJQR    PRFCHARRF (P<=;T) 

1  (XUP) _- _   .. 26a.9_  _ 
2  (TOP)            268.9 

_- 3 1T0P1_ ._ .__ .__  266,9 
4  (TOP)            268.9 

_. 3 tiopj __  _  ..  ?6fi.q 
6  (TOP)            266.9 

RESULTANT STIFFNESS AT CENTER OF PLATFORM 

1207.5 -.0         -.0         -.0 -7842.5          .0 

-.0 1207.5          ,0      7842.7 .0         -,1 

-. 0 -.0      3585.2         -.0 .0         -.0 

-.0 7842.7        -.0   1758542.3 .0        -1.3 

-7842.5 .0         .C         .0 1758533.9          .1 

.0 -.1        -.0       -1.3 .0   2300516.7 
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..^p     3 6- u 0 F   S I M u L A T 0 R 

VEHl ̂,t_£_    An It,  HtuICOPTLR 

ACTING WEIGHT = 30C0.0  LBS 

COORDINATES» IMCH 

WEAPO,^ MOUNTING POINT        .000        .000        .000 
■j-^p££T iooo.ooo - ^-.000  - ^ooa 

.MamMTltiS-Ai^GLL-QF   vEHiCiX-.-tolTa BLAXKOFUi. DLG..--^--^'^ ■- -^^ 

GIMDAL ROTATION' uZG^ 

pXTChi. .„^^UQ tLNC4.»-..i'iJUiMl-XaG -A14GU-1  
YAW       "J*^ 

,.IlAiJlPlWG--HtDi A..-. . ••• . • -.rJ-i-THOOD-i. -    

EFFLCTIVL VOLUME OF ACCUMULATOR  =     J26.0  lti3  -  - 
hAXIhUM ACTUATUR STIFFNESS       =     bOOO.O  u^^/lN 
MINIMUM ACTUATOR STIFFNESS       =      uOO.O -LB/L-^  

EXTERNAL LOADS 

  X "  Y Z 

 FORCE' Lu. 1000.0     \'^ j^ 

REQUIRED STIFFNESS AT MOUNTiNS PLATFuRM   

..^,.. X  ----- X,-- -.-      ~z. 

_..IRAwSLATIONi Lb/IN _.^ lZa7..5 .a --CL 
ROTATION'IN.LB/RAD .0   1758500.0 
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CASE     3 &-   D   0   F        SIMULATOR 

-VEHICLE •   ••••-. I •   «-•  •   • .1 AH   IG - HEt.ICO-pT£R-^ 

ACTUATOK   rOKCES   AND   L/ISPLACEMEr'TS   DUE   TO 

ACTUATOR 

1 
—2  

3 
Ji 
5 
6 

WEIGHTrLB 

646.6 
 6.%6.«L£i  

646.6 
-.. 646.8  - -  

■    646.o 
-.-   646.b 

KECOiL   LOAQ»LB.        DIPL.(RECOIL   LU.)»IN 

-481.6 
 -444.,a.. 

444 . 0 
-   -i+ai.6 

37.6 
 37.6 

-.5024 8 
— .37759- 

.37759 
-^._-. 54)246 

.12489 
 .124B9- 

ACTUATOr%   STiFFNtSS   AND   PRESSURES 

  ACTUATOR - STiFFUcSS 
Lb/I.g 

TOP PRESSURE 
PSI 

-BOT. PRESSURE  
PSI 

  

1 
2 
3 

.----4   _ .. 
5 

956.5 
1176.u  .-- 
1176.0 
958.b  -  
301.u 

-—. 301.4j..--   

332.2 
-.  411.0  

411.0 
  332.2  -- ._..- 

93.9 
- -.. „--9Ji-.-9 - -.  - 

362.7 
--  -.441.5   - 

441.5 
 362.7   — 

124.'^ 
-  - 1-24.4      . 

- — ■ ' 

ACCJMUUATOR  PKLCHARGE 

-JlCC-UMUuM-Iuil 

-   1 (TUH) 
2 (TOP) 
3 (TOP)      . 
4 (TOP) 

 -5 -JTOi^J .__. 
6 (TOP) 

-EiXCHAOGE-leSi-J.- 

257.2 - 
31d.3 
316.3 . 
257.2 

-—Z2^  
72.7 

RESULTrt.NT   iTIFFiltSb   AT   CLMIER   OF   PLATFORM 

207.1 -.0 

-.0 753.4 

-20.1 -.0 

-.0 13248.6 

515.5 .0 

.0 -19596.6 

-20.1 -.0 515.5 .0 

-.0 13248.6 .0 -19596.D 

2910.4 -.0 29222.1 -. 0 

-.0 1847402.1 .0 -iOPi62.b 

9222.1 .0 1007732.1 .1 

-.0 -108162.7 .1 1^67540.b 
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INPUT  DATA 

1. _ _eL- _D a  F „    S  l.i'LAl L J\   T   (1 fL 
2. 
3. VEHICLE            AH   IG     HELICOPTER 
4. 
5. 

20. 
9500. Q __.„      J.0^_„ _      Q.a     92*32 „„_     . 

6. 
7. 

U.O                  0.0 
1000.                   0.0 

0.0. 
....   __o.    ._.       .         .          _. _.. 

8. 
9. 

0.0                  0.0 
1 

10. 
11. 

1 
10000. . .3Dfl.Qr).      _.  _   ._               .JJ5M0Q00 .^     .. 

12. 
13. 

-8457. 
100.      _     .          ^_    . 

-3078.                                   -401327. 

TIME:  0, .nq?2 c;FCOfonc.. 
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CASE     1                                                        6-  0  0  F       S   I   M  U  L  A  T  0  R 

 VEHICLE-a..... ........-- Ahl- IG   -HEUlCOPTER   —- 

ACTING   WEIGHT = 9500.0     LBS 

CJD-ORDINATES»   INCri  X- 

C..G.   OF   WFIGHT ..aHQ. ^HIIO 9i..3.3Ii- 
WEAPON MOUNTING POINT .OOU .000 .000 
JARGEL    _ lOOO.OaQ  .-  .aOQ-_ -.^- .000 

MQlJiJTiNG   A.'jGLE  QF   V.£RIuLJL-^iiIIH_£LAXEnEiilJ--DcJL.----.-..-«--iL^ 2IL.-fl£L 

GlNiBAL   ROTATION'   JcG. 

.eiLlClL ai)...JJji (TMCi  .    MOUNTlMG   ANGLE) 
YAW 'UU 

_iiAMPING  MEDIA.    GIL. 

_£F_F£CJJ^L._VjjLi[LC__Q.-F_A.££.U!;lULAlQll__-^ 112^- l^  
MAXIKUM ACTUATOR STiFFwEbS       =    23000.0 LQ/l'.i 
MiNLMUh ACTUATOR STIFFI-JCSS  . __.„ =  dOO.O  LB/lN 

EXTERNAL LOaJS 

FORCE» LB-             -8467.0          .0     -3078.0 
MONlEMTr IN.LB.  _  -•0   -401327.0_  .D_ 

 H£SU_lE£D_.SIit£M!iii.^I_:iQuIiIiIL'j .-PJ_AIEi;RM  

  _._... _ _.._ X    Y_ ...__  Z, 

TRANSLATION' LB/IN     iOOuQ.O ___^  .0  30000.0 
ROTATION*IN.Lb/RAD .0  15C0000Q.0 .0 

FORCES AT PATCH ApIMBALliV ITS COORDINATE SYSTEM 

  _..._  X  „-j Y  Z  

FORCE> L6. -117j6.^ f-Q '^3^9.1 
MOMEMT» IN.LB. .0  -lu92538.9 .0 
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CASE     1 6-DOF        SIMULATOR 
♦ ♦* * * ***♦*♦♦* * *♦* *♦******♦♦♦_ 

J^tlICL^_. _tJLJ_t^«..•«_*_«  • .t-i--- _AM.-JL G- _ld£L ICQEXLil-. 

ACTUATOR 

ACTUATOR FORCES AiJD DISPLACEMENTS DUE TO 

l<E"corL LOADTLB.   DIPL. (RECOIL LD.) »IN 

1 
2 
3 

5 

WE1GHT»L6 

2954.4 
_-lQl6jLd  
-1U16.6 

3636.9 
___3£3&.-y  

^016.1 
_z:ii32Q.2 
-t320.2 

__ 20i-6.i_ 
4313.1 

^_Ji3l3.1_ 

.17099 

-.83285 
.17099 
.42394 

^ ,42394 

ACTUATOk STIFFNESS AND PRESSURES 

ACTUATOR- 

1 

3 
Ji . 
5 

_6_ 

STiFFi4ESS 
Lb/IN 

11790.7 
9990.a 
9990.0 
11790.7 
10173.9 

.JJ]JLZ3..Jd_ 

TOP.PRESSUHE 
PSI 

1470.9 
__1329.Z_ 
1329.2 

__J. 470.9, 
1238.8 

._.J^3a»iL 

aoT . -PRESSURE 
PSI 

1610.2 
_J.28Jj-3 
1281.3 

 1610^2- 
1419.6 

-JiCL. 

1 
2 
„3 
4 

-_5_ 

ACCUMULATOR PRLCHAR3E 

XQB- .BGI-I0M_ 

735.4 805.1-  
664. b 
o64.b 

640.6 
...   640.6 - 

755.4 
U15L. 4. 

805.1 

619.4 709.9 
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RESULTANT  FLEXiSlLi TY   AT  THE  REQUIRED  LOCATION 

.781673-0'+ .000000             .315871-05 .226706-13     .4358'+5-06  -.'+39648-13 

.113687-12 .628593-04  -.170530-11 -.262288-06     .'+26326-13     .'+12051-07 

.315871-05 -.170530-11      .263319-0'+ .399680-13  -.128639-07     .159872-13 

.157652-13 -.28228d-06     .'+35207-13 .529893-07  -.333067-15  -.340362-08 

.4358'+5-06  .355271-13 -.128639-07 -.277556-15  .575809-07  .111022-15 

"-."'+04121-^3^^412051-07" •159872-1  -.340362-08  .000000     .410364-07 

il£SLILT_AJ^T SJIEFJiES^ AT  THE REQUIREDJ-OCATIOrJ  _... 

13429.0 -.0 -1£>6QL8L^       _    ...     -.ufl       -lG20ia.7_  ....Q    . 

-.0 12293.7 .0              65n4.B.4                        -.0              -6949.3 

-1660.8 jXJ  _ 38186,t..„     .- r.Q  _21lQJLt7.         , -..Q 

-.0 65045.4 -.0      19316977.2                          .1        1536864.1 

-102018.7 -.0 21101.7                           .1      18143777.5                        -.2 

.0 -6949.3 .    -jiJl     ...1536864,J....    ._    -.1     24503048_t2_..... 

(2FIH 
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APPENDIX D 
USE OF PIPDYNE COMPUTER PROGRAM TO 
VERIFY THAT A'^ = B"^ AND B"^ = A~^ 
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Summary 

The relationship between the system stiffness and the actuator stiffnesses 
of the mathematical model is 

K = A~l k B (D-1) 

or 

where 

K = BT k B (D-2) 

B"^ = A 1 (D-3) 

The following analysis is given to verify that k^ =  B~^ and B^ = A~^. 

Test Model 

The trlogonal actuator system, which is composed of six actuators elements 1 
through 6 is shown in figure D-1. A joint is located at each end of the actua- 
tors; the top joints 8 through 13 are the boundary joints. Joints 1 through 7 
are located on the mounting platform, of which joint 1 is used to introduce the 
loads to the system. Elements 6 through 18 represent the mounting platform which 
interconnects joints 1 through 7 to form a rigid structure. 

Use of Computer Program 

A computer program to solve a three-dimensional frame structure may be 
used.  Here, FIRL computer program called PIPDYN is used. 

Input Data Required 

1. Joint Coordinates 

The coordinates of joints 1 through 13 are given in the X, Y, Z sys- 
tem shown on figure D-1. 

2. Material Properties 

The material used is steel, for which 

Youngs Modulus = 30 x 10" psi, and 

Poisson's Ratio = 0.3 
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3. Member Properties 

The members representing the mounting platform (7 through 18) are 
assumed to be of solid circular cross section of 10 in diameter. 

Members 1 through 6 representing the actuators are assumed to have 
the same stiffnesses (k) of 10,000 lb/in. each and are represented by a solid 
circular cross section. 

The following approach is used to obtain the diameter of members 
representing the actuators. 

k-^ (D-4) 

A    Ml ..   A   £ 

where 

n  " ir E 

K = actuator stiffness = 10,000 lb/in. 

L = actuator length = 46.57 in. 

E = Youngs modulus = 30 x 10  psi 

(D-5) 

Therefore 

The diameter (d) of the member = 0.1406 in. 

4. Releases 

The following constraints are imposed on the test model in order to 
represent the actual triogonal system. 

The joint located at the top end of each actuator (boundary joints) 
is released in rotation about the three system axes. The joint located at the 
bottom of each actuator is released in rotation about two of the system axes, the 
third rotation is constrained to avoid singularity. 

5. Loading 

Two loading conditions are imposed on the system and are applied at 
joint (1). 
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Loading (1) - Forces 

A unit force = 10,000 lb is applied in each direction of the 
system axes X, Y and Z. Similarly a unit moment = 10,000 in./lb is applied about 
each direction of the system axes X, Y and Z. 

A total of 6 loads are applied at joint 1. 

Loading (2) - Displacements 

A unit displacement = 1.0 in. is applied in each direction of 
the system axes X, Y and Z. Similarly, a unit rotation = 1.0 radian is applied 
about each direction of the system axes X, Y and Z. 

A total of 6 loads are applied at joint 1. Note that joint 1 
is completely constrained from translation and rotation except in that direction 
in which a translation or a rotation loading is applied. 

Computer Results 

The computer results are given in attachment (2). 

The two loading cases are designated by: 

Loading 1 - Force transformation, and 

Loading 2 - Displacement transformation 

Extraction of Results for Computer Output 

Three sets of results are extracted from the computer output to verify the 
three following relations. 

Force Displacement for the Triogonal System 

Equation (425) of the mathematical model given earlier in this report is 

F = K D (D-6) 

The computer output listed in table D-1 determines matrix K which is given in 
table D-2. This matrix is obtained by getting the displacements and rotations of 
joint 1 in each of the system coordinate directions due to the applied loading 1. 
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Actuator System, Force Transformation Matrix 

Equation (427) of the mathematical model given earlier in this report is 

f^ = A F^ (D-7) 

T 
Matrix A  is given in table D-3, which is obtained from the computer output, 
loading 1, which is the actuator force (along its local axis - F2, at end 2) with 
a sign reversed to represent the actuator force component in the direction of the 
applied load. 

Actuator System, Displacement Transformation Matrix 

Equation ( 428) of the mathematical model given earlier in this report is 

d = B D (D-8) 

T 
Matrix B is given in table D-4 which is obtained from the computer output, load- 
ing 2, which is the actuator displacement (along its local axis - X2, at end 2) 
with a sign reversed to represent the actuator component in the direction of the 
applied displacement. 

Conclusions 

The following results can be concluded, simply by inspection of matrices A 
and B~l (tables D-3 and D-6) and matrices B and A~^ (tables D-4 and D-5), that 

A'^ = B~l (D-9) 

and 

B'''' = A 1 (D-10) 

Also by comparing matrix (A~ x B) table D-7 and the stiffness matrix (K) (table 
D-2), we can justify equation D-1 given in the summary of this appendix, which is 

applied for the stiffness of equal actuators. 
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Actuator 

Symbols 

X Element No. 

^• Structural Joint 

.0 Boundary Joint 

Mounting 
Platform 

— X 

Total  No. of Elements = 18 

Total No. of Joints = 13 

Figure D-1.  Test model, triogonal actuator system (plan) 
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Table D-1. System flexibility matrix 

.85320 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00380 .00000 

.00000 .85320 .00000 -.00380 .00000 -.00000 

.00000 .00000 .27976 .00000 .00000 .00000 

.00000 -.00380 .00000 .00059 .00000 .00000 

.00380 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00059 .00000 

.00000 -.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00044 

Ref. computer results, attachment 2 - loading 1 

Table D-2.  System stiffness matrix (K) 

1.20682 .00000 -.00000 .00000 -7.80397 .00000 

.00000 1.20682 .00000 7.80405 .00000 .00001 

-.00000 .00000 3.57445 .00000 -.00010 .00000 

.00000 7.80405 .000001751 .90138 .00000 .00005 

7.80398 .00000 -.00010 .000001751 .89470 .00000 

.00000 .00001 .00000 .00005 .000002294 .29361 
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Table D-3.  Actuator system, force transformation matrix (A)*^* 

-.48517 .43410 .43410 -.48517 .05107 .05107 

-.22114 .30960 -.30960 .22114 .53074 -.53074 

.21561 .21561 .21561 .21561 .21561 .21561 

.01351 .00983 -.00983 -.01351 -.00369 .00369 

.00355 .00993 .00993 .00355 -.01348 -.01348 

.00851 -.00851 .00851 -.00851 .00851 -.00851 

Ref computer results attachment 2 - loading 1 

Table D-4.  Actuator system, displacement transformation matrix (B)^* 

-.61322 

-.16142 

.77074 

21.95092 

10.00000 

19.52949 

.44641 

-.45036 

.77074 

19.63575 

14.01000 

19.52950 

.44641 

.45036 

.77074 

■19.63575 

14.01000 

19.52950 

-.61322 

.16142 

.77074 

-21.95092 

10.00000 

-19.52949 

.16682 

.61178 

.77074 

-2,31516 

-24.01006 

19.52951 

.16682 

.61178 

.77074 

2.31516 

-24.01006 

-19.52951 

Ref. computer results attachment 2 - loading 2 
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Table D-5. A ^ matrix 

-.61359 

-.16098 

.77300 

22.03258 

10.03938 

19.59343 

.44636 

.45096 

.77300 

19.71328 

14.05508 

•19.57708 

.44636 

-.45096 

.77300 

-19.71328 

14.05508 

19.57708 

-.61359 

.16098 

.77300 

22.03258 

10.03938 

-19.59343 

.16722 

.61194 

.77300 

-2.31930 

-24.09446 

19.58389 

.16722 

-.61194 

.77300 

2.31930 

-24.09446 

-19.58389 

Table D-6.  B ^ matri 

.48537 .43418 .43418 -.48537 .05119 .05119 

.22112 .30979 -.30979 .22112 .53090 -.53090 

.21624 .21624 .21624 .21624 .21624 .21624 

.01356 .00987 -.00987 -.01356 -.00369 .00369 

.00357 .00996 .00996 .00357 -.01353 -.01353 

.00853 -.00853 .00853 -.00853 .00853 -.00853 

— 1 T 
Table D-7.  A  x B matrix (equivalent to B x B) 

1.20684 .00000 -.00000 -.00000 -7.79466 -.00000 

-.00000 1.20690 .00000 7.80899 -.00000 .00002 

-.00000 .00000 3.57469 .00000 -.00009 .00000 

-.00000 7.80515 .000011752 .18031 .00000 -.00049 

7.80288 .00000 .00001 -.000001751 .62956 .00003 

.00000 .00305 -.00000 .68668 .000022294 .88837 
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APPENDIX E 
MAIN HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT 
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Accumulator Sizing 

Adiabatic condition: 

V.(P./?,)'/" 
V. = 

1 - (P./p.y^' 

Where; 

Vi := Size of acrumulator neces- 
sar>', cu. in. This is the max- 
imum volume occupied by 
the Ras at prccharfje pres- 
sure. 

V. =: Volume of fluid discharRc«l 
from accumulalor, cu. in. It 
is the additional volume of 
fluid demanded by the sys- 
tem. 

Fi = Cas precharge of accumulat- 
or,  pbi.  Thii  pre.s.sure must 

be less than or equal to min- 
imum system pressure (P.). 

P, = Maximum system design op- 
erating pressure, psi. 

V, = Compressed volume of gas 
at maximum system pres- 
sure, cu. in. 

Pi = Minimum system pressure at 
which the additional volume 
of fluid is needed, psi. 

V» := The expanded volume of gas 
at minimum system pressure, 
cu. in. 

r p.v. ^ 

VV   V 
PRE-        fUlLV 

CHARGED     CHARGED 
Drs- 

CHARGED 

1^7 p^   --  /^^^o   /^£/    ,     p2 : S,a'<PO   i^&v   / = .9 

/5 =  ^7£>a   /V/^ 

/n 

Pg 2'7^j£_ 
',  -   ^ / ti^c^    r^ I . •'■■•   z   —-—— ^ /.s 

.7/^ 

^r /- (.^X^'^f •C72S      - ^f ^^ -2 ('''y 

y f<^oj {C/='M) ^^^^) 
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W'heie: 
V = Roqiiiicd    accumulator   ca- 

pacily, cu. in. 

g = Acceleration due to cravity, 
32.2 ft/scc". 

12 

L(e n - 1 V, = Klaxinium    shock    pressure, 
psi. 

W = Tol;il wcJKlit of fluid in the 
pipe line, lb 

n =  1.4 for lutrogcn. 

c> = Flow velocity, ft/scc. 

Pi = System   pressure  at  normal 
flow rate, psi. 

T/--     ^^       /see.      (z^o if/'A^   f'^ S,S£ r^'^ /^^/'f) 

IV'= -Y-A- I --   ^3{-^) 3.SS 
C^ '■J A   7^ '=   /epo 

v^[if (.oy][j^, ] /-    -^_^;. ^. r^.^; 

A<:^0^u^Aja^     ^/B£ - 
2-S/ ^ S.S ^'*i.     {/i*r*J.J 

A/,CAviecY   g9-«gg>gr    ^/2£   -'   ^  ^yi-L, 
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DUANNUNTIS 6L ASSOCIATES, LVC. 

CONSULTING   ENGINEERS 

WESTERN SAVINGS  BANK   BUILDINO • HHILADCLPHIA, PA. I0I07 

NCOISTCRCD PROrCSSIONAL   EMOINCCRS 
PCNNTPACKCR  S-VSM 

WILLIAM J. DCANNUNTIS, P. E. 

FLUID COOLER REQUIREMENTS 

THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE 
20th and Cherry Streets 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

CONDITIONS* 

Acnbient Air Temp. 

GPM of Oil 

Entering Oil Temp, 

Leaving Oil Temp. 

MBH   • . 

Elevation 

CASE I 

95.0°F. 

250 

130.00°F 

116.35°F 

687.0 

.1000 Ft. 

CASE II 

105.0°F. 

250 

130.00OF 

116.35°F 

687.0 

1000 Ft. 

^Conditions Cool 250 GPM of MIL-0-5606 fluid from 130°F. 
to a minimum of 116.35°F. at 95°F. ambient air 
(Case.I) and 105°F..(Case II).  The fluid shall 
be pumped from a 600-gallon tank at atmospheric 
pressure. 
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DKANNUNTIS S. ASSOCIATKS, INC. 
CONSULTING   CNGINCERS 

WESTERN SAVINGS  BANK   BUILDING • PH ILADELPH lA, PA. I0107 

RCOISTERED PRorcSSlONAL TNOINLERS 

PENNrPACKCR   0-76M 
WILLIAM J. DCANNUNTIS, P. E. 

FLUID COOLER SELECTION 

THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE 
20th and Cherry Streets 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

EQUIP. SELECTION CASE I CASE II 

Trane Model No. 
Velocity (FPS) 
Std. Coil Face Vel.(FPM) 
Oil Press. Drop (PSI) 
Velocity (FPS) 
BHP (Per Fan) 
R.P.M. 
Fans 

Coil Face Area 
Fin Series (Fins/Ft.) 
Spiral Turbulators 
Tubes 

Header Type 
Arrangement 
Mean t.D. (°F.) 
Coil 
Fan Motors 
Coils 

GC08-B2-14.5-5 
70 
500 
3 
2.23 
5 (Approx.) 
550 
(2) 60" Dia. 
6 Blade Adj. Pitch 
116 Ft.2 
S-16 (108) 
Yes 
5/8" Dia.'x~"0.024" 
Copper 
HR 
No. 4 
21.7 
4 Row - 2 Pass 
2) 7!^ H.P. 
4 24" X 174" 

GC08-B2-21-5 
73 
550 
4 
2.23 
12 (Approx.) 
670 
(2) 60" Dia. 
6 Blade Adj.Pitch 
168 Ft.2 
S-16 (108) 
Yes 
5/8" Dia.x 0.024" 
Copper 

HR 
No. 4 
14.5 
4 Row - 2 Pass 
(2) 15 H.P. 
(4) 24" X 252" 

Includes: Base unit, Drive Arrangement No. 4, 4 Coils 
24" X Length, 4 Row, 2 Pass HR Coils, Adjustable 
Pitch Fans, Fan Guards and Orifices,.Motors 

■ TEFC Type, Single Speed 1800 RPM, Belts & Sheaves 

NOTE: OPTIONAL EQUIP.:  MOTORIZED DM^PERS, CAPACITY CONTROLS, 
CATWALK, LADDER, FAN GUARDS. 
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OIL COOLER SYSTEM 
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Drawing B-2638.  Arrangement - unit control center 
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^   i^   ^    ^40^.^ 3 ^^^o 

Yil ,      LOCAL Off 

fCie 

UNITS IM   ^ ^A1 

■ ^j  

Drawing  A-2 639 
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(TABLE ^^///^£^r/Ofjs 
LU4S  foe   /NCOA^ItJ(^ 

C/IBLH .  /-SoD Ai<^M 

ClRCU[r Bf^EftKi^ 

MMMi FOMP 
STfiereR 

UAJIJ /A1 

■sp^ ft.> -•wTo apgi, coflsoU. 
7^ iJUlT 2fA 

Drawing A-2639 
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Drawing A-2 640 
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0// MA^EC    £>aof:^--^ 

^ n '^^. 
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'91 ^ 
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Drawing A-2640.  Auxiliary pump starter - unit 3B (unit 3D) 
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Drawing A-2641.  Relay panel - unit 3M 
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Drawing A-2641,  Relay panel - unit 3M 
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^t 
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Drawing A-2642.  Motor starter - unit 4B (unit 4D) 
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Drawing  A-262( Electrical schematic controls 
fuselage mount simulator 
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79 Series-400 GPfVl 
High Flow Servovalves 

Woog"79 Series —400 GPM Servovalves control 
position, velocity or force of massive machine ele- 
ments, with fast response at high flows. They are 
3-stage servovalves using standard 2-stage Moog in- 
dustrial valves for pilot operation. Operating in con- 
junction with an electronic position feedback loop, 
the pilot valve controls position of the 3rd stage spool, 
which in turn meters the high output flow. 

Because of the high position loop gain around the 
3rd stage, hysteresis and threshold properties meet 
or exceed the specifications of the best 2-stage servo- 

■—.-^ 

valves. Application areas inckide automatic gage 
control for steel mills, vibration testing or large equip- 
ment, position control on huge machinery, or wher- 
ever precise control is required in the range of 0 to 
^OHP. 

• 
A single servoamplifier can be used to provide 

closed loop operation for the third stage spool posi- 
tion and4he required amplification and electronic- 
mixing functions for the outer or major loops. Mftog 
Series 82 Servocontrollers are highly recommended 
for this purpose. 

PILOT   SEhVOVALVE 

THIRD STAGE SPOOL 
\ 

RETURN C2 PRESSURE 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
79 SERIES 3 STAGE SERVOVALVE WITH  ELECTRICAL FEEDBACK 
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The following options are available: 

• Choice of Moog Series 73, 74 or 76 Servovaive for 
pilot operation with flow rates for optimum per- 
formance in the particular application. 

• Choice of LVDT or DCDT spool position feedback 
transducer. 

• Provision for mounting auxiliary spool position 
transducer for monitoring. 

• Provision for operating the pilot valve from a sep- 
arate hydraulic power source. 

General Characteristics 

NOW Rating  

Operating Pressure" 
Inlet proof pressure 
Return proof pressure 
huid 

filtration 
Internal leakage at null 
External leakafie 
Pressure gain at null 

Weight 
NullShlft* 

Hysteresis* 
Yhreshold' 

400 gpm at 1000 psi valve drop 
500 to 3000 psi 
4500 psi 
3000 psi 
Petroleum base hydraulic fluid 
Others on special order 
10 microns recommended 
less than 2% of rated flow 

Greater than 30% supply pressure 
for 1% input   

157Jbs. 
less than 1% 
for 80% to 110% supply pressure variation 

0% to 20% back pressure variation 
lOO'F temperature change  

less than 1% 
less than 0.5% 

*Values for third stage spool position loop gain of 250 sec 

f-- • 
FLOW  LOAD  CHARACTERISTICS 

(Supply pressure greater than 1000 PSI) 

'"it'  fy' 

£0 C'l 40 20 
VALVE P21iiU=C DF.&F—% SyCPlv 

FREQUENCY  RESPONSE  CHARACTERISTICS 
SMALL AMPLnUPE  nESPOMSE 

5 - -iB- 20    " 30    iO   M 
FEtCiUtNCY (CPSI 

SYSTEM  PRESSURE  ?000 PSI 

TLOW  vs.   SPOOL   POSITION 
(At VatisLL Valve Pressurt: DrSps) 

1000 PSI 

y 

• 

600 PSI 

y 300 PSI 

/ 
^ 

/ 

* 

FULL AMPLITUDE   RESPONSE 

 ,  . IN 

■  
  ? 

\ v ^ 
  

/ 1 r \N o 
LOOP ZJ IN   105 SLC 

1' jl \^ \ 
2-10 \, 'U \ \ 
t 
3    p /I "~"--^ r   \ 

// LOOP G* N   1>5   StX 

// ' 

16 <y 
-20 

5 %  RATED SPOOL CTHOKt 

:L 

10 20        30     40   so 
FREQUENCY ICPS) 

SYSTEM  PRCSSURE  7000 PSi 

.260 

240 

220 

200 

— 160   1 

- 140 

-120 

100 

SO 

-60 

-40 
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SYSTEM   RESPONSE 

30      40    io \oa 
FREQUENCY     (CPS) 

MODEL 7y- /'^^ SERIALJ^-1£±.^ 

R1ECE1VE 

SYSTEM   PRESSURE 

INPUT SIONAL 

i>oot> 
.PS I 

—!-££ MA.(P-P) 

-260 

-250 

-240 

-230 

-220 

-210 

-200 

9 u 

a u a 
111 

3t 

SOO 

IVIOOO 
HOOC INC.. UM AUKOI*. NtW TOIIK 

^*j>T-;.v . ■ AV^  - fv^^^t"' 

^>AJt ^-^'^c^w.^w^t^ 
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APPENDIX G 
DETERMINATION OF SERVO OPEN-LOOP GAIN 

REQUIRED FOR RESISTING LOAD DISTURBANCES 
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When we consider an angular position feedback control system with a simple 
block diagram as shown in figures G-1 and G-2, the output position error, Q,, 
caused by a disturbing torque, T^, can be obtained from the closed-loop transfer 
function of figure G-2 as follows: 

1 + G^G^ 
(G-1) 

where 

G^ = transfer function between output position and torque developed 

G2 = transfer function between load torque and output position 

For the case of an electrohydraulic actuator system, Gi and G2 can be de- 
rived from a typical position control system block diagram shown in figure G-3. 
When we combine the two feedback branches, with 9-  = 0, the transfer function 
of G. is 

X 

V -! 

h.' 

0)2   '^ 

+ xAS 

(G-2) 

where 

(G-3) 

A = effective actuator piston area 

C = leakage coefficient of the actuator and servovalve spool 

D = actuator-load viscous damping coefficient 

J = total load mass moment of inertia 

Ku = actuator hydraulic stiffness 

Ki = amplifier scale factor in ma per radian 

K2 = servovalve gain constant in cis per ma 

r = effective radius of angular motion 

S = Laplace transform operator 

(f) = servovalve transfer function damping factor 

0) = servovalve transfer function natural frequency 
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Bi 

Ky-'- 

Figure G-1.  Angular position control feedback servo systc 

Td o- 

Figure G-2.  Closed-loop transfer function 
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The closed-loop transfer function of position due to a disturbing torque, T,, is 
therefore 

^2       (G-4) {^^'^"^X^^WS^^TM^^F^^^. 

When applying the final value theorem to determine the steady-state error in 
position, [Qjjgg, due to a step disturbing torque, T^j, the steady-state error is 

{^.\ u. sr^v^^^ - ^^ "= 
=  S-H)  VJ\^ I       ''^iS <G-5) 

To express the steady-state error in terms of the servo system open-loop gain 
constant, Kj^K2 in the above expression can be substituted by K which is derived 
from figure G-3 as follows: 

Since 

KQ = open-loop gain constant 

''rA/l-l-      °^^ 

thus 

^ ^    / (G-6) 

^ 2 V        rVy    ° (G-7) 

(«.): 

Tj  C 
d 

'SS 2  7  I DC\ 

T^   C 
K     ^ 
°      rV/l+    DC 

^221^)35 
^ ^  / . (G-9) 
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For a specified value of step disturbing torque, Tj, and an acceptable position 
error, 6^, the required servo system open-loop gain constant, K , to resist the 
disturbing torque is 

(G-10) 

since 

T , C 
a 

T, C 
a 

rh^eX      AVx.-2^,„,,33 M. (G-U) 

Calculation of the Main Pitch Control System Open-Loop Gain 

For a maximum firing torque of 99,000 ft-lb as calculated in appendix F of 
this report, the required servo open-loop constant, K , to resist this disturbing 
torque for a position error of 1 degree or less is 

where 

K 
(99.000) (12)C 

""      r^ A^ (1/57.3) 

(G-12) 

C = assumed to have a leakage coefficient equivalent to a 
damping factor of 0.8 for the actuator 

= 0.508 cis/psi 

A = 37.7 sq in. 

r = 78 in 

K^ = 4.1/sec 

The value of K used in the system design is 7 which is larger than the required 
loop gain calculated above. 
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Calculation of the Main Yaw Control System Open-Loop Gain 

, The required open-loop gain constant for the Main Yaw control system was 
calculated with the following parameter values: 

T^    = 10,625 ft-lb (app I) 

0     = 0.0231 cis/psi (table 7) 

dm    = 368 in.^/rad 

^^d^ss = 373 radian 

K     - (10»625) (12) (.0231) (57.3) 
N (368) (368) 

= 1.25 1/sec (G-13) 

The value of K^ used in the system design is 6.3 which is much greater than the 
required value of K^ calculated above. 
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APPENDIX H 
CALCULATION OF THE REQUIRED OPEN-LOOP GAIN 

AND BYPASS LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT 
OF THE TRIOGONAL ACTUATOR SERVO SYSTEM 
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The steady-state error In position due to a constant, frequency independent 
disturbing force in a position control servo system can be derived as 

X d static   DK ,„ ,, 
V (H-1) 

where 

XJ = position error due to disturbance 

FJ = disturbing force 

D = damping coefficient of the actuator-load 

The damping coefficient D in equation (H-1) can be derived from the charac- 
teristic equation of the hydraulic valve-actuator-load transfer function. The 
transfer function was developed in a previous analysis in a form of 

X 1 

^2   , r/ 1  , 1 N Mo2 , /  2 ^ D .  , , , DC , 

where 

X  = actuator displacement 

Q2 = actuator input flow rate 

A  = effective piston area 

KTTA = actuator hydraulic stiffness 

K.  = actuator attachment joints and structural stiffness 

C  = leakage coefficient of the hydraulic valve and actuator bypass 

s  = Laplace transform operator 

If D is mainly due to the actuator bypass leakage flow, it would have a 

value approximately equal to D = -pr- 

The last term in equation (H-2) will be equal to one such as 

^- ^y ^-   1 
?   ~   C 9   ~ 

P^r A (H-3) 
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The second order function in the denominator of (H-2) can then be solved for the 
damping ratio, 5, and the natural frequency, to^. Since K^»%^, the terms in K^ 
may be ignored.  Then 

"„ -^/^ 
and 

2c  1,M ,  D 
2^D "^ K .^ 

n       ^iA (H-5) 

Using (H-4), equation (H-5) can be solved for D. 

2  1. 

The design values of Kj^, M, A, F^^/X^j for each 6-DOF actuator are 

%A " 0.945 X 10^ lb/in. 

M  = 33.5 lb-sec2/in. 

A  = 20.652 in.2 

IT " ^ACT " ^ ^ 10 lb/sec 
d 

Therefore,  the bypass leakage coefficient C can be determined from  equations 
(H-3) and (H-6). 

c i  
2   1 

V^^U" tC^yC -y] (H-7) 

For z  = 0.707 and the values given above 

C = 2.04 X lO-^cis/psi = |^§^ (H-8) 

The required servo-open loop gain Ky in equation (H-1) is given by 

F. 

S       DX 
d (H-9) 
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From equation (H-6) and the design values 

Ky = 36 (H-10) 

Revision 

Equation (H-1) was derived assuming no disturbing force applied to the actu- 
ator. For the 6-DOF simulator a disturbing force (gun-firing) will be present. 
The following derivation was developed to further clarify equation (H-1). 

When we consider a position feedback, control system with a simple block 
diagram as shown in figures H-1 and H-2, the output position, X, due to a dis- 
turbing impact load force, F, can be obtained from the closed-loop transfer func- 
tion of figure H-2 as follows: 

(      X     ^2 
F   1 + G,G„ 

1 2 (H-U) 

where 

G, = transfer function between output position and force developed 

Go = transfer function between load force and output position 

For the case of an electrohydraulic actuator system, G, and G^ can be de- 
rived from a typical position control system block diagram shown in figure H-3. 
When we combine the two feedback, branches, with X^^^ = 0, the transfer function 
of G^ is 

G (s) = ^  i-^  + As 
A     C  S^ , 2_C  , , 
^A ^ ^  .' ^ (»-^2) 

and 

G2(s)=-^ 
Ms +Ds (H-13) 

where 

A  = effective actuator piston area 

C  = leakage coefficient of the actuator and servovalve 

D   = actuator—load viscous damping coefficient (e.g., piston, joints 
and load frictions, load damper, and windage friction, etc.) 

M  = total moving load mass 
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Figure H-1.  Block diagram of the position feedback control system, view 1 

^    .-r-N S X                    , 
^ 

""( 
j 
\ 

\ 

'2 

FORCE DETECTION 
^  -^ <^ - 

Figure H-2.  Block diagram of the position feedback control system, view 2 
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Kj^ = actuator hydraulic stiffness 

Ki  = amplifier scaling factor in ma per inch 

Ko = servovalve gain constant in cis per ma 

s  = Laplace transform operator 

5  = servovalve transfer function damping factor 

(0  = servovalve transfer function natural frequency 

The closed-loop transfer function of position due to a disturbing force F is, 
therefore 

X. K^   A  ^2  0) M 

(Ms2 -. Ds)(|-s + f)(4 .. IS3 ^ 1) + As(4 + fs ^ 1) ^ K^K^ 

When applying the final value theorm to determine the steady-state error in posi- 
tion (X)  due to a step disturbing force F, the steady-state error is 

(X)   = ^^^  '   (^)(^) = ^c ss   s->o   F  s   AK,K„ 
1 2 (H-15) 

To express the steady-state error in terms of the servo system open-loop gain 
constant, Ky, the parameters Kj^ and K2 in equatin (H-5) can be related to Ky, 
from figure 3, as follows: 

KK 
K = 

A (H-16) 

Substituting equation (H-16) into (H-15) gives 

FC 
(X) 
^^'A\(l+°f) 

ir (H-17) 

The required servo system open-loop gain constant to resist a specified maximum 
disturbing force F for an acceptable steady-state position error (X)   is 

K. IC  

^  A^(l^^(-)ss 
^     A^   ^^ (H-18) 
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For D = A2/C equation (H-18) becomes 

^^  2DX ,    , 
ss (H-19) 

This is a lower bound on equation (H-19) and, therefore, equation (H-9) merely 
provided a larger gain than required for the open-loop gain. 
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APPENDIX I 
MAIN YAW SYSTEM 
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.       OPERATING   PRINCIPLES 

The pistons (1) arc contained in a stationary cylinder housing (2) and 
are connected to rollcrs_(3) which bear on the cam ring (4). The rotary 
valve (5) distributes oil "from the inlet (A) to each cylinder in sequence. 
The oil pressure displaces the pistons outward, forcing the rollers 
against the cam ring, causing it and the outer casing of the motor to 
rotate. Fixed side guides (6) absorb reaction forces on the rollers, 1hus 
unloading the pistons from any side (tangential) forces. Oil escapes 
from the motor through outlet (C). An even number of opposed pistons 
assures hydraulic balance and unloads the main bearing from any 
piston forces.- 

OUTSTAFN'DING FEATURES 

• FULL RATED STARTING TORQUE 

• CONSTANT TORQUE —0 TO FULL RPM 

• LOW SPEED CONTROL 
UNDER 1 RPM AT FULL TORQUE 

• INSTANT REVERSING " 

• TV/O SPEED RANGES 

• INTEGRAL CONTROL VALVES 

• INTEGRAL HYDRAULIC BRAKES 

• FREE WHEELING 

MOTOR  CHARACTERISTICS 

MOTOR 
TYPE 

WEIGHT 

NORMAL SPEED FAKGE HIGHER SPEED RANGE 

GALS. 
OIL 

PER REV. 

CU. IN. 
PER/REV. 

TORQUE 
FT. LB. 
100 PSI 

RPM 
CAIS. 

OIL 
PER REV. 

TORQUE 
FT. LB. 
100 PSI 

RPM 

1155 216 .22 50.8 69 0-300       
?150 728 .62 143.2 190 0-100 .31 95 0-120 
2165 728 1.05 242.5 321 0-60 .52 160 0-110 
3160 639 .90 207.9 273 0-200 j .45 135 0-200 
4150 958 1.24 286.4 380 0-115 .52 190 0115 
4160 958 1.80 415.8 545 0-80, .90 272   1 0-80 
4170 958 2.44 563.5 743 065 1.22 372 0 55 
6170 1365 2.92 674.5 890 0-55 1.45 445 055 
6185 1435 4.32 997.9 1315 0-35 2.15 557 036 
8285 3080 8,64 1996.0 2630 0-15 4.32 1315 032 
8385 3080 10.00 2310.0 3080 '   0-15   . 5.00 1540 0-32 

Note: M?Kimum pressure;. Types 1155 and 3160— 5000 PSI. Types 
2150 and 4150 — 3500 PSI. "lypc 41G0 — 3250 HSI. All others — 3000 PSI. 

r 
TYPICAL TORQUE EXAMPLE 

TYPICAL STARTING TORQUE AT 0 RPM FOR ALL HAGGLUNDS 
HYDliAULIC MOTORS V.ITH MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT 

Thcoielical              Actual 

s 3ASED ON MOTOR 4170 
TYPICAL STARTItlG TORQUE AT 0 RPM FOR ALL HAGGLUNDS 
HYDRAULIC MOTORS WITH HALF DISPLACEMENT 
 Theoretical    Actual 

10,029 

i4.4e4 

o 
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-=-=. -_i_l._J_-L.-, 
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... ^, 2 145 1 1—^ 
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Torque 
(t./lbs. 

35000 

30000 

TORQUE AS A FUNXTION OF OIL PRESSURE PSI RECOMMEHOEO CHARGE PRESSURE 

20000 

1500O 

lOOOO 

5000 

//. TO 92,400 
> AT 300?' 

V 
§1 /     ** 

Is 
TO 78,900 

-V 1 / / 
/ 

y / 

/ 

j5^ 

/ 
1 'A ^ 

^i^ 

/// 
/A 

^ JlW . 

/>" 
^rl ̂ ^ 

_J^-~ 

500    1000    1500     2000    2500   3000 

PRESSURE — PSI 

% 
nn 

VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY 

-■ —- _. 
 -—  :rrzzzr— _______ 

-----,__ —^ 

■^^^-^..^ 

fin 

40 

1000 1500 
PRESSURE — PS: 

(Based on Model 6185) 

2500 

s\_ 
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/      ' 

\ 
•/ 

MS r i / / f / 

isn / 1 / /f f/ 
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k 
1 1 / 

1 
/ // V 

11/ 1 / / ̂  
V 

75 / 
'/ / A # 
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/ y / 

> 

// f^ )^ ^ 

75 i '/ C ^ 
.«—"'' Jf- -- 

0 

—— •1 
1    1    1 

160 PSIalJOORPM) 
ziSPSiaijoonrM) 

1         1         1 

% 
100 

80 

60 

40 

10  20  30  40  50  $0  70  80  90 100 llC 120 

RPM 

HYDRAULIC/MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY 

• 
1000        1500 

PRESSURE — PSI 
(Based on Model 6185) 

SERIES 21, 41, 61 DIMENSIONS IN INCMES 

Motor 
Type' A B C 0 E F H 1 K 

2150 9.213 1.634 5.551 2.559 5.1 IJ 25.275 10.236 13.386 9.606 

2165 9.213 1.634 5.551 2.559 5.118 25,275 10.236 13.386 9.606 

4150 9.331 2.795 5.787 2.756 5.276 30.236 12.593 15.748 10.669 

4160 9.331 2.795 5.787 2.756 5.276 30.236 12,598 15.748 10.669 

4170 9.331 2.795 5.787 2756 5276 30.23S 12.593 15.748 10,659 

6170 9.606 2992 5.827 3.150 5.750 33.779 15.354 18.504 10.669 

6185 9.606 2.992 5.827 3937 5.750 33.779 15.354 18.504 10.787 

8285 13.667 • 3.184 9.055 2.126 7,815 43.307 17.323 NA NA 

8385 13.667 3.184 9,055 2.126 7.815 43.307 17.323 NA NA 

I —ROTATINC—I 
PART 

'Request inslallation data sheets lor IISS and 31C0 wheel molori. r 
STATIONARY 

PART 

SERIES 83 , 83 

— 

8  ■ 
■ '-' 
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1 
11 

lOT/ TIN i- 

H    F 
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SERVOVALVE   DYNAMIC   RESPONSE 
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APPENDIX J 
COMBAT VEHICLE SYSTEM 
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Estimated Mass Moment of Inertia 
About Tank Pitch Axis 

Item 
Weight 

(lb) 

C.G.  Offset 
R(ft) 

'f   (Ib-ft- 
9      sec2) 

1    (ib-ft- 
"" sec2) 

(Pitch & Roll  Gimbal) 4,000 0 0 465 

Tank Coupla 
(      MICV65 +10%   ) 

6,076 1' 189 1,155 

S>upfio(lT    Tu-Sfe (fi^ i' 5C 52.1 

• 

Total 10,076   380 1,620 

Mass Moment of   inertia   (Ib-ft-sec^) 2,000 
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Moog 79 Series-200 GPM High Flow Servovalves 

Moog 79 Series —200 GPM Servovalves control 
position, velocity or force of massive machine ele- 
ments, with fast response at high flows. They are 
3-stage servovalves using standard 2-stage Moog in- 
dustrial valves for pilot operation. Operating in con- 
junction with an electronic position feedback loop, 
the pilot valve controls position of the 3rd stage spool, 
which in turn meters the high output flow. 

Because of the high position loop gain around the 
3rd stage, hysteresis and threshold properties meet 
or exceed the specifications of the best 2-stage servo- 
valves. The excellent dynamic response of the 79 
Series — 200 GPM servovalves makes them well 
suited for structural or fatigue testing applications 
v/here high frequency and full amplitude output are 
required. 

€0 '^p 
■^p:.j*jf— 

«^ 

A single servoamplifier can be used to provide 
closed loop operation for the third stage spool posi- 
tion and the required amplification and electronic 

■mixing functions for the outer or major loops. Moog 
Series 82 Servocontrollers are highly recommended 
for this purpose. 

Moog 79 Series — 200 GPM Servovalves are avail- 
able in two configurations: Standard and High Re- 
sponse. In the Standard configuration, pilot valve 
flow operates on the full area of the third stage spool. 
In the High Response configuration, pistons of 
smaller area are incorporated on the ends of the third 
stage spool to optimize response as a function of 
pilot valve flow. 

The following options are available 
in both configurations: 

• Choice of Moog Series 73, 74 or 76 Servovalve for 
pilot operation with flow rates for optimum per- 
formance in the particular application. 

• Choice of LVDT or DCDT spool position feedback , 
transducer. ' ^ 

• Provision for mounting auxiliary spool positions 
transducer for monitoring. 

• Provision for operating the pilot valve from a sep- 
arate hydraulic power source. 

L 

PILOT SERVOVALVE 

THIRD STAGE SPOOL 

i=iL 

-o 

EXCITATION VOLTAGE 

RETURN C2 PRESSURE C\ 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
79 SERIES 3 STAGE SERVOVALVE WITH  ELECTRICAL FEEDBACK 
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General Characteristics 

Flow Rating 
Operating Pressure' 
Inlet proof pressure 
Return proof pressure 
Fluid 

Filtration 
Internal leakage at null 
External leakage 
Pressure gain at null 

Weight 
"NuFShrfF 

Hysteresis* 
Threshold* 

200 gpm at 1000 psi valve drop 
300 to 3050 psi 
4500 psi 
3000 psi 
Petroleum base hydraulic fluid 
Others on special order 
10 microns recommended 
less than 2% of rated flow 
none 
Greater than 30% supply pressure 

for 1% input  
47 lbs. 
less than 1% 
for 80% to 110% supply pressure variation 

0% to 20% back pressure variation 
100°_F temperature change  

less than 1% 
less than 0.5% 

'Values for third stage spool position loop gain of 250 sec 

FLOW LOAD  CHARACTERISTICS 
(Supply pressure greoter than 1000 PSI) 

jt     60 

t       „ 
I o 

2 ICC 

■■•ns"? 
.■::5 

■i 

2'j 40 60 83 
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SYSTEM   RESPONSE 

ZO        At      50 
FREQUENCY      (CPS) 

  I . 1111 

SOP    ';oi>    I 
503 

unnn' ly^P       c^PR.i,  TrrntyL    Tt^pK^UP  ^Uf>,^Sii 

DATE. ibhi .BY. 
r.^.c. 

n.;i)j,p,Li,P-^^AJdLl. 

SYSTEM   PRESSURE. 'C ef .PSI 

INPUT   SIQNAl   ^'  lO OVv^yf'U) ^tti^n^ay. 

OUTPUT      ShPiU^      ^ fi'in'ifl^'Sf\/  SrA C, 4 

IVIOOO 
MOOC INC., [AST AURORA. NCW YORK 

RECEIVED 
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" S D F S " 

6 -  D . 0 . F . 
FOR TANK YAW DRIVE 

 COQKDlNATES .OF..F_IXED_FRAM£  

ACTUATOR   X(IN.)_.  Y. (iN.h    2 (IM.) 

1 15.58846   36.00000 
2 -38.97114     4.50000 
 3.  _...-38.971J14 -4.50Q00 

-36.00000 
-36.00000 

....-36,..0Q.QD0 

■■-- - - 

^      15.56646  -36.00000 
 5... ... 23.38269  -31.50000 

6      23.38269   31.50000 

-36.00000 
.. -36.00000  
-36.00000 
   

 COORDlNATtS .Of.M0Vim.FRME . 

. . ACTUATOR   X (IN.)     Y (Iivj.) Z (IM.)  
• 

.-  X       .   -12.99038   28.50000 
2 •.   -16.16653   25.50000 

-i    .3 . ...__.rl8.18653 -25,50000. 
*+      -12.99038   -28.50000 

-. 5       31.17691    -3.00000 
6       31.17691     3.000U0 

 .00000   
.00000 

. .. ._DJD.0 0a.   
.00000 
.00000 
.00000 

  

COORDINATFS OF LUMPED I VEIGHTS   _... __ . 

2 (IN,) NO. ,    X (IN.)    Y (in.) . WEIGHT (L&S) 

 1 -. -    30.00000      .00000 
2       -30.00000      .00000 

36.00000   
36.00000 

6500.00000 
6500.00000 
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-     6 -  D , 0 , F .   ...  .. 
FOR TANK YAW DRIVE 

- .- ._. -Pl.A.TFORM..[lISPLAC£iVl£NT. 

— -- ■— 

-  — 

X ...Y  ... 
TRANSLATION (IN.)     ,000     ,000 
ROTATION   (U£&.) . ... ,000  _.,000 _ 

-  Z 
,000 

 ,000 .... 

- -   — 

COORDINATES OF MOVING FRAME 

ACTUATOR    X (IN.)    'Y (IN,)' 

1      -12.99038  "28.50000 
-. -   ?--- .-18.18653    25,50000 

3       -16,10653   -25.50000 
  4       -12.99038   -26.50000 

5       31.17691    -3.00000 
- ...6 ..   31.17691 .   3.00000 .. .. 

—{ ___— . ...  _ ._ 

Z (IN,) 

.00000 
..-..noaoo._ _ 
.00000 
.00000   
.00000 

. ..DOOQO ._. 

ACTUAT"0R TENrGTH 

46,57252 
..- ...46.5.7252 

46.57252 
46.57252 
46.57252 

 46,57252    

ACCELERATIONS ACTING ON WEIGHTS 

X       Y 
.  LINEAR   (IN/SEC2)      .00      .00 

ANGULAR (RAD/SEC2)      .00      ,00 

' z  
. ._. ,00. ._. 

.00 

- - -   - 

ACTUATOR FORCES 

ACTUATOR     F0RCE(LB5) 

.1 
2 

.28030+04 

.28030+04 

.28030+04 
4 ,26030+04 
5 ,28030+04 
6 .28030+04 

COIvtPOMrNTS   OF   FORCES 

1 ..   -.17200+04 
2 ,12509+04 
_3_._ ,12509+04^ 
4     -.17200+04 
5  ,46910 + 03 
6      ,46910+03 

-.45139+03 
.12639+04 

_rL.12639+_04_ 
,45139+03 
,17153+04 

-.17153+04 

.21667+04 
,21667+04 
_t2l667+04_ 
,?l667+-04 
,21667+04 
,21667+04 
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.6 -  D . 0 . F . 
FOR TANK YAW DRIVE 

__XQOi^DINATES. .PP.. FIXtD__£RAM£^ 

ACTUATOR  X (IN.)  Y (IN.)... Z (IM.) 

1 .   l5.5B6ij6   36.00000   -36.00000 
2 -38.97114    <+.50000   -36,00000 

 3 _r30.9711 ^ !-'+. 50.0jj0 -3_6,Q()S)QO 
H       15.58816   -36.00000   -36.00000 

 5  23.38269  -31.50000 _ -36.00000 
6      23.36269   31.50000   -36.00000 

 -_CODRDINAT£S..OE_,M.OV.ljyG..£RAME  

ACTUATOR   X (IN.)     Y (IN.) .   Z (LN.) 

-.__1. ... -12.99038  _ 28.50000  .00000 
2     -18.16653   25.50000      .00000 

 .3 .-16.18653 r25.5O0D.0 .J)JDODO^ 
^ -12.99038   -26.50000      .00000 
5 .   .  31.17691    -3.00000    . .00000 
6 31.17691     3.00000      .00000 

 CGORDIMATES-OF- LUMR£Q..W£IGhlTS  

NO* X   (IM.) Y   (IN.) Z   (IN.)    WEIGHT   (LBS) 

. 1 .......  30.00000' .00000    36.00000   6500.00000 
2       -30.00000      .OOUOO    36.00000       6500.00000 
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6 -  D . 0 . F . 
FOR TANK YAW DRIVE 

 PLATEORM._DISPLACEMENT 

X      . Y 
TRANSLATIOM (IN.)     .000     .000 

...ROTATION.  (DEG.)  .OOu. ..... .000 

  Z   
.000 

.  .000   • — -- -   

COORDINATES OF MOVING FRAME 

ACTUATOR     X (IN.)     Y (IN.) Z (IN.) ACTUATOR LENGTH 
c 

1       -12.99038    28.50000 
.   2      -18.16653   25.50000 

.00000 
 .00 0.0.0. . 

46.57252 
  <+6,57252„_  _. 

3 -18.13653   -25.50000 
4 -12.99U38   -26.50000 
5 31.17691    -3.00000 

._  .6  _   31,17691  3.00000.   

t 

.00000 
. .00000... 
.00000 

 .00000.   

46.57252 • 
46.57252 
46.57252 

 46.57252  

ACCELERATIONS ACTING ON WEIGHTS 

X       Y 
_ LINEAR   (IN/SEC2)    90.00      .00 
ANGULAR (RAD/SEC2)      .00      .00 

" z   """ 
.  .  .00 

.00 

 —  

ACTUATOR FORCES 

ACTUATOR .    FORCE (LBS). 

1 
2 

A. 

.l7205+04„ 

.51999+04 

.51999+0^ 
4 
5 
6 

.17205+J4 

.14685+04 

.14885+04 

COi'.POl^EiMlS OF FORCES. 

1 -.10558+04 
2 .23206+0^^ 
_3 .23206+04 
4     -.10558+04 
5     .24912+03 
6      .24912+03 

-.27707+03 
.23447+04 

_r.23447+04 
.27707+03 
.91091+03 

-.91091+03 

.13299+04 
,40194+04 
.40194+04 
.13299+04 
.11506+04 
.11506+04 
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     6 -  D . 0 . F . 
FOR TANK YAW DRIVE 

  _ —  _. 

. -..-.COORDINATES. OF...FIXED FRAME 
' 

.  ACTUATOR   X (IN.J _  Y (IN.)     2 (IN.)_  

 -. i      15.5S846   36.00000   -36.00000 
2     -38.97114    4.50000   -36,00000 

..  -.3-..  .r3a.971i4.,-._. -.4».5DQ0Q_  -36.JD0D00 

-•-   - - - ■■ ■ 

*♦       15.568'46   -36.00000   -:j6.00000 
....-- 5.._/_.  23.36269   -31.50000. -36.00000 

6      23.36269   31.50000   -36.00000 
 "                        * 

._ _    COORDINATES OF-HO.VIIJG .FRAME 

ACTUATOR   X (IN.).  Y (IN.)  Z (IN.) - 

.- -.. 1 . -12.99038   28.50000 ._  _ ,00000 
2 .    -16.18653   25,50000      ,00000 

..._.. .-3   rl8.18653  .-25.500.00..     ^JIDDOO 

-..       

4     -12.9903a   -28.50000      .00000 
.5      31.17691    -3.00000 .00000 
6      31.176^1     3.000U0      .00000 

■ -  - -  

 CO0RDINATES...OF LUMP£LLWEIGHTS- . 

NO.    ..  X (liS/.)     Y (IN.) Z (IN.) _   WEIGHT (LBS) 

- -.. .1 ...-..- _ 30.00000'  ,00000    36.00000 
2       -30.00000      .00000    36.00000 

 6500.00000 
6500.00000 
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6  "     D   .   0   »   F   , 
FOR   TANK   YAW  DRIVE 

 PLATFQKM..DiSP.LA£EM£:NT.  

TRAINSLATION   (IN.) 
ROTATION        (DtG.) 

X 
.000 
.000 

Y . 
.000 
.000 

_  2 
.000 

3.00Q. 

COORDINATES OF MOVING FRAME 

ACTUATOR    X (IN.)     Y (INl'.)    YTlV.) 

.00000 
..OO0D0_ 
.00000 
.00000 
.00000 
..0000£)_ 

1 -14.116415 27.78108 
2 -19.49618 24.51324 
3 -16.82704 -26.41686 
4 -11.48100 -29.14081 
5 31.29120 -1.36421 
6 30.97718 4.62756 

ACTUATOR LENGTH 

47.60993 
 45.56099 

47.60998 
45.56099 
47.60998 

_  45.56099 

ACCELERATIONS ACTING ON WEIGHTS 

LIN'EAR 
ANGULAR 

(IN/SEC2) 
(RAD/SEC2) 

.00 

.00 
.00 
.00 

z 
. .00 
29.00 

ACTUATOR FORCES 

/iCTUATOR      FORCE(LBS). 

.„ .. 1         .13748+05 
2 -.76717+04 
3 .13740+05 
4 -.76717+0** 
5 .13746+05 
6 -.76717+04 

 -    - - ■     

COMPO\iENTS OF FORCES 

  1    -.86778+04  -.23732+04 
2 -.32793+04  -.33699+04 
3 ,63942+04  -.63286+04 

.10395+05 
-.60618+04 
.10395+05 

 .  

4      .45580+04  -.11550+04 
 5  .22636+04   .87018+04 

6     -.12768+04   .45249+04 

-.60618+04 
.10395+05 

-.60618+04 
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SERIES 73 SERVOVALVE 

The 73 Series Servovalve is a high p< for 
mante, two «*''"f' !>■;-'■    *   over  the ran ^e 
of rated flov-s t»n'-> 1 ■ -nal MOOw ^ 
(4 to 58 ift nin at 70 bars    Jtm /«*»-^ 
have a large field replaceaoiaW # ^ 
first stage flow that insuresHT '    • 
trouble-free operation. 

The output "".tage is a r   st4 • Vtor, four-way, 
sliding spot- .Theptif/ -taf h.'symn-ntricaf 
double-noz2'eand fla'   er,I IfcHl. t^ a     ubie 
air gap, dry torque motor. I KllM ^1 
feedback of spool position I >praifk id by a 
simple cantilever spring, n \mtm ktSK-its 
simple and rugged for depeOw"'*^^1ong nfe 
operation, A large capacity, field replaceable 
filter gives added protection of first stage flow. 

The spool and sleeve assembly floats on 
o-rings in an aluminum alloy body. This 
isolates the spool from side loading that could 
be imposed by mounting the valve on a 
slightly uneven manifold, A convenient null 
adjustment is provided by an eccentric pin 
that locates the sleeve. The pilot stage is 
built-up as a separate subassembly that can 
be removed without upsetting careful spacing 
of the torque motor parts. 

Several 73 Series models are available from 
stock, A variety of options can be supplied 
on special order. 

In a conventional closed-loop position 
control system, valve flow Is applied to a 
ttydraulic piston which drives the load. Load 
position is measured electrically and fed 
baclf for comparison with a signal 
representing the desired position. The 
resulting error signal Is amplified, providing 
current input to the valve to control flow. 

OPERATION 

Moog Series 73 Servovalves use an electrical torque 
motor, a double-nozzle pilot stage, and a sliding- 
spool second stage. Electrical current in the torque 
motor gives proportional displacement of the second 
stage spool; hence, proportional flow to the load. 

TORQUE MOTOR 

The torque motor includes coils, polepieces, magnets, 
and an armature. The armature is supported for lim- 
ited pivotal movement by a flexure tube. The flexure 
tube also provides a fluid seal between the hydraulic 
and electromagnetic portions of the valve. 

PILOT STAGE 

The flapper attaches to the center of the armature 
and extends down, inside the flexure tube. A nozzle 
Is located on each side of the flapper so that flapper 
motion varies the nozzle openings. Pressurized hy- 
draulic fluid is supplied to each nozzle through a filter 
and inlet orifice. Differential pressures caused by 
flapper movement between the nozzles are applied to 
the ends of the valve spool. 
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"'^fVi" 

DESIGN FEATURES* 

I rugged aluminum alloy body 

I oring floated, center pinned bushing with convenient null adjust 

I field replaceable 20 micron filter for pilot flow 

H dry torque motor in sealed compartment 
i 

B frictiontess, flexure tube supported armature-flapper 

ES modular torque motor and pilot stage assembly 

B! balanced, double coil, double air gap torque motor 

B mechanical feedback with simple cantilever spring 
i 

g spool-bushing diametral tolerances held within 
10 microinches (VA micron) 

E motor coils protected during thermal and vibration extremes 
by resilient potting I, 

■ optional fifth port for separate pilot supply 

*Design features of the Series 73 Servovalve are covered by 
U.S. Patents 3,023,782 and 3,228,423 together with 
corresponding patents in several foreign countries. 

VALVE SPOOL 

The 4-way valve spool controls flow from the supply 
to either control port (Cl or C2). Simultaneously, the 
other control port is opened to fluid return. The spool 
fits in a sleeve that contains openings which are un- 
covered by spool motion to meter flow to the load. 
Various valve rated flows are provided by sizing these 
openings in the sleeve. Spool motion deflects a canti- 
lever feedback wire that applies torque to the arma- 
ture-flapper. 

OPERATION 

Electrical current in the torque motor coils causes 
either clockwise or counter-clockwise torque on the 
armature. This torque displaces the flapper between 
the two nozzles. The differential nozzle flow moves 
the spool to either the right or left. The spool con- 
tinues to move until the feedback torque counteracts 
the electromagnetic torque. At this point the arma- 
ture/flapper is returned to center, so the spool stops 
and remains displaced until the electrical input 
changes to a hew level. Therefore, valve spool posi- 
tion is proportional to the electrical signal. The actual 
flow from the valve to the load will depend upon the 
supply and load pressures as described on page 3 
under Rated Flow. 
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TERMINOLOGY 
See Moog Technical Bulletin No. 117 for » complete discussion 
of servovalye terminology and test techniques. 

VALVE PRESSURE DROP The sum of the differential pres- 
sures across the control orifices of the servovalve SF>OOI, 
expressed In psi or bars. Valve pressure drop will equal the 
supply pressure, minus the return pressure, minus the load 
pressure drop    [ p^ - (p^ _ p^^) _ p^^] . 

ELECTRSCAL 
INPUT CURRENT The electrical current to the valve which 
commands control flow, expressed in milliamperes (ma). 

RATED CURRENT The specified input current of either polar- 
ity to produce rated flow, expressed in milliamperes (ma). 
R?tfd current is "^nnrifigcl for » p^'tirulT re" rrn.'^r'C*ion 
(oiifereiUial, series or parallel coiis) and does not include 
null bias current. 

QUIESCENT CURRENT A dc current that is present in each 
vaiva coil when using a differential coil connection. The 
polnrity of the current in the two coils is reversed so that no 
signal input exists. 

COIL IMPECANCE The complex rrtiio of coil voltage to coil 
current. Coil impedance v^ill vary with signal frequency, am- 
plitude, and other operating conditions, but can be approxi- 
matpr) by the dc coil resistance (ohms) and the apparent 
coil inductance (hcnrys) measured at a signal frequency. 

DITHER An ac signal sometimes superimposed on the servo.- 
valve input to improve system resolution. Dither is expressed 
by the dither treqjency (Hz) and the peak-to-peak dither 
current amplitude (ma). 

HYDRAULIC 
CONTROL FLOW The flow through the valve control ports to 
t!ie load, expressed in inVsec (cis), or gal/min (gpm), or 
lit/min (Ipm). 

RATED FLOW The specified control flow corresponding to 
rated current and given supply and load pressure conditions. 
Rated flow is normally specified as the no-load flow and is 
expressed in cis, or gpm, or 1pm. 

KLOV/ GAIN The nominal relationship of control flow to input 
current, expressed as cis/ma, or gpm /ma, or Ipm/ma. 

NO-LOAD FLOW The control flow with zero load pressure 
drop, expressed in cis, or gpm, or Ipm. 

INTERNAL LEAKAGE The total internal valve flow from pres- 
sure to return with zero control flow (usually measured with 
control ports blocked), expressed in cis, or gpm, or Ipm. 
Leakage flow will vary with input current, generally being a 
maximum at the valve null (called NULL LEAKAGE). 

LOAD PRESSURE DROP The differential pressure between 
the control ports (that is, across the load actuator), expressed 
in Ibb/in' (psi), or bars. 

PERFORMANCE 
LINEARITY The maximum deviation of control flow from the 
best straight line of flow gain. Expressed as percent of 
rated current. 

SYMMETRY The dc-rrn of eTJ3'!ty bet.'.':-en the f'cv.' r.uin of 
one polarity and thit of reversed polarity, measured as the 
difference in flow gain for each polarity and expressed as per- 
cent of the greater. 

HYSTERESIS The difference in valve input currents required 
to produce the same valve output as the valve is slowly cycled 
between plus and minus rated current. Expressed as percent 
of rated current. 

THRESHOLD The increment of input current required to pro- 
duce a change in valve output. Valve threshold is usually 
measured as the current increment required to change from 
an increasing output to a decreasing output. Expressed as 
percent of rated current. 

LAP In a sliding spool valve, the relative axial position rela- 
tionship between the fixed and movable flow-metering edges 
with the spool at null. Lap is measured as the total separa- 
tion at zero flow of straight line extensions of the nearly 
straight portions of the flow curve, drawn separately for each 
polarity. Expressed as percent of rated current. 

PRESSURE GAIN The change of load pressure drop with input 
current and zero control flow (control ports blocked). Ex- 
pressed as the nominal psi/ma or bars/ma throughout the 
range of load pressure between ± 40% supply pressure. 

NULL The condition where the valve supplies zero control 
flow at zero load pressure drop. 

NULL BIAS The input current required to bring the valve to 
null, excluding the effects of valve hysteresis. Expressed as 
percent of rated current. 

NULL SHIFT The change in null bias resulting from changes 
in operating conditions or environment. Expressed as percent 
of rated current. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE  The relationship of no-load control 
flow to input current when the current is made to vary sinus- 
oidally at constant amplitude over a range of frequencies. 
Frequency response is expressed by the amplitude ratio (in 
decibels, or db), and phase angle (in degrees), over a specific 
frequency range. 

UNITS 

Recommended English and Metric 
(SI) units for expressing servo- 
valve performance Include the 
following: 

English Metric Conversion* 

fluid flow inVsee(eis) lit/min (Ipm) 1 Ipm/cis 

g«l/mln (gpm) 3.8 Ipm/gpm 

fluid pressure Ibj/in' (psi) bars 0.07 bars/psi 

dimensions inch (in) millimeters (mm) 25 mm/in 

weight pounds (:b) kilogram (kg) 0.45 kg/lb 

force pounds (lb) deka Newtons (daN) 0.45 daN/lb 

torque in-lb$ deka Newton meters (daNm) 0.011 daNm/ln-lb 

temperature degrees Fahrenheit CF) degrees Celsius (*C) •C = 5/9 CF -32) 

412 
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HYDRAULIC 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Unless specified otherwise, all 
performance parameters are given 
for valve operation on Mobil DTE-24 
fluid at lOO'F (38'C). 

FLUID SUPPLY   Series 73 Servovalves are intended to oper- 
ate with constant supply pressure. 
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Supply Pressure 

minimum 
maximum standard 
maximum special order 

Proof Pressure 
at pressure port 
at return port 

Fluid* 

Supply filtration required 

Operating temperature 
minimum 
maximum 
unless limited by fluid 

200 psi (14 bars) 
3000 psi (210 bars) 
5000 psi (350 bars) 

150% supply 
100% supply 

petroleum base hydraulic 
fluids 60 to 450 SSU at 100°F 
(38"C) 

lOu nominal (25u absolute) or 
better recommended 

- 40°F (- 40°C) 

+ 275°F (+ 135°C) 

'Buna N seals arc standard; Viton A and EPR available on special order. 

RATED FLOW Flow specified below is the full valve control 
flow with either ± 100% electrical input when operating with 
supply and load pressure conditions that give 1000 psi (70 
bars) valve drop. Control flow will saturate in higher flow 
models due to pressure drop in  internal  passages. 

Five valve models are available from stock: 

Valve 
Model 

73-100 
73-101 
73-102 
73-103 
73-104 

Flow with 1000 psi (70 bars) Supply 
Rated Flow Internal Leakage 

1     gpm (3.8 lit/min) 
2y2 gpm (9.5 lit/min) 
5    gpm  (19 lit/min) 

10     gpm  (38 lit/min) 
15    gpm  (57 lit/min) 

< 0.17 gpm (0.66 lit/min) 
< 0.22 gpm (0.83 lit/min) 
< 0.35 gpm (1.32 lit/min) 
<0.35 gpm (1.32 lit/mm) 
< 0.35 gpm (1.32 lit/min) 

FIGURE 2-CHANGE IN CONTROL FLOW 
WITH CURRENT AND LOAD PRESSURE 

Rated flow for other valve pressure drop conditions is given 
in Figure 1. Flow with various combinations of supply pres- 
sure and load pressure drop can be determined by calculat- 
ing the valve pressure drop. 

PV=(PS-PR)-PL 
Py — valve pressure drop 
Pg = supply pressure 
PR = return pressure 
PL = load pressure drop 

FLOW-LOAD CHARACTERISTICS Control flow to the load will 
change with load pressure drop and electrical input as 
shown in Figure 2. These characteristics follow closely the 
theoretical square-root relationship for sharp-edged orifices, 
which is 

QL = K i /P7 

QL = control flow 
K  = valve sizing constant 
i    = input current 

A1 o Pv - valve pressure drop 



PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS UAIess specified otherwise, all psrformance 
parameters are given for valve operation on 
Mobil DTE-24 fluid at 100"F (38*C). 
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PRESSURE GAIN The blocked load differential pressure 

will change rapidly from one limit to the other as input 
current causes the valve spool to traverse the null region. 
Normally the pressure gain at null for Series 73 Servo- 

valves exceeds 30% of supply pressure for 1% of rated 
current and can be as high as 80%. 

NULL externally adjustable 

NULL SHIFT 

FIGURE 3 
NO LOAO FLOW 
GAIN TOLERANCES • 

With Temperature 
With Acceleration 

With Supply Pressure 
With Quiescent Current 

With Back Pressure 

100°F variation <56°C)         <±4% 
to 10 g         <± 2% 

80% to 110% nominal         <± 2% 
50% to 100% rated current         <± 2% 

0% to 20% of supply         <±2% 

FLOW GAIN The no-load flow characteristics of a Series 
73 servovalve can be plotted to show flow gain, sym- 
metry, and linearity. Typical limits (excluding hysteresis 

effects) are shown in Figure 3.   .. 

LINEARITY The nonlinearity of control flow to input cur- 
rent will be most severe in the null region due to varia- 
tions in the spool null cut. With standard production tol- 
erances valve flow gain about null (within ±5% of rated 
current input) may range from 50 to 200% of the normal 
flow gain. 

RATED FLOW TOLERANCE 
± 10% 

SYMMETRY < 10% 

HYSTERESIS < 3% 

THRESHOLD < 1/2% 

SPOOL DRIVING FORCES 

The maximum hydraulic force 
available to drive the second- 
stage spool will depend upon the 
supply pressure, and the hy- 
draulic amplifier pressure gra- 
dient.The normal first-stage con- 
figuration for a Series 73 Servo- 
valve will produce a spool driving 
force gradient which exceeds 1 
lb/% (0.4 daN/%) input current 
with a 3000 psi (210 bars) 
supply. This gradient will be re- 
duced about 30% when operat- 
ing on a 1000 psi (70 bars) 
supply. The maximum spool driv- 
ing force with 3000 psi (210 
bars) supply is 150 pounds ( 67 
daN). 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE Typical response characteris- 
tics for Series 73 servovalves are shown in Figures 4 and 
5. Servovalve frequency response will vary with signal 
amplitude, supply pressure, temperature, and internal 
valve design parameters. The variation in response with 
supply pressure, as expressed by the change in fre- 
quency of the 90° phase point, is given in Figure 6. 

STEP RESPONSE Typical transient response of 73 Series 
servovalves is given in Figure 7. The straight-line por- 
tion of the response represents saturation flow from the 
pilot stage which will increase with higher supply pres- 
sures. 

FIGURE 4  REDUCED AMPLITUDE FREQUENCV RESPONSE 
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FIGURE 5   FULL AHPIIIUDE FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Table I. Available Coils for 73 Series Servovalvcs 

RATED CURRENT & COIL RESISTANCE 

A variety of coils are available for 73 Series servovalves, 
so there is a wide choice of rated current. See Table I. 
It is possible to derate a coil to give a lower rated cur- 
rent than listed, thus rated current may be 8 ma differen- 
tial for a 1000 ohm/coil valve. 

Also, 73 Series valves can be supplied with internal re- 
sistors to give higher resistance for a given rated cur- 
rent. Thus 670 ohm resistors with 130 ohm coils will 
give 30 ma rated differential current with 800 ohm/coil. 

Table II. Standard Coil Connections 
Alternate Connections and Polarities Can De Supplied 

COIL CONFIGURATION 

\ TORt^Ut; MOTOR 
1 COILS 

CONNECTOR PINS 

DIFFERENTIAL COILS 

nFJWi 

SERIES COILS 

mm 

Nominal 
Resistance 
Per Coil At 
70°f (2rC) 

Recommended Rated Current — ma 

Diffeienti;:!, 
Parallel, or Single 

Approx. 
Inductance 
Per Coil' 

Ohms Coil Configuration Series Colls Henries 

22 200 100 0.10 
40 50 25 0.15 
80 40 20 0.30 

130 30 15 0.55 
200 20 10 0.80 
500 15 7.5 2.2 

1000 10 5 4.5 
1500 8 4 6.5 

•Approximate inductance at 50 Hz; servovalve pressurized; total 
coll inductance will be approximately three times 'value given. 

PARALLEL COILS 

m 

SINGLE COILS 

cm 

PIGTAIL COLORS grn      red      blu grn red grn     red      yel      blu 

INPUT CURRENT 
FOR FLOW OUT 

CONTROL PORT Cl 

for A-f, when current 
A to B < A to C; 

for A—, when current 
B to A > C to A: 

for series coils use B4- C- 

wJth B+, A- with B-4 , A- wrth B+. A— or D-f, C—; 
for differential coils tie A to D; 
for series coils tie A to D; 
for parallel coils tie A to C and B to D. 

COIL CONNECTIONS The two coils of the 73 Series 
servovalve may be connected in several different ways 
as shown in Table II. Usually a four-pin connector (that 
mates with an MS3106-14S-2S) is supplied, although 
MS connectors with fev/er pins, or Bendix Pigmy con- 
nectors, or pigtails are also available. 

SERVOAMPLIFIER The servovalve responds to input cur- 
rent, so a servoamplifier that has high internal imped- 
ance (as obtained with current feedback) should be used. 
This will reduce the effects of coil inductance and will 
minimize changes due to coil resistance variations. 

QUIESCENT CURRENT If used, it is recommended that 
quiescent current not exceed 100% rated current. 

DITHER A small amplitude dither signal may be used to 
improve system performance. If used it is recommended 
that dither frequency be 200 to 400 Hz and less than 
20% rated current amplitude. 

COIL IMPEDANCE The resistance and inductance of stan- 
dard coils are given in Table I . The two coils in each 
servovalve are wound for equal turns with a normal pro- 
duction tolerance on coil resistance of ± 12%. Copper 
magnet wire is used, so the coil resistance will vary sig- 
nificantly with temperature. The effects of coil resistance 
changes can be essentially eliminated through use of 
a current feedback servoamplifier having high output 
impedartce. 

Inductance is determined under pressurized operating 
conditions and is greatly influenced by back emf's of the 
torque motor. These effects vary with most operating 
conditions, and vary greatly with signal frequencies 
above 100 Hz. The apparent coil inductance values given 
are determined at 50 Hz. If the valve coils are connected 
in series, mutual inductance will cause the total induc- 
tance to be approximately three times the inductance 
per coil. 
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